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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 

 

 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya KANANURA yakiriwe ku wa 01/10/2018 isaba uburenganzira bwo 

guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere ; 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Bwana KANANURA, utuye mu Mudugudu wa Karumbi, Akagari ka Kirwa, Umurenge wa 

Murunda, Akarere ka Rutsiro, Intara y’Iburengerazuba, ubarizwa kuri telephone nᵒ 

0788341425, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe : KANANURA MUNYAMPETA Etienne. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 28/10/2019 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 

 

 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya MPAWENIMANA Tumaini yo ku wa 13/11/2019 isaba 

uburenganzira bwo guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Bwana MPAWENIMANA Tumaini, utuye mu Mudugudu w’Urumuri, Akagari ka 

Rwezamenyo II, Umurenge wa Rwezamenyo, Akarere ka Nyarugenge mu Mujyi wa Kigali, 

ubarizwa kuri telephone nᵒ 0788665565, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe: MPAWENIMANA MIRINDI Tumaini. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 27/12/2019 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 

 

 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya GAHUTU Vincent yo ku wa 06/11/2019 isaba uburenganzira bwo 

guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Bwana GAHUTU Vincent, utuye mu Mudugudu wa Barezi, Akagari ka Rubirizi, Umurenge 

wa Kanombe, Akarere ka Kicukiro mu Mujyi wa Kigali, ubarizwa kuri telephone nᵒ 

0788516136, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe: TUYIZERE Vincent. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 27/12/2019 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 

 

 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya MUKAMANA Jovanith yo ku wa 07/11/2019 isaba uburenganzira 

bwo guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Madamu MUKAMANA Jovanith, utuye mu Mudugudu wa Jabiro, Akagari ka Nyagatovu, 

Umurenge wa Kimironko, Akarere ka Gasabo mu Mujyi wa Kigali, ubarizwa  kuri telephone 

nᵒ 0785322334, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe: KUMWAMI Jovanith. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 27/12/2019 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 

 

 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya UWASE Assouman Saddi yo ku wa 06/11/2019 isaba 

uburenganzira bwo guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Madamu UWASE Assouman Saddi, utuye mu Mudugudu wa Mumararungu, Akagari ka 

Kabuguru I, Umurenge wa Rwezamenyo, Akarere ka Nyarugenge mu Mujyi wa Kigali, 

ubarizwa kuri telephone nᵒ 0781438523, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe: UWASE Ketia. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 27/12/2019 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 

 

 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya MABOYI Azza yakiriwe ku wa 25/02/2019 isaba uburenganzira 

bwo guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Madamu MABOYI Azza, utuye mu Mudugudu wa Bukinanyana, Akagari ka Nyagatovu, 

Umurenge wa Kimironko, Akarere ka Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali, ubarizwa kuri telephone nᵒ 

0788886886, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe: KAYITARE Azza. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 18/11/2019 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 

 

 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya NKURUNZIZA SEKAMANA Fredianne yakiriwe ku wa 

16/04/2019 isaba uburenganzira bwo guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo 

cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Madamu NKURUNZIZA SEKAMANA Fredianne, utuye mu Mudugudu wa Rumuri, Akagari 

ka Berwa, Umurenge wa Gikondo, Akarere ka Kicukiro, Umujyi wa Kigali, ubarizwa kuri 

telephone nᵒ 0783217513/0788615955, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe: NKURUNZIZA Fredianne. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 18/11/2019 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 

 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya URUJENI Cynthia yo ku wa 06/11/2019 isaba uburenganzira bwo 

guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Madamu URUJENI Cynthia utuye mu Mudugudu wa Nyagatare, Akagari ka Nyagatare, 

Umurenge wa Nyagatare, Akarere ka Nyagatare mu Ntara y’Iburasirazuba, ubarizwa kuri 

telephone no 0788509224/0788697476, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe BAKAREKE URUJENI Cynthia. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 27/12/2019 

 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 
 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya NDIKUMANA Ladislas yo ku wa 06/11/2019 isaba uburenganzira 

bwo guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Bwana NDIKUMANA Ladislas utuye mu Mudugudu wa Kacyiru, Akagari ka Ruhembe, 

Umurenge wa Zaza, Akarere ka Ngoma mu Ntara y’Iburasirazuba, ubarizwa kuri telephone no 

0784443880/0783240706, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe NDIKUMANA RUSAGARA Ladislas. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 27/12/2019 

 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 
 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya INEZA Enzo yo ku wa 06/11/2019 isaba uburenganzira bwo 

guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Bwana INEZA Enzo utuye mu Mudugudu wa Cyeza, Akagari ka Nyanza, Umurenge wa 

Gatenga, Akarere ka Kicukiro mu Mujyi wa Kigali, ubarizwa kuri telephone no 

0788452946/0788463267, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe INEZA Enzo Trevis. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 27/12/2019 

 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 
 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya BANGAMWABO Ezekiel yakiriwe ku wa 24/05/2019 isaba 

uburenganzira bwo guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Bwana BANGAMWABO Ezekiel mwene MBONYUMUSHI Samuel na 

MUKARUGAMBWA Elina utuye mu Mudugudu wa Gihembe, Akagari ka Nyamiyaga, 

Umurenge wa Kageyo, Akarere ka Gicumbi mu Ntara y’Amajyaruguru, uboneka kuri 

telephone no 0788271670, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe NTAKIRUTIMANA Ezekiel. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 16/07/2019 

 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 
 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya MUKADEMOKARASI Vélène yakiriwe ku wa 24/09/2019 isaba 

uburenganzira bwo guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Madamu MUKADEMOKARASI Vélène mwene HABIMANA Bonaventure na 

NYIRAMBARUBUKEYE Thérèse utuye mu Mudugudu wa Bugarama, Akagari k’Agatego, 

Umurenge wa Jali, Akarere ka Gasabo mu Mujyi wa Kigali, uboneka kuri telephone nᵒ 

0787739839/0785553168, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe WIHOGORA Vélène. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 31/10/2019 

 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 
 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya KAKOZI Vanessa yakiriwe ku wa 10/05/2019 isaba 

uburenganzira bwo guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Madamu KAKOZI Vanessa, utuye mu Mudugudu wa’Urumuri, Akagari ka Kivumu, 

Umurenge wa Gisenyi, Akarere ka Rubavu, Intara y’Iburengerazuba, ubarizwa kuri telephone 

nᵒ 0785866780, ahinduye amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe KAKOZI SHEMA Vanessa. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 18/11/2019 

 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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REPUBULIKA Y’U RWANDA 
 

MINISITERI Y’UBUTEGETSI BW’IGIHUGU 

 

P.O.BOX 3445, KIGALI 

Website: www.minaloc.gov.rw 
 

ICYEMEZO GITANGA UBURENGANZIRA BWO GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Minisitiri w’Ubutegetsi bw’Igihugu; 

 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko nᵒ 32/2016 ryo ku wa 28/08/2016 rigenga abantu n’umuryango, cyane 

cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 42; 

 

Ashingiye ku Iteka rya Minisitiri nᵒ 001/07.01 ryo ku wa 17/01/2017 rishyiraho uburyo n’inzira 

bikurikizwa mu guhindura izina; 

 

Amaze kubona ibaruwa ya SIBOMANA Adrien yakiriwe ku wa 24/05/2019 isaba 

uburenganzira bwo guhindura amazina asanzwe yanditse mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere; 

 

 

Yemeje ko: 

 

Bwana SIBOMANA Adrien mwene SIBOMANA Cyrille na MUKASHEMA Leonille, utuye 

mu Mudugudu wa Matimba I, Akagari ka Matimba, Umurenge wa Matimba, Akarere ka 

Nyagatare mu Ntara y’Iburasirazuba, uboneka kuri telephone no 0788201055, ahinduye 

amazina asanganywe. 

 

Kuva ubu yiswe MUHIZI Adrien. 

 

Bikorewe i Kigali, ku wa 15/07/2019 

 

 

(sé) 

Prof. SHYAKA Anastase 

Minisitiri 
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INGINGO Z’INGENZI Z’URWANDIKO RWA INGABIRE Gloria RUSABA 

GUHINDURA AMAZINA 

 

 

Uwitwa INGABIRE Gloria mwene NKOMEZI Olivier na NYIRAMBABAZI Mariam, utuye 

mu Mudugudu w’Urumuri, Akagari ka Nyagahinga, Umurenge wa Rusororo, Akarere ka 

Gatsibo, Intara y’Iburasirazuba, ubarizwa kuri telephone nᵒ 0788707206; 

 

Yasabye uburenganzira bwo gusimbuza izina INGABIRE izina NKOMEZI ku mazina 

asanganywe, INGABIRE Gloria akitwa NKOMEZI Gloria; 

 

Impamvu atanga ni uko izina NKOMEZI ari izina rya se ashaka kwitwa. 

 

Akaba asaba kwemererwa, binyuze mu nzira zemewe n’amategeko, gusimbuza izina 

INGABIRE izina NKOMEZI ku mazina asanganywe, INGABIRE Gloria bityo akitwa 

NKOMEZI Gloria mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere kirimo Inyandiko ye y’Ivuka. 

 

 

INGINGO Z’INGENZI Z’URWANDIKO RWA MUKARUZIGA Sarah RUSABA 

GUHINDURA AMAZINA 

 

 

Uwitwa MUKARUZIGA Sarah mwene BAZIZANE Josephine, utuye mu Mudugudu wa 

Rubona, Akagari ka Rwisirabo, Umurenge wa Karangazi, Akarere ka Nyagatare mu Ntara 

y’Iburasirazuba, uboneka kuri telephone nᵒ 0782049220; 

 

Yasabye uburenganzira bwo guhindura amazina asanganywe, MUKARUZIGA Sarah, 

agasimbuza izina MUKARUZIGA izina MUKABARISA, akitwa MUKABARISA Sarah mu 

Irangamimerere; 

 

Impamvu atanga ni uko izina MUKABARISA ari ryo zina yiswe n’ababyeyi be kuva akivuka, 

ni ryo yavuze mu kwibaruza ariko aza gusanga mu ndangamuntu ye handitsemo 

MUKARUZIGA. 

 

Akaba asaba kwemererwa, binyuze mu nzira zemewe n’amategeko, guhindura izina 

MUKARUZIGA akarisimbuza izina MUKABARISA mu mazina asanganywe, 

MUKARUZIGA Sarah, bityo akitwa MUKABARISA Sarah mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere 

kirimo Inyandiko ye y’Ivuka. 
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INGINGO Z’INGENZI Z’URWANDIKO RWA UWAMAHORO Fiona RUSABA 

GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Uwitwa UWAMAHORO Fiona mwene BAJENEZA Adolphe na MUTESI Diane, utuye mu 

Mudugudu wa Busanza, Akagari ka Cyanya, Umurenge wa Kigabiro, Akarere ka Rwamagana, 

mu Ntara y’Iburasirazuba, uboneka kuri telephone nᵒ 0789679497; 

 

Yasabye uburenganzira bwo kongera izina ELLA ku mazina asanganywe, UWAMAHORO 

Fiona, bityo akitwa UWAMAHORO Ella Fiona mu Irangamimerere; 

 

Impamvu atanga ni uko izina ELLA ari izina rya batisimu yahawe muri Kiliziya Gatorika. 

 

Akaba asaba kwemererwa, binyuze mu nzira zemewe n’amategeko, kongera izina ELLA ku 

mazina asanganywe, UWAMAHORO Fiona, akitwa UWAMAHORO Ella Fiona mu gitabo 

cy’Irangamimerere kirimo Inyandiko ye y’Ivuka. 

 

 

INGINGO Z’INGENZI Z’URWANDIKO RWA SIMPENZWE Phenias RUSABA 

GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Uwitwa SIMPENZWE Phenias mwene NGIRABAKUNZI MIGAMBI na BUYUNGU, utuye 

mu Mudugudu wa Gisenyi, Akagari ka Jaba, Umurenge wa Mukamira, Akarere ka Nyabihu 

mu Ntara y’Ibuengerazuba, uboneka kuri telephone nᵒ 0782772476; 

 

Yasabye uburenganzira bwo gusimbuza izina Phenias izina Félicien ku mazina asanganywe, 

SIMPENZWE Phenias, akitwa SIMPENZWE Félicien mu Irangamimerere. 

 

Impamvu atanga ni uko izina Félicien ari izina yabatijwe mu idini ry’Abadiventisiti; 

 

Akaba asaba kwemererwa, binyuze mu nzira zemewe n’amategeko, gusimbuza izina Phenias, 

izina Félicien mu mazina asanganywe, SIMPENZWE Phenias, bityo akitwa SIMPENZWE 

Félicien mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere kirimo Inyandiko ye y’Ivuka. 
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INGINGO Z’INGENZI Z’URWANDIKO RWA NYINAWUMUNTU Maisha RUSABA 

GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Uwitwa NYINAWUMUNTU Maisha mwene NIYOTWAGIRA na MUKANTAGARA, utuye 

mu Mudugudu wa Kagarama, Akagari ka Kigembe, Umurenge wa Gacurabwenge, Akarere ka 

Kamonyi mu Ntara y’Amajyepfo, uboneka kuri telephone nᵒ 0788825389; 

 

Yasabye uburenganzira bwo guhindura izina Maisha akarisimbuza izina Benigne, mu mazina 

asanganywe NYINAWUMUNTU Maisha akitwa NYINAWUMUNTU Benigne.  

 

Impamvu atanga ni uko izina Maisha rimutera ipfunwe ndetse akaba yaranabatijwe izina 

Benigne. 

 

Akaba asaba kwemererwa, binyuze mu nzira zemewe n’amategeko, gusimbuza izina Maisha 

izina Benigne, mu mazina asanganywe, NYINAWUMUNTU Maisha, bityo akitwa 

NYINAWUMUNTU Benigne mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere kirimo Inyandiko ye y’Ivuka. 
 

INGINGO Z’INGENZI Z’URWANDIKO RWA NKUSI James RUSABA GUHINDURA 

IZINA 

 

 

Uwitwa NKUSI James mwene GAHUNGU Protais na NYIRANDAMIRA Azaria, utuye mu 

Mudugudu wa Gatare, Akagari ka Rugarama, Umurenge wa Nyamirambo, Akarere ka 

Nyarugenge mu Mujyi wa Kigali, uboneka kuri telephone nᵒ 0786106778. 

 

Yasabye uburenganzira bwo guhindura amazina asanganywe NKUSI James, agasimbuza izina 

James, izina Félix, akitwa NKUSI Félix mu Irangamimerere. 

 

Impamvu atanga ni uko izina Félix ari izina yiswe n’ababyeyi be, rikaba ari ryo rigaragara mu 

Rwandiko rwe rw’Abajya mu mahanga/passport, rikaba kandi ari ryo ryanditse mu nyandiko 

ye yo gushyingirwa mu rwego rw’Amategeko ndetse rikaba ari ryo zina azwiho mu 

byangombwa by’umugore we aho ari mu gihugu cya Leta Zunze Ubumwe z’Amerika aho 

agomba kuzamusanga ku mazina azwiho muri icyo gihugu; 

 

Akaba asaba kwemererwa, binyuze mu nzira zemewe n’amategeko, guhindura izina James 

akarisimbuza izina Félix bityo akitwa NKUSI Félix mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere kirimo 

Inyandiko ye y’Ivuka. 
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INGINGO Z’INGENZI Z’URWANDIKO RWA MUSHIMIYIMANA Solange RUSABA 

GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Uwitwa MUSHIMIYIMANA Solange mwene SENTURO Joas na NAKABONYE Emeritha, 

utuye mu Gihugu cy’Ubudage, Neckar-Odenwald-Kreis District, Baden-Württemberg State, 

Kirchstrasse 12, 69427 Mudau-Reisenbach, uboneka kuri telephone nᵒ +49 62841682; 

 

Mu Rwanda, abarizwa mu Mudugudu w’Agasaro, Akagari ka Kamutwa, Umurenge wa 

Kacyiru, Akarere ka Gasabo mu Mujyi wa Kigali, akaboneka kuri telephone nᵒ 0788232829; 

 

Yasabye uburenganzira bwo guhindura amazina asanganywe, MUSHIMIYIMANA Solange, 

agasimbuza izina MUSHIMIYIMANA, izina HEMBERGER akitwa HEMBERGER 

Solange mu Irangamimerere. 

 

Impamvu atanga ni uko yashyingiranywe mu buryo bwemewe n’amategeko n’umugabo we, 

Daniel HEMBERGER, akitwa izina ry’umuryango w’umugabo we ari ryo HEMBERGER, 

bityo aza kwitwa HEMBERGER Solange. 

 

Akaba asaba kwemererwa, binyuze mu nzira zemewe n’amategeko guhindura izina 

MUSHIYIMANA akarisimbuza izina HEMBERGER mu mazina asanganywe 

MUSHIYIMANA Solange bityo akitwa HEMBERGER Solange mu gitabo 

cy’Irangamimerere kirimo inyandiko ye y’Ivuka. 

 

 

INGINGO Z’INGENZI Z’URWANDIKO RWA IZABAYO Claude RUSABA 

GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Uwitwa IZABAYO Claude mwene MUNYANKINDI Theodole na DUSABIMANA Sylvie, 

utuye mu Mudugudu wa Taba, Akagari ka Muyange, Umurenge wa Nyabitekeri, Akarere ka 

Nyamasheke, mu Ntara y’Iburengerazuba, uboneka kuri telephone nᵒ 

0788780583/0787225883; 

 

Yasabye uburenganzira bwo kongera izina KALISA ku mazina asanganywe IZABAYO 

Claude, bityo akitwa IZABAYO KALISA Claude mu Irangamimerere. 

 

Impamvu atanga ni uko izina KALISA ari izina yiyise bitanyuze mu nzira zemewe 

n’amategeko akanarikoresha ku nyandiko z’ishuri. 

 

Akaba asaba kwemererwa, binyuze mu nzira zemewe n’amategeko, kongera izina KALISA 

ku mazina asanganywe IZABAYO Claude, bityo akitwa IZABAYO KALISA Claude mu 

gitabo cy’Irangamimerere kirimo Inyandiko ye y’Ivuka. 
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INGINGO Z’INGENZI Z’URWANDIKO RWA NZAGATUMA RUSABA 

GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Uwitwa NZAGATUMA mwene AYINGENEYE Winifrida, utuye mu Mudugudu wa 

Musamabagiro, Akagari ka Gitega, Umurenge wa Kibangu, Akarere ka Muhanga, Intara 

y’Amajyepfo, uboneka kuri telephone nᵒ 0788442554/0780479684; 

 

Yasabye uburenganzira bwo kongera izina Aline ku izina asanganywe NZAGATUMA, bityo 

akitwa NZAGATUMA Aline mu Irangamimerere. 

 

Impamvu atanga ni uko izina Aline ari izina yabatijwe. 

 

Akaba asaba kwemererwa, binyuze mu nzira zemewe n’amategeko, kongera izina Aline ku 

izina asanganywe, NZAGATUMA, bityo akitwa NZAGATUMA Aline mu gitabo 

cy’Irangamimerere kirimo Inyandiko ye y’Ivuka. 

 

 

INGINGO Z’INGENZI Z’URWANDIKO RWA KWIZERA INEZA Kaenia RUSABA 

GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Uwitwa KWIZERA INEZA Kaenia mwene GASARABWE Elie na KWIZERA Françoise, 

utuye mu Mudugudu w’Indatwa, Akagari ka Nyabugogo, Umurenge wa Muhima, Akarere ka 

Nyarugenge, Umujyi wa Kigali, uboneka kuri telephone nᵒ 0781250614; 

 

Yasabye uburenganzira bwo gusimbuza izina Kaenia izina Kenia Bénigne ku mazina 

asanganywe KWIZERA INEZA Kaenia, akitwa KWIZERA INEZA Kenia Bénigne mu 

Irangamimerere. 

 

Impamvu atanga ni uko izina Kenia Bénigne ari izina yabatijwe. 

 

Akaba asaba kwemererwa, binyuze mu nzira zemewe n’amategeko, gusimbuza izina Kaenia 

izina Kenia Bénigne ku mazina asanganywe KWIZERA INEZA Kaenia, bityo akitwa 

KWIZERA INEZA Kenia Bénigne mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere kirimo Inyandiko ye 

y’Ivuka. 
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INGINGO Z’INGENZI Z’URWANDIKO RWA MUZINDUTSI Faustin RUSABA 

GUHINDURA IZINA 

 

 

Uwitwa MUZINDUTSI Faustin mwene SENGORORE na MUKANTAGANDA, utuye mu 

Mudugudu w’Irembo, Akagari ka Mumena, Umurenge wa Nyamirambo, Akarere ka 

Nyarugenge, Umujyi wa Kigali, uboneka kuri telephone igenganwa nᵒ 0788300608; 

 

Yasabye uburenganzira bwo guhindura izina MUZINDUTSI mu izina asanganywe 

MUZINDUTSI Faustin, akitwa MUGISHA Faustin mu Irangamimerere ye. 

 

Impamvu atanga ni uko izina MUZINDUTSI ari izina rimutera ipfunwe. 

 

Akaba asaba kwemererwa, binyuze mu nzira zemewe n’amategeko, guhindura izina 

MUZINDUTSI, mu mazina asanganywe MUZINDUTSI Faustin, bityo akitwa MUGISHA 

Faustin mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere kirimo Inyandiko ye y’Ivuka. 

 

INGINGO Z’INGENZI Z’URWANDIKO RWA NYANGE Mariam RUSABA 

GUHINDURA AMAZINA 

 

 

Uwitwa NYANGE Mariam mwene Jaffar SHYAKA na UWITIJE Amina Cyimpaye, utuye mu 

Mudugudu wa Mujyejuru, Akagari ka Nyamagana, Umurenge wa Ruhango, Akarere ka 

Ruhango mu Ntara y’Amajyepfo; 

 

Yasabye uburenganzira bwo gusimbuza amazina NYANGE Mariam amazina SHAKA 

Myriam ku mazina asanganywe NYANGE Mariam, akitwa SHAKA Myriam. 

 

Impamvu atanga ni uko amazina SHAKA Myriam yayakoresheje mu gihugu cya Norvege 

anafitiye ubwenegihugu ndetse akaba yaranayandikishije ku bana be nk’amazina ya nyina mu 

gihugu cya Norvege. 

 

Akaba asaba kwemererwa, binyuze mu nzira zemewe n’amategeko, gusimbuza amazina 

NYANGE Mariam amazina SHAKA Myriam ku mazina asanganywe, NYANGE Mariam, 

bityo akitwa SHAKA Myriam mu gitabo cy’Irangamimerere kirimo Inyandiko ye y’Ivuka. 
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ICYEMEZO N° RCA/0672/2019 CYO KU WA 26/11/2019 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

«MECHANICAL NYARUGUNGA COOPERATIVE »  

 

 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo ku wa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryahinduwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo ku wa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezida wa Koperative «MECHANICAL NYARUGUNGA 

COOPERATIVE » ifite icyicaro i Sector, Umurenge wa Nyarugunga, Akarere ka Kicukiro, 

Umujyi wa Kigali; 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

Ingingo ya 1: 

 

Koperative « MECHANICAL NYARUGUNGA COOPERATIVE » ifite icyicaro i Sector, 

Umurenge wa Nyarugunga, Akarere ka Kicukiro, Umujyi wa Kigali, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « MECHANICAL NYARUGUNGA COOPERATIVE » igamije gukora 

ubukanishi bw’ibinyabiziga no gucuruza ibyuma by’imodoka (pièces de rechange). 

Ntiyemerewe gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje 

kubisaba ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3:  
 

Koperative « MECHANICAL NYARUGUNGA COOPERATIVE » itegetswe gutangaza 

iki Cyemezo mu Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo 

itatu (30) ikimara kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 26/11/2019 

 

 

  (sé) 

Prof. HARELIMANA Jean Bosco 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu 

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO N° RCA/0679/2019 CYO KU WA 27/11/2019 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

«RUGANDO BRIGHT FUTURE COOPERATIVE » (RBFC) 

 

 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo ku wa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryahinduwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo ku wa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezida wa Koperative « RBFC » ifite icyicaro i Rugando, Umurenge wa 

Kimihurura, Akarere ka Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali; 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

Ingingo ya 1: 

 

Koperative « RBFC » ifite icyicaro i Rugando, Umurenge wa Kimihurura, Akarere ka Gasabo, 

Umujyi wa Kigali, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « RBFC » igamije gutanga serivisi zijyanye no gukora isuku. Ntiyemerewe gukora 

indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje kubisaba ikanabiherwa 

uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3:  
 

Koperative « RBFC » itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo mu Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika y’u 

Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) ikimara kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 27/11/2019 

 

  (sé) 

Prof. HARELIMANA Jean Bosco 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu 

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO N° RCA/0471/2019 CYO KU WA 26/07/2019 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE «TWITE KU BUZIMA MUHURA » (KOTWIKUMU) 

 

 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo ku wa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryahinduwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo ku wa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezida wa Koperative « KOTWIKUMU » ifite icyicaro i Taba, Umurenge wa 

Muhura, Akarere ka Gatsibo, Intara y’Iburasirazuba; 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

Ingingo ya 1: 

 

Koperative « KOTWIKUMU » ifite icyicaro i Taba, Umurenge wa Muhura, Akarere ka 

Gatsibo, Intara y’Iburasirazuba, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « KOTWIKUMU » igamije guteza imbere ubucuruzi bw’inyama. Ntiyemerewe 

gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje kubisaba 

ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3:  
 

Koperative « KOTWIKUMU » itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo mu Igazeti ya Leta ya 

Repubulika y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) ikimara kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 26/07/2019 

 

 

  (sé) 

Prof. HARELIMANA Jean Bosco 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu 

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO No RCA/0709/2014 CYO KU WA 14/08/2014 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « DUTERIMBERE MU BUKUNGU GITOKI »  

 

 

Umuyobozi w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryavuguruwe kugeza ubu, cyane cyane mu 

ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo kuwa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezidante wa Koperative « DUTERIMBERE MU BUKUNGU GITOKI », 

ifite icyicaro i Nyamirama, Umurenge wa Gitoki, Akarere ka Gatsibo, Intara y’Iburasirazuba; 

 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

Ingingo ya 1: 

 

Koperative « DUTERIMBERE MU BUKUNGU GITOKI » ifite icyicaro i Nyamirama, 

Umurenge wa Gitoki, Akarere ka Gatsibo, Intara y’Iburasirazuba, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « DUTERIMBERE MU BUKUNGU GITOKI » igamije guteza imbere ubuhinzi 

bwa Kawa. Ntiyemerewe gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse 

ibanje kubisaba ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Koperative « DUTERIMBERE MU BUKUNGU GITOKI » itegetswe gutangaza iki 

Cyemezo mu Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo 

itatu (30) ikimara kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 14/08/2014 

 

 

     (sé) 

MUGABO Damien 

Umuyobozi w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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DUPLICATE 

 

ICYEMEZO No RCA/0195/2014 CYO KU WA 17/02/2014 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « ABAKORERABUSHAKE BA NYAMATA »  

 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryavuguruwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo kuwa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezida wa Koperative « ABAKORERABUSHAKE BA NYAMATA », ifite 

icyicaro i Nyamata, Umurenge wa Nyamata, Akarere ka Bugesera, Intara y’Iburasirazuba; 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

Ingingo ya 1: 

 

Koperative « ABAKORERABUSHAKE BA NYAMATA », ifite icyicaro i Nyamata, 

Umurenge wa Nyamata, Akarere ka Bugesera, Intara y’Iburasirazuba, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « ABAKORERABUSHAKE BA NYAMATA » igamije guteza imbere ubworozi 

bw’ingurube no gutanga serivisi z’ubujyanama bw’ubuzima. Ntiyemerewe gukora indi mirimo 

inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje kubisaba ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Icyemezo no RCA/0591/2009 cyo kuwa 15/01/2009 kivanyweho. 

 

Ingingo ya 4: 

 

Koperative « ABAKORERABUSHAKE BA NYAMATA» itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo 

mu Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) 

ikimara kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 09/12/2019 

 

  (sé) 

Pro. HARELIMANA Jean Bosco 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO No RCA/0697/2019 CYO KU WA 09/12/2019 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « TURAHEZA MBOGO »  

 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryavuguruwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo kuwa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezida wa Koperative « TURAHEZA MBOGO », ifite icyicaro mu Kagari ka 

Mushali, Umurenge wa Mbogo, Akarere ka Rulindo, Intara y’Amajyaruguru; 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

Ingingo ya 1: 

 

Koperative « TURAHEZA MBOGO », ifite icyicaro mu Kagari ka Mushali, Umurenge wa 

Mbogo, Akarere ka Rulindo, Intara y’Amajyaruguru, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « TURAHEZA MBOGO » igamije guteza imbere ubwubatsi bw’amazu 

(ubufundi). Ntiyemerewe gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse 

ibanje kubisaba ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Koperative « TURAHEZA MBOGO » itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo mu Igazeti ya Leta 

ya Repubulika y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) ikimara kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 09/12/2019 

 

  (sé) 

Pro. HARELIMANA Jean Bosco 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO No RCA/0668/2018 CYO KU WA 12/11/2018 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « ABAKORANABUSHAKE CYURU »  

 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryavuguruwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo kuwa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezidante wa Koperative « ABAKORANABUSHAKE CYURU », ifite 

icyicaro mu Kagari ka Cyuru, Umurenge wa Rukomo, Akarere ka Gicumbi, Intara 

y’Amajyaruguru; 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

Ingingo ya 1: 

 

Koperative « ABAKORANABUSHAKE CYURU », ifite icyicaro mu Kagari ka Cyuru, 

Umurenge wa Rukomo, Akarere ka Gicumbi, Intara y’Amajyaruguru, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « ABAKORANABUSHAKE CYURU » igamije guteza imbere ubuhinzi 

bw’ingano, ibishyimbo n’ibigori. Ntiyemerewe gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe 

ubuzimagatozi, keretse ibanje kubisaba ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Koperative « ABAKORANABUSHAKE CYURU » itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo mu 

Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) ikimara 

kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 12/11/2018 

 

  (sé) 

Pro. HARELIMANA Jean Bosco 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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REGISTRATION AND PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS                 
 

                                       

    

                

INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY JOURNAL  

 

    

  

                    

No

 

12/2019  

  

   

  

                    

December

 

2019  

  

   

  

                     

Published Monthly 

  

   

  

          EDITORIAL   

 

The Industrial Property Journal is the Official Journal of the office of Registrar General in Rwanda 

Development Board. Publication of Journal is provided by the National Law N° 31/2009 of 

26/10/2009 on the protection of Intellectual Property in its article 190. The Journal is published 

monthly by the office of Registrar General as part of the procedures for protection of Industrial 

Property Rights. 
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                         Applications accepted for registration   

 

   

NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the 

Industrial Property advertised herein according to these classes may within 60 days make his /her 

opposition from the publication date. 

   

  

 

                                   CODES FOR MARKS   

 

 

Code   Interpretation   

310   Filing number   

320   Filing date   

750   Applicant   

731   Applicant’s address   

740   Representative address   

510   List of goods and services (Nice class)   

540   Description of mark   
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                           CODES FOR REGISTERED TRADEMARKS   

 

   

Code   Interpretation   

111   Registration  number   

151   Registration  date   

750   Applicant   

731   Applicant’s address   

740   Representative address   

510   Nice Classification   

540   Description of mark   

      

 

 

                                   

I.  NEW TRADEMARKS ACCEPTED   

 

(310) RW/T/2015/484 (320) 22/09/2015   

(750) TOTO LIMITED  

(731) Level 1, Blue Harbour Business Centre, Ta' XBiex, Yacht Marina, Ta' XBiex, XBX 1027, Malta 

(740) Trust Law Chambers 

Umuganda Blvd, PO Box 6679, Kigali 

(510) (32) Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit 

juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages 

(540) BIG COLA logo (2013) (and logo)    

 

  

-------------------------------------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2019/324 (320) 27/05/2019   

(750) Indigo Brand Holdings Proprietary Limited 

(731) Evans Avenue, Epping, Cape Town, Western Cape, Republic of South Africa 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (3) Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; 

perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; 

cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations. 

(540) I LOVE MUSK (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Musk" separately and apart of the mark as a 

whole  

 

                                

                   

                     -------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/419 (320) 02/07/2019   

(750) 

(731) 

(740) 

(510) 

PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(9) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating 

tobacco, chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for 

electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car 

chargers  for  devices  that  are  used  for  heating  tobacco;  battery  chargers  for  electronic 

cigarettes.,  (11)  Electronic  vaporizers  except  electronic  cigarettes;  apparatus  for  heating 

liquids;  apparatus for generating vapour. and (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes 

and electronic smoking devices; tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, including 

cigars,  cigarettes,  cigarillos,  tobacco  for  roll  your  own  cigarettes,  pipe  tobacco,  chewing 

tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); smokers' 

articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and 

ashtrays,  pipes,  pocket  apparatus  for  rolling  cigarettes,  lighters;  matches;  tobacco  sticks, 

tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the 

purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 
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(310) RW/T/2019/515 (320) 16/08/2019   

(750)  MONSTER ENERGY COMPANY 

(731) 1Monster Way 
Corona 
California 92879 
, U.S.A. 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; coffee-based beverages; tea-based beverages; 

chocolate-based beverages; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from 

cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-

powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice. and (32) Non-alcoholic 

beverages, including carbonated drinks and energy drinks;  syrups, concentrates, powders 

and preparations for making beverages, including carbonated drinks and energy drinks;  

beer. 

(540)     

                     

                    ------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/671 (320) 12/11/2019   

(750) Johnson & Johnson 

(731) One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, U.S.A. 

inhalation; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic smoking 

devices; electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes; 

electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol; oral vaporising devices for 

smokers, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes; smoker's articles for electronic 

cigarettes; parts and fittings for the aforesaid products included in class 34; devices for 

extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well as heated tobacco sticks ; electronic 

rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(540) THE PLEASURE OF HEATED TOBACCO   

------------------------------------------------------------- 
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(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (5) Human pharmaceutical preparations; vaccines. 
 

(540) MVABEA    

                    ----------------------------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/704 (320) 02/12/2019   

(750) OPTEM DEVELO[PMENT COMPANY LTD 

(731) MUHANGA, NYAMABUYE, AMAJYEPFO, Rwanda 

(740) EZECHAIAS Mushimire 

MUHANGA, NYAMABUYE, AMAJYEPFO 

(510) (30) Maize flour 

(540) AKAYANGE (and logo)    

                    

                       --------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/705 (320) 02/12/2019   

(750) EASYWAY LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) BARAGAHORANA Oreste 

Nyarugenge,Kigali city  

(510) (30) Coffee 

(540) EASYWAY (and logo)    

                         

                          

                          ----------------------------------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2019/706 (320) 03/12/2019   

(750) AMI-African Management Initiative  

(731) 1st FLOOR,fELEX House, 24 Dr.Joseph Riviere Street Port Louis, Mauritius 

(740) ENSAFRICA RWANDA 

KG7th Ave#35- Kacyiru, Blue Star House, 1st floor, wing B, P.O Box 6571 Kigali 

(510) (41) Education;Providing of training;entertainment;and sporting and cultural activities 

(540) AFRICAN MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE  (and logo)  Disclaim the words " African, Management and 

Institute" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  

 

                                       

                          ------------------------------------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/707 (320) 03/12/2019   

(750) Facebook Technologies, LLC 

(731) 

(740) 

(510) 

1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California, 94025, U.S.A. 

Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(9) Computer hardware; software for social networking;  software development tools; software for 

use as an application programming interface (API); application programming interface (API) for use 

in  building  software  applications;  application  programming  interface  (API)  for  software  which 

facilitates online services for social networking and for data retrieval, upload, download, access and 

management; software for creating, managing, and interacting with an online community; software 

for  organizing,  searching  for  and  managing  events;  software  for  creating,  editing,  uploading, 

downloading,  accessing,  viewing,  posting,  displaying,  tagging,  blogging,  streaming,  linking, 

annotating,  indicating  sentiment  about,  commenting  on,  embedding,  transmitting,  and  sharing  or 

otherwise  providing  electronic  media  or  information  via  computer  and  communication  networks; 

software for modifying and enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content 

and data; software for the collection, managing, editing, organizing, modifying, transmission, sharing, 

and  storage  of  data  and  information;  computer  software  for  sending  and  receiving  electronic 

messages, alerts, notifications and reminders; magnetically encoded gift cards; virtual reality game 

software;  augmented  reality  game  software;  mixed  reality  game  software;  virtual  reality  game 

computer  hardware;  augmented  reality  game  computer  hardware;  mixed  reality  game  computer 

hardware;  computer  peripheral  devices;  virtual,  augmented,  and  mixed  reality  software for use  in 
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enabling computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile 

devices, and mobile telephones to provide virtual reality experiences; game software for wireless 

devices; game software for handheld electronic devices; electronic game software; virtual reality 

software; augmented reality software; mixed reality software; video game software; interactive 

multimedia computer game programs; downloadable electronic game programs; computer game 

software; headsets for use with computers; laser equipment for non-medical purposes; software for 

integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purposes of entertainment, 

education, gaming, communicating, and social networking; software for converting natural language 

into machine-executable commands; software, namely, an interpretive interface for facilitating 

interaction between humans and machines; personal assistant software; social assistant software; 

software for planning activities with other users, making recommendations; software for social and 

destination mapping; software for ordering and/or purchasing goods and services; software for 

wireless content, data and information delivery; software for creating, managing and accessing 

groups within virtual communities; virtual reality computer hardware; virtual reality software for use 

in enabling computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, 

mobile devices, and mobile telephones to provide virtual reality experiences; computer game 

software for home video game consoles; wearable peripherals for computers, tablet computers, 

mobile devices and mobile telephones, namely, configurable head-mounted displays; headsets for 

use with video game console; computer software; augmented reality computer hardware; virtual 

reality headsets; augmented reality headsets; virtual reality glasses; augmented reality glasses; virtual 

reality software for navigating a virtual reality environment; augmented reality software for 

navigating an augmented reality environment; augmented reality software for use in enabling 

computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, 

and mobile telephones to provide augmented reality experiences; headsets for virtual reality games; 

headsets for augmented reality games; handheld virtual reality controllers; handheld augmented 

reality controllers; video and computer game programs; interactive entertainment software; gesture 

recognition software; motion tracking sensors for virtual reality technology; motion tracking sensors 

for augmented reality technology; computer software for controlling the operation of audio and 

video devices; digital media streaming devices; earphones; headphones; video display software; 

video display hardware, namely, video drivers for video eyewear; software for use in enabling 

computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, 

and mobile phones to provide virtual reality and augmented reality experiences; virtual reality 

software for object tracking, motion control and content visualization; augmented reality software 

for object tracking, motion control and content visualization; virtual reality software for users to 

experience virtual reality visualization, manipulation and immersion; augmented reality software for 

users to experience augmented reality visualization, manipulation and immersion; virtual reality 

software for operating virtual reality headsets; augmented reality software for operating augmented 

reality headsets; virtual reality software for interactive entertainment; augmented reality software 

for interactive entertainment; headsets; software for recording, storing, transmitting, receiving, 

displaying and analyzing data from wearable computer hardware; wearable computing devices 

comprised primarily of software and display screens for connection to computers, tablet computers, 

mobile devices, and mobile phones in order to enable virtual reality and augmented reality world 

experiences; goggles for enabling virtual reality, augmented reality world experiences; software for 
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use in creating and designing virtual reality and augmented reality software; application programming 

interface (API) for computer software for developing and creating virtual reality and augmented 

reality experiences; software and firmware for operating system programs; computer operating 

systems; software for tracking motion in, visualizing, manipulating, viewing, and displaying 

augmented and virtual reality experiences; software, firmware and hardware for use in visual, voice, 

audio, motion, eye and gesture tracking and recognition; hardware and software for operating sensor 

devices; electronic sensor devices, cameras, projectors, and microphones for gesture, facial, and 

voice detection, capture and recognition; hardware and software for detecting objects, user gestures 

and commands; software and firmware for controlling, configuring and managing controllers; 

software and firmware for enabling electronic devices to share data and communicate with each 

other; computer operating system software; software driver programs for electronic devices for 

enabling computer hardware and electronic devices to communicate with each other; cameras; 

batteries; battery chargers; battery cases; battery packs; power charging and power management 

devices for mobile electronic devices; charging docks; charging stands for mobile electronic devices; 

base chargers for mobile electronic devices; power banks; external chargers; wireless charging cases; 

rechargeable electric battery devices, namely, rechargeable batteries and portable power supplies; 

rechargeable external battery packs for use with mobile electronic devices; chargers for batteries; 

power adapters; electrical adapters; electrical and electronic connectors; bags and cases specially 

adapted for mobile electronic devices; briefcases, backpacks and carrying cases for mobile electronic 

devices; cases for mobile electronic devices; faceplates; protective covers and cases for mobile 

electronic devices; protective sleeves for mobile electronic devices; holders, armbands, clips and 

carrying cases specially adapted for mobile electronic devices; wall mounts for mounting mobile 

electronic devices; stands for mobile electronic devices; holders for mobile electronic devices; remote 

controls for mobile electronic devices; electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors; audio 

speakers; docking stations for mobile electronic devices; loudspeakers; electronic cables parts and 

fittings; electric cables; connection cables; cables for optical signal transmission; power cables and 

cable connectors; microphones; audio receivers; audio transmitters; wireless computer peripherals; 

head-mounted video display; receivers of electronic signals; video receivers; wireless transmitters 

and receivers for reproduction of sound and signals; electric sensors; sensors for monitoring physical 

movements; software in the nature of a mobile application; SIM cards; software for processing 

images, graphics, audio, video, and text; messaging software; software for facilitating and arranging 

for the financing and distribution of fundraising and donations; software for online charitable 

fundraising services and financial donation services., (28) Virtual, augmented and mixed reality 

headsets and helmets adapted for use in playing video games; virtual reality headsets for playing 

video games for connection to computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, 

tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile phones in order to enable virtual reality experiences; 

video game consoles; video game interactive remote control units; wearable peripherals for playing 

video games specially adapted for computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, 

tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile telephones; controllers for computer games; audio and 

visual headsets for use in playing video games; hand-held units for playing electronic, computer, 

interactive, and video games; gaming devices, mobile gaming devices, namely, gaming machines with 

or without video output for playing computer games and video games; computer game consoles for 

use with an external display screen or monitor; apparatus for electronic games other than those 
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adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; apparatus for electronic games adapted 

for use with an external display screen or monitor; bags specially adapted for handheld video games 

and video game consoles; computer and video game joysticks; computer gaming consoles for 

recreational game playing; fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic 

game playing apparatus, namely, video game consoles and hand-held video game units; game 

controllers in the nature of keyboards for computer games; games adapted for use with television 

receivers; gaming headsets adapted for use in playing video games; hand held joy stick units for 

playing video games; handheld game consoles; hand-held electronic games adapted for use with 

television receivers only; hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; hand-held units for playing 

electronic games for use with external display screen or monitor; video game machines; LCD game 

machines; player-operated electronic controllers for electronic video game machines; protective 

carrying cases specially adapted for handheld video games and video game consoles; standalone 

video game machine; stands for electronic game playing apparatus, namely, video game consoles and 

hand-held video game units; tabletop units for playing electronic games other than in conjunction 

with a television or computer; video game interactive hand held remote controls for playing 

electronic games; controllers for game consoles; arcade video game machines., (35) Marketing, 

advertising and promotion services; provision of market research and information services; 

promoting the goods and services of others via computer and communication networks; business and 

advertising services; facilitating the exchange and sale of services and products of third parties via 

computer and communication networks; providing online marketplaces for sellers of goods and/or 

services; providing online facilities for connecting sellers with buyers; business networking; 

employment and recruiting services; advertising and information distribution services, namely, 

providing classified advertising space via the internet and communications networks; pre-paid gift 

card services, namely, issuing gift card certificates that may be redeemed for goods or services; 

charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness about charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, 

public and community service and humanitarian activities; organizing exhibitions and events in the 

field of software and hardware development for commercial or advertising purposes; association 

services that promote the interests of professionals and businesses in the field of mobile software 

application development; online advertising and promoting the goods and services of others via the 

internet; marketing and advertising consultation services; arranging and conducting special events 

for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; advertising via electronic media; organizing, 

promoting and conducting exhibitions, tradeshows and events for business purposes; online retail 

store services featuring virtual reality and augmented reality headsets, games, content and digital 

media; dissemination of advertising for others via the internet and communication networks; 

promoting the goods and services of others by means of distributing video advertising on the internet 

and communication networks; advertising services, namely, targeting and optimization of online 

advertising; business management; business administration, office functions; brand consulting; 

design of advertising materials for others; providing online business directories featuring the 

businesses, products and services of others., (38) Photosharing and video sharing services, namely, 

electronic transmission of digital photo files, videos and audio visual content among internet users; 

telecommunication services; providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; 

telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of data, messages, graphics, images, 

audio, video and information; providing online forums for communication on topics of general 
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interest; providing online communications links which transfer mobile device and internet users to 

other local and global online locations; facilitating access to third party websites or to other electronic 

third party content via a universal login; providing online chat rooms, email and instant messaging 

services, and electronic bulletin boards; audio, text and video broadcasting services over the internet 

or other communication networks; voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services; telephony 

communication services; providing access to computer databases in the fields of social networking, 

social introduction and dating; peer-to-peer photo and data sharing services, namely, electronic 

transmission of digital photo and video files, graphics and audio content among internet users; 

telecommunications and peer-to-peer network computer services, namely, electronic transmission 

of images, audio-visual and video content, photographs, videos, data, text, messages, 

advertisements, media advertising communications and information; streaming and live streaming of 

video, audiovisual, and interactive audiovisual content via the internet; telecommunications services, 

namely, electronic transmission of virtual and augmented reality content and data; providing 

electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest; 

video conferencing services; providing technical support services regarding the usage of 

communications equipment; providing facilities and equipment for video conferencing; 

teleconferencing; providing an online community forum for users to share and stream information, 

audio, video, real-time news, entertainment content, or information, to form virtual communities, 

and to engage in social networking; electronic exchange of voice, data, audio, video, text and graphics 

via the internet and telecommunications networks., (41) Entertainment services; photosharing and 

video sharing services; electronic publishing services; entertainment services, namely, facilitating 

interactive and multiplayer and single player game services for games played via the internet or 

communications networks; providing information about video games, electronic or interactive 

multimedia games via the internet or communications networks; arranging and conducting 

competitions and facilitating events for players of electronic or interactive multimedia games; 

providing online resources for software developers; organizing contest and incentive award programs 

for software developers; publication of educational materials, namely, publishing of books, journals, 

newsletters, and electronic publications; online journals, namely, blogs; entertainment services, 

namely, providing virtual reality games, interactive entertainment and virtual reality content; 

entertainment services, namely, providing augmented reality games, interactive entertainment and 

augmented reality content; entertainment services, namely, providing mixed reality games, 

interactive entertainment and mixed reality content; providing a computer game for use network-

wide by network users; providing online virtual reality games; providing online augmented reality 

games; providing online mixed reality games; entertainment services, namely, providing online video 

games; organizing exhibitions and events in the field of interactive entertainment, virtual reality, and 

augmented reality, consumer electronics and video game entertainment industries for cultural or 

educational purposes; arranging and conducting educational conferences; organizing exhibitions and 

events in the field of software development for educational purposes; educational services, namely, 

organizing and conducting conferences and seminars in the fields of virtual reality, augmented reality, 

artificial intelligence and the internet of things; providing computer, electronic and online databases 

in the field of entertainment; rental of photography and/or videography kiosks for capturing, 

uploading, editing and sharing of pictures and videos; entertainment services, namely, providing 

online facilities for streaming entertainment content and live streaming video of entertainment 
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events; providing online computer and video games; entertainment services, namely, arranging and 

conducting of competitions for encouraging use and development of interactive entertainment, 

virtual reality, augmented reality, consumer electronics, and video game entertainment software and 

hardware; organizing exhibitions and events for cultural, educational, or entertainment purposes; 

production of video and computer game software; virtual reality arcade services; augmented reality 

arcade services; virtual reality game services provided online from a computer network; augmented 

reality game services provided online from a computer network; providing online computer games 

and interactive games; augmented reality video production; virtual reality video production; 

multimedia production services; entertainment services, namely, providing augmented reality games 

and interactive entertainment content; entertainment services, namely, providing online virtual 

reality environments; entertainment services, namely, providing online augmented reality 

environments; providing entertainment information from searchable indexes and databases of 

information, including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, photographic images and 

audio visual information and communication networks; providing information about online computer 

games and video games via computer or communication networks; arranging and conducting 

competitions and facilitating events for video gamers and computer game players; organizing 

exhibitions in the field of interactive entertainment, virtual reality, consumer electronics and video 

game entertainment industries for cultural or educational purposes arranging and conducting 

educational conferences organizing exhibitions and events in the field of software development for 

educational purposes; education services; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities., (42) 

Design and development of computer hardware and software; computer services, namely, creating 

virtual communities for registered users to organize groups and events, participate in discussions, get 

feedback from their peers, and engage in social, business and community networking; computer 

services, namely, hosting electronic facilities for others for organizing and conducting meetings, 

events and interactive discussions via communication networks; computer services in the nature of 

customized electronic personal and group profiles or webpages featuring user-defined or specified 

information, including, audio, video, images, text, content, and data; computer services, namely, 

providing search engines for obtaining data on the internet and communication networks; providing 

online facilities featuring technology that enables online users to create personal profiles featuring 

social and business networking information and to transfer and share such information among 

multiple online facilities; non-downloadable software for social networking, creating a virtual 

community, and transmission of audio, video,  images, text  and data; application service provider 

(ASP) services; providing an online network service that enables users to transfer personal identity 

data to and share personal identity data with and among multiple online facilities; providing 

information from searchable indexes and databases of information, including text, electronic 

documents, databases, graphics, electronic media, images and audio visual content via the internet 

and communication networks; providing non-downloadable software to allow users to perform 

electronic business transactions via the internet and communications networks; software as a service 

(SAAS) services featuring software for sending and receiving electronic messages, notifications and 

alerts; development of hardware for use in connection with electronic and interactive multimedia 

games; electronic and interactive multimedia game development services; providing online sites that 

give users the ability to upload, modify and share virtual reality content, information, experiences 

and data; providing online sites that give users the ability to upload, modify and share augmented 
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reality content, information, experiences and data; providing online sites that give users the ability to 

upload, modify and share mixed reality content, information, experiences and data; non-

downloadable software for processing electronic payments; platform as a service (PAAS) services 

featuring computer software to allow users to perform electronic business and e-commerce 

transaction; providing application programming interface (API) software for use in electronic 

messaging and transmission of audio, video, images, text, content and data; software for electronic 

messaging; non-downloadable computer software for sharing and displaying a user's location, 

planning activities with other users and making recommendations; application service provider (ASP) 

featuring software to enable or facilitate the sharing and displaying a user's location, planning 

activities with other users and making recommendations; non-downloadable computer software for 

social and destination mapping; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or 

facilitate social and destination mapping; non-downloadable software for ordering and/or purchasing 

goods and services; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate 

ordering and/or purchasing goods and services; non-downloadable software for creating, managing 

and accessing user-created and administered private groups within virtual communities; non-

downloadable software for providing a virtual marketplace; non-downloadable computer software 

for facilitating interaction and communication between humans and AI (artificial intelligence) 

platforms, namely, bots, virtual agents and virtual assistants; application service provider (ASP) 

featuring software to enable or facilitate interaction and communication between humans and AI 

(artificial intelligence) platforms, namely, bots, virtual agents and virtual assistants; platform as a 

service (PAAS) featuring software platforms for social networking and transmission of images, audio-

visual content, video content and messages; non-downloadable software for streaming multimedia 

entertainment content; providing personal assistant software; providing social assistant software; 

design and development of computer game hardware and software; design and development of 

virtual reality hardware and software; design and development of augmented reality hardware and 

software; design and development of mixed reality hardware and software; design and development 

of video game hardware and software; computer services in the nature of providing customized 

online pages featuring user-defined or specified information, personal profiles, virtual reality, and 

augmented reality content and data; software development; design and development of interactive 

multimedia software; maintenance and repair of computer software; non-downloadable software for 

transmitting, sharing, receiving, downloading, displaying, interacting with and transferring content, 

text, visual works, audio works, audiovisual works, literary works, data, files, documents and 

electronic works; computer services, namely, providing information in the fields of technology and 

software development via the internet; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the 

nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; computer services, namely, cloud 

hosting provider services; online non-downloadable cloud computing software for use in electronic 

storage of data; online non-downloadable cloud computing software for virtual, augmented reality 

applications and environments; file sharing services, namely, providing online facilities for others 

featuring technology enabling users to upload and download electronic files; hosting of digital 

content on the internet; scientific and technological services and research and design relating 

thereto; industrial analysis and research services; computer services, namely, providing remote 

management of devices via computer networks, wireless networks or the internet; providing 

software for facilitating and arranging for the financing and distribution of fundraising and donations; 
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providing software for online charitable fundraising services and financial donation services. and (45) 

Social introduction, networking and dating services; online social networking services; user 

verification services; identification verification services; business identification verification services. 

(540) QUEST    

                         ---------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/709 (320) 05/12/2019   

(750) QUEST HEALTHCARE SERVICE LTD 

(731) REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) KUNISSERI MANICKAM 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (44) Health care, hospital services, orthodontic services, dentistry services. 

(540) WIWO (and logo)    

 

  

----------------------------------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/710 (320) 05/12/2019   

(750) HT BUSINESS Ltd 

(731) JALI, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) HICABAREZI Theogene 

JALI, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (33) Alcoholic beverages 

(540) INZOZI    

                       --------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/711 (320) 05/12/2019   

(750) HT BUSINESS Ltd 

(731) JALI, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) HICABAREZI Theogene 

JALI, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 
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(510) (33) Alcoholic beverages 

(540) INDAMUTSA (and logo)    

                       

                            --------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/712 (320) 05/12/2019   

(750) ONLINE JERUSALEM Ltd 

(731) MUNINI, NYARUGURU, AMAJYEPFO, Rwanda 

(740) MUREKEZI Emmanuel 

MUNINI, NYARUGURU, AMAJYEPFO 

(510) (32) Soft drinks; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-

alcoholic beverages. and (33) Wine; alcoholic beverages, except beer; alcoholic beverages 

containing fruit. 

(540) IPFUNDO    

                      --------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/713 (320) 05/12/2019   

(750) SAFE SANA LTD 

(731) KACYIRU, GASABO, KIGALI CITY     

       

, Rwanda 

(740) NIYONZIMA Pierre 

KACYIRU, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (9) Gas testing instrument, Fire alarm printed, Circuit’s boards, Smoke detectors, Sprinkler 
systems for fire protection, Bells/warning devices, Alarm bells, Alarm., (11) Regulating and 
safety accessories for gas pipes, Cooking apparatus and installation, (38) Sending message,  
(42) Research in field of environmental protection, Computer programming, Packaging design 
Research and development of new products for others. and (45) Fire fighting, Inspection of 
factories for safety purposes, Detective agency service, Rental of fire alarms. 
 

(540) AUTOSAFE (and logo)    

                         

                           -------------------------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2019/714 (320) 05/12/2019   

(750) DE ROBILLARD KAJEE LIMITED 

(731) 2nd floor,27 Gloucester place London, W1U 8HU, United Kingdom 

(740) Robert Clement RUZINDANA of GLF Attorneys & Agents 

4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038 Kigali 

(510) (29) Meat, fish, poultry and game;meat extracts;preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 

vegetables;jellies, jams, compotes;eggs;milk and milk products;oils and fats for food, (30) Coffee, 

tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; 

bread, pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; 

mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice (frozen water) and (31) Raw and unprocessed 

agricultural, aquacultural, horticultural and forestry products;raw and unprocessed grains and 

seeds;fresh fruits and vegetables, fresh herbs;natural plants and flowers;bulbs, seedlings and seeds 

for planting;live animals;foodstuffs and beverages for animals;malt 

(540) DRK FMCG    

                         -------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/715 (320) 06/12/2019   

(750) AVO CARE Ltd 

(731) MBAZI, HUYE, Amajyepfo, Rwanda 

(740) NIYIDUKUNDA Mugeni 

MBAZI, HUYE, Amajyepfo 

(510) (29) Edible fats, oils for food. 

(540) GREEN DIAMO (and logo)    

                        

                       --------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/716 (320) 06/12/2019   

(750) NOAH GAS Ltd 

(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali city, Rwanda 

(740) AURELIE GRANGE 

Nyarugenge, Kigali city 
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(510) (4) Fuel gas and (11) Gas burner 

(540) NOAH (and logo)    

                          

                          ---------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/717 (320) 06/12/2019   

(750) VITAMIN WORLD Ltd 

(731) Niboye, Kicukiro, kigali city, Rwanda 

(740) PATEL BHAVIKKUMAR VINODBHAI 

Niboye, Kicukiro, kigali city 

(510) (30) salt for preserving foodstuffs 

(540) EVA    

                     ----------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/718 (320) 06/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 

(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, 

Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province, Rwanda 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical 

purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for 

babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; 

material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; 

fungicides, herbicides 

(540) PRELYNCA  

 

 

                        ---------------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/719 (320) 06/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 
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(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, 

Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province, Thailand 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical 

purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for 

babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; 

material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; 

fungicides, herbicides 

(540) ENAT   

 ------------------------------------------------------  

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/720 (320) 06/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 

(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, 

Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province, Thailand 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical 

purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for 

babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; 

material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; 

fungicides, herbicides 

(540) ZEMAN-SX 

------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/721 (320) 06/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 

(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, 

Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province, Thailand 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 
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(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical 

purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for 

babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for 

dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides 

(540) MEDITROL 

  --------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/723 (320) 06/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED  

(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana  3  Road, Bangpoo  Industrial  Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, 

Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province, Thailand 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical 

purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; 

dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material 

for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, 

herbicides 

 

(540) FERROTONE 

---------------------------------------------- 

   

 

(310) RW/T/2019/724 (320) 09/12/2019   

(330) 4-2019-46253   15/11/2019  VM 

(750) CATERPILLAR INC. 

(731) 

(740) 

(510) 

100 NE ADAMS STREET, PEORIA, ILLINOIS 61629, U.S.A. 

Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali

(4) Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; diesel oil; anti-seizure lubricating compounds for 

use  on  engines; lubricant  designed  for  use  in  ball  and  roller  bearings  and  bushings.,  (6) 

Common metals and their alloys, ores;non-electric cables and wires of common metal;small 

items of metal hardware;metal containers for storage or transport;non-electric cables and 
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wires of common metals;pipes and tubes of metal;metal plugs;metal sealing rings;metal 

seals;metal tie downs;metal bungs;metal caps for tubing ends;metal closures for 

containers;metal pipe collars;metal clamps;metal couplings for use with hoses;metal storage 

tanks;metal drain plugs;metal drawbar pins;metal locking pins;metal snap rings;metallic 

drain traps and drain caps;metal pipe extensions;metal debris deflectors;clad steel 

plates;metal track hardware, namely, track links, track shoes and track pins;metal 

chains;metal number plates;parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods sold as a unit with 

the goods;parts for land vehicles, agricultural machinery, and earth moving machinery, 

namely, metal gaskets for machinery and land vehicles, metal pipe connectors, metal pipe 

fittings, metal cylinders for compressed gas or liquids sold empty, metal hose clamps, and 

metal hose fittings;metal tool boxes., (7) Machines and machine tools;motors and engines 

(except for land vehicles);machine coupling and transmission components (except for land 

vehicles);agricultural implements other than hand-operated;machine couplings and 

transmission components except for land vehicles;valves being parts of machines;spark 

plugs;air filters as parts of machines or engines for mechanical purposes;air intake and 

exhaust assemblies for engines;water regulators being parts of machines;oil filters;couplings 

for machines;starters for motors and engines;electric pumps;belts for machines;blades as 

machines parts;attachments for vehicles, namely, grapple buckets for moving earth and 

loose objects;combustion engine fuel nozzles;water separators for use in engines;fuel 

heaters for engines;air condensers;alternators for land vehicles;anti-friction bearings for 

machines;anti-friction pads for machines;anti-pollution devices for motors and engines;axles 

for machines;ball rings for bearings for machines;bearing brackets for machines;engine 

bearings;brake linings for machines other than for vehicles;brake segments for machines 

other than for vehicles;brake shoes for machines other than for vehicles; carburetors; 

compressed air machines;compressed air pumps;compressors for machines;connecting rods 

for machines, motors, and engines;control cables being parts of machines, engines, or 

motors;current generators;cylinder heads for engines;cylinders for machines;cylinders for 

motors and engines;drilling bits being parts of machines;drilling heads being parts of 

machines;power drills;generator belts;generators;belts for motors and engines;fans for 

motors and engines;fuel transfer apparatus for internal combustion engines;transmission 

gears for machines, other than for land vehicles;guards being parts of machines;hammers 

being parts of machines;hydraulic hammers;lubricating pumps;lubricators being parts of 

machines;machine fly wheels;pistons for motors;pulleys being parts of machines;electric 

pumps;reduction gears other than for land vehicles;shaft couplings for machines;bearings 

for transmission shafts being parts of machines;superchargers for motors and 

engines;turbochargers for motors and engines;transmission chains and shafts, other than for 

land vehicles;turbocompressors;parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods sold as a unit 

with the goods;mechanical engine parts for land vehicles, agricultural machinery, and earth 

moving machinery, namely, starting motors, alternators, pistons, cylinder heads, cooling 

systems parts, turbochargers, lubricating systems parts, air compressors, and blocks;crank 

shafts for engines, engine camshafts, engine bearings;mufflers for engines and 

motors;engine exhaust caps;exhaust silencers for engines;radiators and radiator caps for 

vehicles;exhausts for engines; current generators, compressors, and pumps as parts of 
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machines, motors, and engines, and parts therefor, for use in agriculture, compaction, 

construction, demolition, earth conditioning, earth contouring, earth moving, forestry, 

landscaping, lawn care, lifting, marine propulsion, material handling, mining, mulching, oil 

and gas distribution, oil and gas exploration, oil and gas production, paving, pipelaying, 

power generation, road building and repair, site preparation and remediation, tunnel boring, 

waste management, and vegetation management;parts for machines and parts for engines 

for use in compaction, compressing gas, demolition, earth conditioning, earth contouring, 

earth moving, forestry, namely, cutting and clearing trees, landscaping, lawn care, lifting, 

marine propulsion, material handling, mining, mulching, paving, pipelaying, powering oil and 

gas drilling operations, producing power from engines and generators, pumping oil, waste 

management, and vegetation management;machine tools and parts therefor for use in 

cutting and clearing trees and brush, compaction, demolition, earth conditioning, earth 

contouring, earth moving, landscaping, lawn care, lifting, mining, mulching, paving, and 

pipelaying;oil, air, and gas filters for motors and engines;assembly presses, namely, industrial 

machine presses., (9) Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 

accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity;fire-extinguishing apparatus;electric 

switches;pressure switches;electrical connectors;thermostats;pressure gauges, and leveling 

rods;reflective mirrors to prevent accidents;power inverters; batteries;parts and fittings for 

land vehicles, agricultural machinery, and earth moving machinery, namely, amplifiers for 

wireless communications, antennas, antennas for wireless communications apparatus; 

batteries for vehicles;electric relays;machine parts, namely, control mechanisms for 

machines, engines, or motors;fuel/air ratio controls for engines;speed governors for 

machines, engines, and motors., (12) Vehicle parts, namely, tracks;hydraulic circuits and 

hydraulic adapters for connecting components of hydraulic systems in vehicles;horns for 

vehicles;rearview mirrors;side view mirrors;seats and seat belts for vehicles;brakes for 

vehicles;brake linings for vehicles;brake air compressors for land vehicles and vehicle 

structural parts and fittings for all of the foregoing goods;hydraulic apparatus for use in 

moving work tools attached to vehicles and not for engines or motors, namely, hydraulic 

drives, hydraulic gears, hydraulic pumps, and hydraulic shock absorbers;parts and fittings for 

all the aforesaid goods sold as a unit with the goods;parts and fittings for land vehicles, 

namely, engines, connecting rods for vehicles other than parts of motors and engines, 

transmissions for land vehicles, and structural, repair, and replacement parts therefor., (17) 

Flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal;non-metal seals for use on pipe joints and 

flanges;semi-processed brake lining material;clutch linings;non-metal gaskets for 

commercial and industrial applications;insulating gloves;rings of rubber or of plastic for use 

as pipe connection seals;parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods sold as a unit with the 

goods;parts and fittings for land vehicles, agricultural machines, and earth moving machines, 

namely, connecting hoses for vehicle radiators. and (25) Clothing, headgear;work, sport and 

casual clothing for men, women, and children;hats;caps;visors;belts;ties;scarves;shirts;t-

shirts;shorts;pants;sweatpants;sweatshirts;wrist 

bands;jackets;vests;gloves;mittens;rainwear;one piece jumpsuits;socks. 

(540) YELLOWMARK (and logo)    
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---------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/725 (320) 10/12/2019   

(750) JAS Worldwide Management, Inc. 

(731) 6195 Barfield Road NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30328, U.S.A. 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (35) Providing tracking services and information concerning tracking of assets in transit, 

namely, vehicles, trailers, drivers, cargo, and delivery containers for business management 

purposes; customs clearance services, namely, provide business services to assist customers 

with customs and other government agencies and authorities on matters of customs 

clearance related to trade movement so that cargo can move smoothly to its final 

destination; freight logistics management for goods; business management services, 

namely, supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services., (36) Consulting services, 

namely, providing advisory services regarding financial risk and insurance matters relating 

to transportation, handling, and warehousing of goods, (39) Freight transportation 

brokerage; transportation of goods; packaging of goods; storage of goods; freight 

forwarding; logistics of goods, namely, supply chain logistics and reverse logistics, namely, 

storage, transportation, and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship, or truck; cargo 

handling, namely, container freight station handling; supply chain logistics and reverse 

logistics services, namely, coordinate and perform storage, transportation and delivery of 

goods, cargo, and other freight for others by air, rail, ship, truck, or similar means; cargo 

handling, namely, packaging and parceling of goods for transport purposes; warehousing 

services, namely, storage, distribution, pick-up, transport, delivery and packing for 

shipment; planning shipment routes; providing information concerning collection and 

delivery of assets in transit, namely, vehicles, trailers, drivers, cargo, and delivery containers. 

and (42) Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for freight, logistics, 

customs brokerage, and compliance management for use by others in the fields of 

transportation, freight forwarding, freight management, customs brokerage, logistics, 

supply chain, compliance, and related services. 

(540) 

   

 

                    ------------------------------------------------------ 

(310) RW/T/2019/726 (320) 10/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED  
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(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana  3  Road, Bangpoo  Industrial  Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, 
Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province. 
, Thailand 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical 

purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for 

babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; 

material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; 

fungicides, herbicides and (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice, pasta and noodles; 

tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 

confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; 

yeast, baking-powder; salt, seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other 

condiments;ice(frozenwater). 

 

(540) EUGICA 

 --------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

(310) RW/T/2019/728 (320) 10/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 

(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, 

Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province., Thailand 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for 

medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food 

for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for 

dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides 

(540) LOREZE 

-------------------------------------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2019/729 (320) 10/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 

(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, 

Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province., Thailand 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for 

medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, 

food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for 

dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides 

(540) DUOCETZ 

--------------------------------------------- 

   

(310) RW/T/2019/730 (320) 10/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 

(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, 

Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province., Rwanda 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for 

medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, 

food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for 

dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides 

(540) NAT-C 

  ---------------------------------------- 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/731 (320) 10/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 

(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, 

Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province., Thailand 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 
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REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for 

medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, 

food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for 

dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides 

(540) NORMAGUT 

  ------------------------------------------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/732 (320) 10/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 

(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, 

Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province., Thailand 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for 

medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, 

food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for 

dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides 

(540) FLOEZY 

  --------------------------------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/733 (320) 10/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 

(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, 

Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province., Thailand 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for 

medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, 

food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials 

for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides 

(540) ZIRIN 

  ------------------------------------------------ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/734 (320) 10/12/2019   

(750) MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED  
 

(731) 384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana  3  Road, Bangpoo  Industrial  Estate, Praeksa 
Subdistrict, Mueang Samut Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province., Thailand 

(740) HESED ADVOCATES 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for 

medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, 

food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials 

for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 
destroyingvermin;fungicides,herbicides 

 

(540) LESS-K 

------------------------------------------ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/735 (320) 11/12/2019   

(750) OFFGRIDBOX RWANDA LTD 

(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) BONSIGNORE DAVIDE 

MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (32) Aeratedwaters [beverages] water, mineral water [beverages, non-alcoholic 

beverages, table waters. 

(540) AYACU (and logo)    

 

  

--------------------------------------- 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/737 (320) 12/12/2019   

(750) AMAHIRWE ENTERTAIN LTD 

(731) NIBOYE, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) ZHANG HENG 

NIBOYE, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 
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(510) (41) Gambling service 

(540) AMAHIRWE (and logo)  No exclusive right shall be given to the use of the word 

''Amahirwe"  

 

 

  

--------------------------------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/738 (320) 13/12/2019   

(750) MRD ATTORNEYS LTD 

(731) KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Emmanuel BUTARE 

KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (45) Alternative dispute resolution services, arbitration services, arbitration services, 

arbitration services, litigation services, legal services in relation to the negotiation of 

contracts for others, legal research, legal research, intellectual property consultancy. 

(540) MRB (and logo)    

                        

                        -------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/739 (320) 13/12/2019   

(750) KLIN SOAP AND DETERGENT LTD 

(731) KIMIHURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) HONGWEI Yan 

KIMIHURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (1) Detergents for use in manufacturing processes 

(540) 

   

 

                     -------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/740 (320) 16/12/2019   

(750) RWANDA BREAD BAKERS ASSOCIATION 

(731) KICUKIRO, GIKONDO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 
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(740) KAVUTSE Micheal 

KICUKIRO, GIKONDO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (35) Business information, administrative assistance in responding to calls for tenders / 
administrative assistance in responding to requests for 
proposals [RFPs] 

(540) RBBA (and logo)    

                      

                        ------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/741 (320) 16/12/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices; tobacco, raw or 

manufactured; tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 

cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not 

for medical purposes); smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, 

tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters; 

matches; tobacco sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices 

and their parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-

containing aerosol for inhalation; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; 

electronic smoking devices; electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes as substitute for 

traditional cigarettes; electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol; oral 

vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes; smoker's articles for 

electronic cigarettes; parts and fittings for the aforesaid products included in class 34; devices 

for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well as heated tobacco sticks ; electronic 

rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(540) TEREA   

------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/742 (320) 16/12/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 
 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 
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(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (9) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating 

tobacco, chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for 

electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car 

chargers for devices that are used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for electronic 

cigarettes. and (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking 

devices;tobacco, raw or manufactured;tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, 

tobacco for roll your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, 

kretek;snus;tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes);smokers' articles, including 

cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, 

pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco sticks, tobacco products for 

the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of heating 

cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation;liquid 

nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes;electronic smoking devices;electronic 

cigarettes;electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes;electronic devices for the 

inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol;oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco products 

and tobacco substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes;parts and fittings for the 

aforesaid products included in class 34;devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as 

well as heated tobacco sticks;electronic rechargeable cigarette cases 

(540) ILUMA    

                      --------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/743 (320) 16/12/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) 

(740) 

(510) 

Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(9) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating 

tobacco, chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for 

electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car 

chargers  for  devices  that  are  used  for  heating  tobacco;  battery  chargers  for  electronic 

cigarettes. and (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices; 

tobacco,  raw  or  manufactured;  tobacco  products,  including  cigars,  cigarettes,  cigarillos, 

tobacco  for  roll  your  own  cigarettes,  pipe  tobacco,  chewing  tobacco,  snuff  tobacco,  kretek; 

snus;  tobacco  substitutes  (not  for  medical  purposes);  smokers'  articles,  including  cigarette 

paper  and  tubes,  cigarette  filters,  tobacco  tins,  cigarette  cases  and  ashtrays,  pipes,  pocket 

apparatus  for  rolling  cigarettes,  lighters;  matches;  tobacco  sticks,  tobacco  products  for  the 

purpose  of  being  heated,  electronic devices  and  their  parts  for  the  purpose  of  heating 
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cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation; liquid 

nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic smoking devices; electronic 

cigarettes; electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes; electronic devices for 

the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol; oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco 

products and tobacco substitutes; smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes; parts and fittings 

for the aforesaid products included in class 34; devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and 

cigars as well as heated tobacco sticks ; electronic rechargeable cigarette cases 

(540) IQOS ILUMA    

                      -------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/745 (320) 17/12/2019   

(750) 

(731) 

(740) 

(510) 

State Atomic Energy Corporation "Rosatom"

119017, Moscow, Bolshaya Ordynka street, 24, Russian Federation 

CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(1)  Americium,  fissionable  material  for  nuclear  energy,  neutron  absorbent  materials,  in 

particular,  boron,  cadmium,  silver;  hydrogen,  heavy  water,  gas  purifying  preparations  / 

preparations  for  the  purification  of  gas;distilled  water,  protective  gases  for  welding, 

gadolinium,  gallium,  getter,  graphite  for  industrial  purposes,  magnesium-calcium-alloys, 

titanium  dioxide  for  industrial  purposes,  zirconia,  uranium;  uranium  oxide;  uranium 

dioxide, moderating materials for nuclear reactors, chemical compositions for moderation 

of neutrons, isotopes for industrial purposes, californium, carbide, catalysts, boric acid for 

industrial  purposes,  glue  for  industrial  purposes,  silicon,  filtering  materials  of  chemical 

substances, toxic gas neutralizers, uranium nitrate, aluminium oxide, uranium oxide, cobalt 

oxide  for  industrial  purposes,  chemical  cleaning  agents  for  indusrial  purposes, 

plutonium,surface-active chemical agents , biological preparations, other than for medical 

or  veterinary  purposes,  plant  growth  regulating  preparations,  natural  and  enriched 

uranium,  uranium  compounds,  products  and  salts,  in  ingots  and  powders,  in  particular, 

fluorhydric  acid,  uranium  oxide,  uranium  tetrafluoride,  uranium  hexafluoride,  uranium 

oxide  concentrate,  anhydrous  hydrogen  fluoride,  radium  for  scientific  purposes,  radon, 

fissionable  chemical  elements,  rare  earths,  including  holmium,  dysprosium,  europium, 

ytterbium,  yttrium,  lanthanum,  neodymium,  praseodymium,  samarium,  scandium, 

terbium, thulium, cerium, erbium; mercury, salts of precious metals for industrial purposes, 

gold salts, salts from rare earth metals, salts of alkaline metals, fireproofing preparations, 

water glass [soluble glass], thallium, fuel for nuclear reactors, carbon, uranium, fertilizers / 

fertilisers,  phosphorus,  brazing  preparations;  metal  hardening  preparations,  soldering 

chemicals,  industrial  chemicals,  welding  chemicals,  water-purifying  chemicals,  chemical 

products, substances and compositions, in particular, solvents, extractants, complexants, 

resins,  nitric,  sulfuric  and  fluorhydric  compounds,  soda,  ammonium,  oxidation  and 

reducing  agents,  all  intended  for  industrial,  scientific  purposes  in  nuclear  industry  and 
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energy , Chemicals for use in industry and science, including rare earths, vanadium oxide, 

amorphous quartz, doped silicon, stable and radioactive isotopes, highly purified materials, 

calcium salts, alkaline-earth metals, radioactive elements for scientific purposes, nuclear 

fuel elements containing pellets of fissile materials and numerical control machines., (2) 

Anti-corrosive preparations, protective preparations for metals; paints; dyes; lacquers; 

fireproof paints; anti-rust preparations; enamels [varnishes]., (4) Combustible briquettes, 

lubricating oil; lubricants, motor fuel; lighting fuel, electrical energy., (5) Radioactive 

substances for medical purposes, isotopes for medical purposes, dressings, medical; 

surgical dressings; biological preparations for medical purposes; radium for medical 

purposes radioactive pharmaceutical preparations and non-radioactive reagents for 

producing radiopharmaceuticals for in vivo diagnostic or therapeutic use, radon solid 

concentrates, diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; medicines for human 

purposes, substances and preparations for radiology for medical purposes, biological tissue 

cultures for medical purposes, (6) Closures of metal for containers, aluminium, fittings of 

metal for compressed air lines, fittings of metal for building, vats of metal, beams of 

metal/girders of metal, bottles [metal containers] for compressed gas or liquid air, anchors, 

bolts of metal, eye bolts / screw rings, casks of metal, barrels of metal silos of metal, 

vanadium, screws of metal, tungsten, gates of metal, sleeves [metal hardware], ferrules of 

metal for handles, nuts of metal, armored doors of metal / armoured doors of metal, doors 

of metal, troughs of metal for mixing mortar, buildings of metal, buildings, transportable, 

of metal, steel buildings, reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete, reinforcing materials 

of metal for machine belts reinforcing materials of metal for pipes, reinforcing materials of 

metal for building, building materials of metal, refractory construction materials of metal, 

flashing of metal for building, shuttering of metal for concrete, props of metal, loading 

pallets of metal, handling pallets of metal, soldering wire of metal rods of metal for 

welding, rods of metal for brazing and welding, rods of metal for brazing, tanks of metal / 

reservoirs of metal, bindings of metal, titanium, cables of metal, non-electric, wire rope, 

pipework of metal, penstock pipes of metal, ducts of metal for ventilating and air-

conditioning installations, drain pipes of metal, pipes of metal / tubes of metal, pipes in 

particular reactor fuel channels, steel pipes / steel tubes, Goods of common metals and 

their alloys not included in other classes, manganese, containers of metal [storage, 

transport], cables of metal, non-electric;wire rope; wire of common metal, metals in 

powder form, nickel, common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; alloys of common 

metal, flux-cored wire in the form of metal tubes for welding of steel alloys, press moulds, 

rolled hafnium and its alloys, rolled niobium, rolled zirconium alloys, rolled titanium and its 

alloys, ores of metal, including uranium ores; niobium-titanium alloys, zirconium alloys, 

steel alloys tantalum [metal], refractory metals, in particular, beryllium [glucinium] / 

glucinium [beryllium], vanadium,tungsten, hafnium [celtium], germanium, indium, 

molybdenum, niobium, titanium, zirconium , chromium, Valves of metal, other than parts 

of machines., (7) Pumps [machines];pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors], 

generators of electricity de-aerators for feedwater, motors, other than for land vehicles / 

engines, other than for land vehicles valves for nuclear power plants and  vessels, pressure 

valves [parts of machines], machines and equipment for the decommissioning 
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decontamination and deinstallation of nuclear facilities, centrifugal pumps, turbines, other 

than for land vehicles, turbocompressors, machine tools, metalworking machines, welding 

machines, electric, welding apparatus, gas-operated, high pressure washers, electrical 

apparatus for sealing plastics [packaging], electric arc cutting apparatus, electric arc 

welding apparatus, electric welding apparatus, concrete mixers [machines], bulldozers, 

valves [parts of machines], valves [parts of machines], vibrators [machines] for industrial 

use, emergency power generators, alternators, dynamos, current generators, generators 

of electricity, cylinder heads for engines, soldering blow pipes, gas-operated disintegrators, 

shredders [machines] for industrial use, diggers [machines], rams [machines], taps [parts 

of machines, engines or motors], cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus], roller bridges, 

mobile cranes, winches,electromechanical machines for chemical industry, crushing 

machines, waste disposal units, earth moving machines, grinding machines, sifting 

machines, rammers [machines], waste compacting machines, rinsing machines, filtering 

machines, mixers [machines], vacuum cleaner bags, pulverisers [machines], drilling 

machines, saws [machines], chain saws, guns [tools using explosives], hoists, pulleys, 

cutting blow pipes, gas-operated, industrial robots, dust exhausting installations for 

cleaning purposes, pneumatic tube conveyors, dust removing installations for cleaning 

purposes, air suction machines, washing apparatus, elevating apparatus vacuum cleaner 

hoses, brushes for vacuum cleaners, excavators, shovels, mechanical, cartridges for 

filtering machines, motors, electric, other than for land vehicles, turbines for use in nuclear 

industry and energy, centrifuges [machines], torque converters, other than for land 

vehicles, electric drives, air cushion devices for moving loads, 3D printers, brushes [parts of 

machines], belts for machines, cowlings [parts of machines], wind turbines., (9) Detectors, 

remote control apparatus, sound recording apparatus;  sound recording carriers; audio- 

and video-receivers; video recorders;  camcorders; sound recording carriers; readers [data 

processing equipment], computer programs to monitor and control factory manufacturing 

processes, electromagnetic coils, optical apparatus and instruments; scales; azimuth 

instruments; measuring instruments; surveying chains, material testing instruments and 

machines, magnetic wires;  magnets scientific, research, navigation, surveying, optical, 

weighing, measuring, signalling, detecting, testing apparatus and instruments, all above for 

use in the construction, operation, maintenance, decommissioning and repair of industrial 

plants, power stations, nuclear repositories, nuclear fuel producing facilities, nuclear fuel 

re-processing facilities, nuclear material storage facilities and waste storage facilities, for 

use in scientific research, industrial research, research and development of new products 

for others and material testing; integrated circuits; chips [integrated circuits];wafers for 

integrated circuits, semi-conductor devices, computer memory devices; USB flash drives;  

smart cards [integrated circuit cards], quantum dots, namely, crystalline semi-conductor 

materials, semi-conductors, silicon semi-conductor wafers, structured semi-conductor 

wafers, superconducting tapes superconducting wires and cables, superconductors, 

accumulators, electric, apparatus to monitor and control the radiation environment at the 

nuclear power plant, apparatus to monitor and control the neutron flux of the nuclear 

power plant reactor, apparatus to monitor and control the radiological safety at the nuclear 

power plant, apparatus to monitor, control and record the results of inspection at the 
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nuclear power plant; thermostats, electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of 

signals X-ray apparatus and instruments other than for medical purposes, in particular 

charged particle linear accelerators for producing high energy x-rays and for x-ray imaging, 

for use in inspection, materials testing and industrial and security application, radiological 

apparatus for industrial purposes, monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes, 

battery jars / accumulator jars, batteries, electric;accumulators, electric, galvanic batteries, 

betatrons, gas testing instruments, generators of short-lived isotopes, piezoelectric 

sensors, transmitters of electronic signals, measuring apparatus, in particular dosimeters, 

coaxial cables, fibre optic cables / fiber optic cables, cables, electric, protective helmets, 

computer keyboards, electronic agendas, electronic book readers, mouse pads, visors for 

helmets, compact discs [audio-video], compact discs [read-only memory], computers, 

laptop computers, tablet computers, notebook computers, wearable computers, battery 

boxes /accumulator boxes, branch boxes [electricity], distribution boxes [electricity], 

junction boxes [electricity], connectors [electricity], lasers, not for medical purposes, rulers 

[measuring instruments], square rulers for measuring, slide-rules, mouse [computer 

peripheral], trackballs [computer peripherals], solderers' helmets, respiratory masks, other 

than for artificial respiration, materials for electricity mains [wires, cables], monitors 

[computer hardware], materials and semiproducts for electronics, single crystals knee-

pads for workers, headphones, computer software, recorded sheaths for electric cables, 

identification sheaths for electric wires, computer hardware, life saving apparatus and 

equipment, shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, clothing for 

protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, radio pagers, gloves for protection 

against X-rays for industrial purposes, stands adapted for laptops, teaching apparatus, time 

recording apparatus, testing and measuring equipment for use in testing the performance 

and efficiency of power plant equipment, measuring apparatus, measuring devices, 

electric, precision measuring apparatus, computer software applications, downloadable, 

printers for use with computers, wires, electric, conductors, electric, copper wire, 

insulated, fuse wire, computer programs, recorded, computer game software, 

downloadable, computer game software, recorded, computer programs, downloadable, 

computer operating programs, recorded computer screen saver software, recorded or 

downloadable, record players, processors [central processing units] / central processing 

units [processors], electronic publications, downloadable distribution consoles 

[electricity], control panels [electricity], transmitting sets [telecommunication], radios, 

flowmeters, walkie-talkies, grids for batteries, security surveillance robots, laboratory 

robots teaching robots, humanoid robots with artificial intelligence, electric sockets, 

speaking tubes, horns for loudspeakers, hand-held electronic dictionaries, integrated 

circuit cards [smart cards] / smart cards [integrated circuit cards], spectrograph apparatus, 

spectroscopes, protection devices for personal use against accidents, audiovisual teaching 

apparatus, charging stations for electric vehicles, radiotelephony sets, television 

apparatus, cellular phones / mobile telephones / cell phones, cordless telephones, 

interactive touch screen terminals, step-up transformers, headgear being protective 

helmets, gauges, particle accelerators, protection devices against X-rays, not for medical 

purposes, data processing apparatus, battery chargers, chargers for electric batteries, 
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acoustic alarms / sound alarms computer peripheral devices, anti-interference devices 

[electricity], alarms, fog signals, non-explosive, whistle alarms, animated cartoons, filters 

for respiratory masks, USB flash drives, signal lanterns, digital photo frames, cases for 

smartphones, laboratory centrifuges, cyclotrons, sleeves for laptops, covers for personal 

digital assistants [PDAs], covers for tablet computers, covers for smartphones fire blankets, 

virtual reality headsets, protective helmets for sports, head guards for sports, lifeboats, 

switchboards, distribution boards [electricity], screens [photography], workmen's 

protective face-shields, projection screens, radiology screens for industrial purposes, 

fluorescent screens, ducts [electricity], galvanic cells, neutron generators based on charged 

particle accelerators, apparatus and instruments for laboratory scientific research, 

protective masks; plates for batteries, clothing for protection against accidents and injury 

for use in work with radioactive materials to prevent injury due to radiation exposure, 

converters, electric Apparatus for measuring nuclear radiation, radar apparatus; radiation 

detectors, apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, not for medical 

purposes control and monitor system for nuclear power plants, sonars, electric 

installations for the remote control of industrial operations, installations for spray coating, 

installations for controlling thermonuclear fusion, cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus, anti-

theft warning apparatus; whistle alarms X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes, 

scientific, research apparatus and instruments, in particular isotopic targets, targets with 

raw materials, galvanic cells, equipment for scientific research in the field of nuclear 

industry and energy, Interfaces for computers; computer programs, computer databases 

electric batteries, solar batteries, solar panels for the production of electricity., (10) 

Diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, high frequency electromagnetic therapy 

apparatus lasers for medical purposes, low frequency electromagnetic therapy apparatus, 

magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] apparatus for medical purposes, tomographs for 

medical purposes, diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, nuclear spin tomographs for 

medical purposes, X-ray tubes for medical purposes, X-ray apparatus for medical purposes, 

Medical apparatus, instruments and equipment, including linear accelerators for radiation 

treatment of tumors, medical apparatus and instruments, electromagnetic instruments for 

medical purposes, radiotherapy apparatus, apparatus and installations for the production 

of X-rays, for medical purposes, protection devices against X-rays, for medical purposes, 

radiology screens for medical purposes, radiological apparatus for medical purposes, 

veterinary apparatus and instruments;  artificial limbs; orthopedic articles, apparatus and 

instruments for medical purposes., (11) Air filtering installations, gas scrubbing apparatus; 

air purifying apparatus and machines; filters for air conditioning; filters for drinking water, 

nuclear power generators, nuclear power installations, water filtering apparatus, 

component parts for nuclear reactors, nuclear reactors, light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting 

apparatus, water purifying apparatus and machines, coils [parts of distilling, heating or 

cooling installations], evaporators, level controlling valves in tanks, air-conditioning 

apparatus, refrigerating appliances and installations, steam boilers, other than parts of 

machines, ice machines and apparatus, cooling appliances and installations, lighting 

apparatus and installations, sanitary apparatus and installations, pressure water tanks, 

heat exchangers, other than parts of machines, pipes [parts of sanitary installations], air-
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conditioning installations, desalination plants, installations for processing nuclear fuel and 

nuclear moderating material, cooling installations for water, water purification 

installations, steam generating installations, water distribution installations, ventilation 

[air-conditioning] installations and apparatus, cooling installations and machines, water 

supply installations air cooling apparatus, heating elements, Installations for reprocessing 

nuclear fuel and nuclear moderating material, filters for household or industrial 

installations including, the removal of nuclear materials, (12) Motors, electric, for land 

vehicles, Vehicles; water vehicles; air vehicles; electric vehicles; vehicles for locomotion by 

land, air, water or rail; air cushion vehicles; aircrafts; aeroplanes; armored vehicles, space 

vehicles, (13) Ammunition; projectiles [weapons], primings [fuses], explosives, firearms, 

(14) Ingots of precious metals., (16) Graphic prints; graphic representations; blueprints / 

plans; bookbinding material; teaching materials [except apparatus], office requisites, 

except furniture; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; correcting fluids [office 

requisites]; fountain pens; pencils; punches [office requisites]; paper clasps, cardboard; 

printed matter; albums / scrapbooks, forms, printed, note books, pamphlets, booklets, 

newsletters, waxed paper, magazines [periodicals], calendars, index cards [stationery], 

Cards; catalogues, envelopes [stationery], carbon paper, Wrapping paper, stationery, 

prospectuses, filter paper garbage bags of paper or of plastics, manuals [handbooks] / 

handbooks [manuals], bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging, 

Photographs [printed], printing type, Paper., (17) Insulating paints, caulking 

materials;plastic film, other than for wrapping, sealant compounds for 

joints;weatherstripping compositions;gaskets / joint packings , junctions, not of metal, for 

pipes not of metal pipes for uranium mines, plants and centers for the storage, 

warehousing, isotope separation, processing, reprocessing and recycling of fuels, ores, 

nuclear materials, uranium, plutonium and nuclear waste, flexible hoses, not of metal, 

fittings, not of metal, for flexible pipes, pipe gaskets / joint packings for pipes, expansion 

joint fillers / fillers for expansion joints, non-conducting materials for retaining heat, 

dielectrics [insulators], fittings, not of metal, for rigid pipes, plastic substances, semi-

processed insulating materials, insulating oils., (19) Insulating glass for building, buildings, 

transportable, not of metal prefabricated and transportable non-metal constructions and  

non-metal building materials for the reprocessing and recycling of nuclear materials, 

uranium, plutonium and nuclear waste, water-pipes, not of metal, concrete building 

elements, cement, concrete, clinker ballast, penstock pipes, not of metal, gutter pipes, not 

of metal ducts, not of metal, for ventilating and air-conditioning installations linings, not of 

metal, for building cladding, not of metal, for building paving blocks, not of metal asphalt 

paving, branching pipes, not of metal shuttering, not of metal, for concrete, props, not of 

metal, windows, not of metal, grog [fired refractory material] / fireclay, materials for 

making and coating roads, reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building fireproof cement 

coatings, Manufactured timber buildings, not of metal, drain traps [valves], not of metal or 

plastic water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastic, clay ceramic pipes drain pipes, not of 

metal., (22) Raw fibrous textile, carbon fibers for textile use., (35) Publicity; marketing , 

sales promotion for others; dissemination of advertising matter; direct mail advertising; 

radio advertising; television advertising;  online advertising on a computer network, 
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advertising, business management and organization consultancy in the power-generating 

sector, Commercial lobbying services, business administration and business management  

consultancy, business administration and office work, business management assistance, 

business investigations, marketing, business strategy development services, Commercial 

or industrial management assistance Outsourced administrative management for 

companies, Economic forecasting, import-export agency services; marketing consultancy, 

marketing plan development, promotional sponsorship of cultural activities in the field of 

nuclear industry and energy, marketing research, business management and organization 

consultancy; cost price analysis; financial auditing; computerized file management; book-

keeping; market studies; commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice 

of products and services; professional business consultancy; organization of exhibitions for 

commercial or advertising purposes; updating and maintenance of data in computer 

databases; providing business information via a web site; business appraisals; business 

project management services for construction projects; provision of commercial and 

business contact information; compilation of statistics; market intelligence services; 

outsourcing services [business assistance]; Compilation of information into computer 

databases, business efficiency expert services, personnel management consultancy, 

business management consultancy, business organization consultancy, business research, 

business information commercial intermediation services, negotiation and conclusion of 

commercial transactions for third parties, consultancy regarding public relations 

communication strategies, consultancy regarding advertising communication strategies, 

interim business management., (36) Financial analysis, financial consultancy, capital 

investment, financial information, financing services, financial research, financial 

management, financial management in the spheres of nuclear industry and energy, 

financial activities related to the acquisition of participation in existing and future financial, 

commercial, industrial companies, financial examination, analysis, information and 

management, consultancy relating to the nuclear industry and energy, Arranging finance 

for construction projects., (37) Repair information, building, installation, repair, and 

maintenance services for apparatus, equipment and infrastructure in nuclear power plants 

and energy generation installations, construction of uranium isotopic separation plants, 

installation and maintenance services of inspection and safety equipment in nuclear power 

plants and energy generation installations, exploitation of uranium deposits, drilling of 

wells, reconstraction of machinery for nuclear power stations, nuclear repositories, nuclear 

fuel producing facilities, nuclear fuel re-processing facilities, nuclear material storage 

facilities, waste storage facilities, mines, plants and centers for the storage, processing, 

reprocessing and recycling of nuclear fuels, ores, nuclear materials, uranium, plutonium, 

Rebuilding steam generators, turbines, turbo-generators,electric generators, electric 

machines at the nuclear power plant; Rebuilding of nuclear reactors, water reactors and 

machines for producing, processing and re-processing of nuclear materials including 

nuclear fuel, metallic ores, nuclear materials, uranium ores and plutonium, mining 

extraction, consultancy and information in the field of construction of uranium enrichment 

plants; installation, repair and maintenance of facilities for uranium enrichment and 

isotopic separation, information in the field of construction of uranium isotopic separation, 
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information in the field of installation, repair and maintenance of facilities for uranium  

isotopic separation, building construction supervision, rustproofing, radiation equipment 

charging and recharging services, quarrying services repair and maintenance of nuclear 

power plants and provision of related information, pump repair factory construction, 

including uranium enrichment plants, nuclear power plants and nuclear waste recycling 

facilities, construction, maintenance, decommissioning and repair of nuclear stations, 

nuclear fuel producing facilities, nuclear fuel re-processing facilities, nuclear material 

storage facilities and waste storage facilities, mines, plants and centers for the storage, 

processing, reprocessing and recycling of fuels, ores, nuclear materials, uranium, 

plutonium, installation, maintenance, decommissioning and repair of nuclear reactors and 

water reactors, nuclear fuel producing facilities installation and commissioning of nuclear 

power plants, nuclear cogeneration plant, installation and commissioning of radioisotope 

instruments, heating equipment installation and repair, installation and repair of air-

conditioning apparatus, electric appliance installation and repair, installation, setup and 

maintenance of appliance for scientific purposes, installation, maintenance and repair of 

radioisotope instruments, radiation apparatus in the spheres of nuclear industry and 

energy installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus for energy production, 

installation, maintenance and repair of machines and apparatus for energy distribution and 

control and provision of related information installation, maintenance and repair of 

radiological apparatus, rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed, 

building sealing / damp-proofing [building], construction information construction 

consultancy, installation of utilities in construction sites, scaffolding, asphalting, vehicle 

washing, laying of cable, pumicing, plumbing, masonry, painting, interior and exterior, 

underwater repair, repair of power lines, demolition of buildings, pipeline construction and 

maintenance, warehouse construction and repair, cleaning of buildings [exterior surface], 

factory construction, machinery installation, maintenance and repair, vehicle cleaning, 

construction, Burglar alarm installation and repair; fire alarm installation and repair, 

machinery installation, maintenance and repair, including for nuclear power stations, 

nuclear repositories, nuclear fuel producing facilities, nuclear fuel re-processing facilities, 

nuclear material storage facilities and waste storage facilities installation, maintenance and 

repair of facilities for uranium enrichment and isotopic separation interference 

suppression in electrical apparatus, Construction consultancy, including construction plans 

(scheduled plans) and projects drafting, Mining., (38) Data transmission via Internet, 

telecommunications routing and junction services, Transmission of electronic mail, 

information about telecommunication, rental of telecommunication equipment, 

communications by fibre optic networks, providing telecommunications connections to a 

global computer network, providing user access to global computer networks, providing 

access to databases streaming of data, teleconferencing services, radio communications, 

satellite transmission, computer aided transmission of messages and images, radio 

broadcasting, transmission of digital files, communications by cellular phones, 

communications by computer terminals, telecommunication services, in particular, local 

and long distance transmission of voice, graphics and information by means of local 

computer network, internet and intranet networks, and radio, telephone, and telegraphic 
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communication services in areas related to nuclear industry and energy., (39) Unloading 

cargo, delivery of goods, storage, transportation logistics. Rescue and salvage operations 

concerning liquidation of nuclear and radiation accidents at nuclear power plants, 

industrial and other parts of nuclear complex, transportation information, Information in 

the field of warehouse storage including storage of natural uranium, enriched uranium, 

depleted uranium, uranium oxide, uranium dioxide, uranium oxide concentrate, uranium 

hexafluoride, plutonium, fuel for nuclear reactors, isotopes for industrial and medical 

purposes, centrifuges for uranium isotope separation, equipment for construction of 

facilities for uranium enrichment, spent nuclear fuel and irradiated heat-generating 

nuclear reactor assemblies, Information in the field of wrapping of natural uranium, 

enriched uranium, depleted uranium, uranium oxide, uranium dioxide, uranium oxide 

concentrate, uranium hexafluoride, plutonium, fuel for nuclear reactors, isotopes for 

industrial and medical purposes, centrifuges for uranium isotope separation, equipment 

for construction of facilities for uranium enrichment, spent nuclear fuel and irradiated 

heat-generating nuclear reactor assemblies, transport of equipment and nuclear fuel for 

nuclear power plants; hauling; ferry-boat transport; boat transport; Rental of warehouses, 

car transport, packaging of goods, ice-breaking, freight forwarding, electricity distribution, 

stevedoring, physical storage of electronically stored data or documents, wrapping of 

goods, providing driving directions for travel purposes, barge transport, marine transport, 

railway transport, transport and storage of waste, water supplying, wrapping of goods, 

including wrapping of natural uranium, enriched uranium, depleted uranium, uranium 

oxide, uranium dioxide, uranium oxide concentrate, uranium hexafluoride, plutonium, fuel 

for nuclear reactors, isotopes for industrial and medical purposes, centrifuges for uranium 

isotope separation, equipment for construction of facilities for uranium enrichment, spent 

nuclear fuel and irradiated heat-generating nuclear reactor assemblies, transport, storage 

of goods including storage of natural uranium, enriched uranium, depleted uranium, 

uranium oxide, uranium dioxide, uranium oxide concentrate, uranium hexafluoride, 

plutonium, fuel for nuclear reactors, isotopes for industrial and medical purposes, 

centrifuges for uranium isotope separation, equipment for construction of facilities for 

uranium enrichment, spent nuclear fuel and irradiated heat-generating nuclear reactor 

assemblies distribution of energy, information and consultancy services in the field of 

distribution of energy and electricity,, (40) Services for mechanical processing of metals 

and metal goods, in particular turning, milling, drilling, planing, boring, stamping and 

grinding works; services for heat treating of metals and metal goods, in particular, 

tempering, cementation, nitration, softening , air purification, processing of oil, 

reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel and provision of related information, services for 

production and processing of fuel and other energy sources, Production of energy on 

nuclear power plants, services for nuclear fuel production, conversion and processing of 

nuclear fuel, rental of generators, silver plating, laser scribing, uranium enrichment 

services, in particular uranium enrichment and mixing; services for processing, 

reprocessing, isotope separation, utilization and conversion of fuel, ores, nuclear materials, 

uranium, plutonium and nuclear waste; services for processing of radioactive waste; 

services for processing of nuclear materials; sorting of waste and recyclable material 
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[transformation], custom assembling of materials for others, recycling of waste and trash, 

metal treating, waste treatment [transformation], welding services, material treatment 

information, waste, nuclear waste and spent fuel destruction, incineration and disposal 

services, nuclear materials disposal services, production of energy, chromium plating, 

galvanization., (41) Organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes, 

training and educational services in the nature of classes, workshops, courses at the college 

and university level, correspondence courses, conducting distance learning instruction at 

the college and university level, consultations, educational examination services and 

provision of information in areas relating to nuclear industry and energy, publication of 

books, vocational retraining; educational examination; teaching / educational services / 

instruction services, education services, in particular, organization and conducting training 

classes, on-line classes, seminars, presentations and workshops in the field of nuclear 

industry and energy, educational services, in particulary, conducting seminars and training 

courses in the field of commercial nuclear electric power installations operation; online 

publication of electronic books and journals, publication of texts, other than publicity texts, 

Arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of in-person educational 

forums;arranging and conducting of congresses;  

arranging  and  conducting  of  symposiums;  arranging  and  conducting  of  conferences, 

Arranging  and  conducting  of  conferences,  coaching  [training], know-how  transfer 

[training]., (42) Calibration [measuring], chemistry consultancy, Development of computer 

platforms; engineering; conducting technical project studies in the field of nuclear industry 

and  energy,  scientific  research;  scientific  research,  including  in  the  sphere  of  industrial 

development,  pharmaceuticals,  apparatus  and  appliances  for  medial  radiology  and 

veterinary  radiology,  computer  system  analysis,  chemical  analysis,  geological  surveys, 

Radiation  measuring  ,  engineering  design  work,  engineering  in  the  sphere  of  nuclear 

industry and energy, material and product testing, research in the field of environmental 

protection,  consultancy  in  the  field  of  environmental  protection,  computer  software 

consultancy,  architectural  and  construction  consultancy,  scientific  laboratory  services  in 

the  field  of  nuclear  and  petrochemical  industries,  scientific  laboratory  service  and 

engineering  in  the  field  of  nuclear  industry  and  energy,  research-and-development 

activities and consultancy in the field of nuclear physics, thermophysics, corrosion, neutron 

physical  science  and  technology  and  neutron  scattering,  energy,  natural  resources, 

including uranium; scientific, technical and engineering, consultancy in the field of nuclear 

engineering, radiometric equipment, nuclear materials, radioactive materials, radioactive 

waste, nuclear fuel and nuclear facilities safety monitoring; evaluation of measurements in 

the field of radioactivity, computer system design, Radiation control, Construction drafting, 

engineering,  consultancy  in  the  field  of  energy-saving,  material  testing,  energy  auditing, 

surveying,  geological  prospecting,  water  analysis,  installation  of  computer  software, 

updating of computer software, monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns, 

monitoring  of  computer  systems  for  detecting  unauthorized  access  or  data  breach, 

monitoring  of  computer  systems  by  remote  access,  software  as  a  service [SaaS], 

maintenance  of  computer  software,  digitization  of  documents  [scanning],  conversion  of 

data or documents from physical to electronic media, conversion of computer programs 
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and data, other than physical conversion, rental of computer software, computer software 

design, computer programming, technical writing, duplication of computer programs, 

outsource service providers in the field of information technology, scientific and 

technological research in the field of nuclear industry and energy, Technological research, 

research and development of new products for others, technological consultancy., (44) 

Medical services in the field of radiology and nuclear medicine, Medical screening; medical 

analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical laboratories. 

and (45) Inspection of factories for safety purposes, security consultancy, including in the 

sphere of nuclear industry and production, transportation and distribution of energy, 

intellectual property consultancy, licensing of intellectual property, Legal watching 

services; legal document preparation services" legal administration of licences, licensing of 

computer software [legal services], Monitoring intellectual property rights for legal 

advisorypurposes. 

 

(540) ROSATOM  (and logo)    

 

  

---------------------------------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/746 (320) 17/12/2019   

(750) MONSTER ENERGY COMPANY 

(731) 1 MONSTER WAY, CORONA, CALIFORNIA 92879, U.S.A. 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (32) Non-alcoholic beverages, including carbonated drinks and energy drinks;  syrups, 

concentrates, powders and preparations for making beverages, including carbonated 

drinks and energy drinks;  beer. 

(540) MONSTER ENERGY    

                    -------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/747 (320) 17/12/2019   

(750) DE ROBILLARD KAJEE LIMITED 

(731) 2nd Floor, 27 Gloucester Place, London, W1U 8HU, United Kingdom, United Kingdom 

(740) GLF ATTORNEYS & AGENTS 
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NYARUGUNGA, NONKO, P.O BOX: 2038 KIGALI 

(510) (34) Tobacco and Tobacco products, Electronic Cigarettes, Smokers’ Articles, Matches 

 

(540) SEVILLE'S & S (and logo)    

                      

                 ------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/748 (320) 17/12/2019   

(750) DE ROBILLARD KAJEE LIMITED 

(731) 2nd Floor, 27 Gloucester Place, London, W1U 8HU, United Kingdom 

(740) GLF ATTORNEYS & AGENTS 

NYARUGUNGA, NONKO, P.O BOX: 2038 KIGALI 

(510) (34) Tobacco and Tobacco products, Electronic Cigarettes, Smokers’ Articles, Matches 

 

(540) SEVILLE'S    

                      --------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/750 (320) 17/12/2019   

(750) Western Digital Technologies, Inc 

(731) 5601 Great Oaks Parkway 
San Jose, California 95119 
, U.S.A. 

(740) K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS 

(510) 

KG 645st,12,Urugwiro, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali

(9) Backup drives for computers; blank flash memory cards; blank usb flash drives; cases for 

data  storage  devices;  computer  disk  drives;  computer  hardware  and  software  for  data 

storage;  computer  hardware;  computer  memories;  computer  memory  devices;  computer 

network  hardware;  computer  peripherals;  computer  software  to  enable  retrieval  of  data; 

computer  software;  data  cables;  data  compression  software;  downloadable  mobile 

applications;  electronic  circuit  cards;  electronic  memories;  encryption  software;  flash  card 

adapters;  flash  card  readers;  flash  memory  card;  flash  memory  drives;  flash  memory;  hard 

disk  drives;  integrated  circuit  chips;  magnetic  data  carriers,  recording  discs;  memory  card 

cases;  memory  cards;  memory  cards  for  video  game  machines;  portable  flash  memory 

devices;  portable  music  players;  power  cables;  secure  digital  (SD)  memory  cards; 
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semiconductor memory devices; software for operating and administering data storage 

devices; solid state drives; usb flash drives; wafers for integrated circuits, (16) Cardboard 

boxes; catalogues; computer hardware reference manuals; computer manuals; instruction 

sheets; instructional and teaching materials; manuals for computer software; manuals for 

instructional purposes; packaging materials; paper boxes; paper for wrapping and packaging; 

paper labels; plastic bags for packing; plastic film for packaging; printed booklets; printed 

brochures; printed informational flyers; printed informational sheets; printed leaflets; printed 

manuals; printed matter; printed newsletters; printed pamphlets; signboards of paper or 

cardboard; writing instruments, (35) Advertising services; computerized file management; 

providing business information; retail services in relation to cases for data storage devices; 

retail services in relation to computer hardware; retail services in relation to computer 

peripherals; retail services in relation to computer software; retail services in relation to 

portable media players; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases and (42) 

Research services; design services; design and development of computer hardware; cloud 

computing; computer programming; computer software consultancy 

(540) S Logo Design  (and logo)    

                        

                              ------------------------------------------------ 

(310) RW/T/2019/751 (320) 19/12/2019   

(750) GAMAR INVESTMENTS LTD 

(731) REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Butera GARRISON RUGWIZA 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (3) Windscreen cleaning liquids / windshield cleaning liquids; oils for cleaning purposes, soap., 

(12) Cars / motor cars / automobiles, (29) eggs*, (30) Cooking salt; rice; sugar; corn flour / corn 

meal / maize flour / maize meal; meal / flour., (31) preparations for egg laying poultry, (32) Non-

alcoholic fruit juice beverages; beer; non-alcoholic beverages. and (33) Gin;alcoholic beverages, 

except beer;liqueurs;whisky;wine. 

(540) GAMAR (and logo)    

 

  

------------------------------------ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/752 (320) 23/12/2019   

(750) PERMALINK Ltd 

(731) KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) SHUDONG LIN 

KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (8) Agricultural forks [hand tools]; axes; hoes [hand tools]; machetes; pickaxes; rakes [hand 

tools]; sickles; shovels [hand tools]. 

(540) TWIGA (and logo)    

                        

                           -------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/753 (320) 23/12/2019   

(750) PERMALINK Ltd 

(731) KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) SHUDONG LIN 

KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (8) Agricultural forks [hand tools]; axes; hoes [hand tools]; machetes; pickaxes; rakes [hand 

tools]; sickles; shovels [hand tools]. 

(540) MAHINDI (and logo)    

                            

                        --------------------------------------- 
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             --------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/755 (320) 23/12/2019   

(750) MERRY BOY ICE CREAMS Ltd 

(731) KACYIRU, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) DEEPAK RAHUL 

KACYIRU, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (3) Ice cream 

(540) MERRY BOY (and logo)    

             

           --------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/756 (320) 23/12/2019   

(750) AMI BOBY-ORGANICS Ltd 

(731) NYAKABANDA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) AMI BODY ORGANICS LTD 

NYAKABANDA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (3) Soap; almond oil; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; aromatics [essential 

oils];cosmetic creams;  cosmetic creams; deodorant soap; massage gels, other than for medical 

purposes. 

(540) AMI (and logo)    

 

(310) RW/T/2019/754 (320) 23/12/2019   

(750) UNICLEAN GROUP Ltd 

(731) NDERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Yanjuan GAO 

NDERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (3) Detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; 

descaling preparations for household purposes; descaling preparations for household 

purposes; diamantine [abrasive]; skin whitening creams / cream for whitening the skin; dry-

cleaning preparations; drying agents for dishwashing machines. 

(540) 

RAINBOW (and logo)     
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            ----------------------------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/757 (320) 23/12/2019   

(750) BRASSERIES ET LIMONADERIE DU RWANDA(BRALIRWA) lTD 

(731) KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) BEKELE MERID DEMISSIE 

KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (35) Administration of consumer loyalty programs 

(540) 250 STORES   

-------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/758 (320) 24/12/2019   

(750) OLEA HOLDING FRANCE SAS 

(731) 23-25 rue Dumont D’Urville, 75116 Paris , France 

(740) FOUNTAIN ADVOCATES  

MTN Centre Nyarutarama 1st 625 P.O BOX 6368 Kigali 

(510) (36) Insurance, insurance brokerage, life insurance, insurance information, Insurance 

underwriting, insurance consultancy, marine insurance underwriting, fire insurance 

underwriting, Health insurance, underwriting, accident insurance underwriting, Banking  , online 

banking, saving bank services, loan, mortgage banking ,Processing of credit card payments, 

processing of debit card payments , Cheque verification, issuance of credit cards, exchanging 

money;Safe deposit services, surety services, issuance of travellers’ cheques, electronic funds 

transfer, deposits of valuables, installment loans. and (42) Scientific and technological service 

and research and design relating thereto, architectural services, architectural consultancy, 

construction drafting, design of interior décor, engineering, interior design, scientific research, 

technical research. 

(540) OLEA (and logo)    

                

                    ----------------------------------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2019/759 (320) 24/12/2019   

(750) Tetra Laval Holdings & Finance S.A. 

(731) Avenue Général-Guisan 70, CH-1009 Pully, Switzerland 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (16) Paper, cardboard (carton), paperboard and goods made from these materials, not 

included in other classes; wrapping- and packing material partly or wholly of paper, 

paperboard, cardboard or plastic; packaging containers and packaging material made of paper 

or made of paper coated with plastic material; bags, sacks, pouches, trays, bottles and sheets 

for packaging and storage of foodstuffs and liquid or semi-liquid products; plastic materials for 

packaging (not included in other classes); plastic film for wrapping; laminated paper, 

paperboard or cardboard for packaging, distribution, wrapping and storage of food and liquid 

products; printed matter; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus).  

 (540) TETRA FINO    

               ------------------------------------------ 

(310) RW/T/2019/760 (320) 24/12/2019   

(750) Tetra Laval Holdings & Finance S.A. 

(731) Avenue Général-Guisan 70, CH-1009 Pully, Switzerland 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (16) Paper, cardboard (carton), paperboard and goods made from these materials, not included 

in other classes; wrapping- and packing material partly or wholly of paper, paperboard, 

cardboard or plastic; packaging containers and packaging material made of paper or made of 

paper coated with plastic material; bags, sacks, pouches, trays, bottles and sheets for packaging 

and storage of foodstuffs and liquid or semi-liquid products; plastic materials for packaging (not 

included in other classes); plastic film for wrapping; laminated paper, paperboard or cardboard 

for packaging, distribution, wrapping and storage of food and liquid products; printed matter; 

instructional and teaching material (except apparatus).  

(540) TETRA BRIK (and logo)    

               ---------------------------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2019/761 (320) 24/12/2019   

(750) Nippon Denshin Denwa Kabushiki Kaisha, also trading as Nippon Telegraph and Telephone 

Corporation 

(731) 5-1 Otemachi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (16) Pastes and adhesives for stationery or household purposes; office requisites, except furniture; 

towels of paper; handkerchiefs of paper; paper and cardboard; stationery; note cards; postcards; 

printed matter; desk calendars; software programs and data processing programs in printed form; 

photographs [printed]; photograph stands., (35) Retail services or wholesale services for paper and 

stationery;retail services or wholesale services for printed matter; advertising and publicity 

services; magazine advertising;newspapers advertising;television advertising; radio 

advertising;outdoor advertising;billboard advertising;dissemination of advertising matter;writing 

of  publicity  texts;organization  of  trade  fairs  for  advertising  purposes;creation  of  advertising 

material;advertising  planning  and  advertising  consultancy;advertising  agency  services; online 

advertising  on  a  computer  network;digital  advertising  services;organization  and  production  of 

advertising  video  software;marketing  and  digital  marketing  services; providing  marketing 

information and marketing advice;promoting the goods and services  of others;marketing in the 

framework  of  software  publishing;web  site  traffic  optimisation;search  engine  optimisation 

services;providing  advertising  space;promoting  the  goods  and  services  of  others  through  the 

administration  of  sales  and  promotional  incentive  schemes  involving  trading  stamps;business 

management  analysis  and  business  consultancy;business  management  and 

administration;business  management  consultancy  and  advisory  services;business  efficiency 

expert  services;business  research;business  appraisals;business  information;business  data 

analysis;marketing  research  and  analysis;consultancy  relating  to  business  acquisitions  and 

mergers;accounting  services  for  mergers  and  acquisitions;providing  information  concerning 

commercial  sales;procurement  services  for  others  [purchasing  goods  and  services  for  other 

businesses];commercial  administration  of  the  licensing  of  the  goods  and  services  of 

others;personnel management services and labor management services;personnel management 

consultancy;business consultancy relating to sales of agricultural products;providing information 

concerning commercial sales  of agricultural products and their processed products;arranging of 

contracts  for  the  buying  and  selling  of  agricultural  products  and  their  processed  products,  for 

others;inventory  management  services  of  goods  and  providing  information  relating 

thereto;business consultancy relating to inventory management services;business management, 

administration  and  advice  relating  to  outsourcing  services;business  consultancy  relating  to 

outsourcing services;providing information and advice relating to business management relating 

to  introduction  of  ICT  (information  and  communication  technology);providing  information  and 

advice relating to business, management and economy;business management analysis relating to 

power reduction;business management efficiency expert services by system cooperation between 

electric power purchased from electric power company and in-house power generation;business 

consultancy  relating  to  cost  savings;arranging  of  contracts  for  the  purchase  and  sale  of  energy 
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related products;agency for sales contracts of solar batteries, for others;business planning and 

management relating to sports club business administration;administrative processing of 

purchase orders within the framework of services provided by mail-order companies;providing 

business information and advice relating to use of electricity;outsourced administrative 

management for companies;negotiation of business contracts for others;commercial 

intermediation services;negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third 

parties;professional business consultancy;administrative processing of purchase orders;business 

studies;business management analysis and business consultancy on information security;business 

assistance or advice on management or organization of business related to biotechnology 

research;assistance and consultancy services in the field of business management of companies in 

the energy sector;office functions for customer service management and purchase and delivery of 

goods, and inventory management services;employment agencies;farmer referrals;placement of 

instructor;import-export agency services;import-export agencies in the field of energy;filing of 

documents or magnetic tapes [office functions];computerized data management of health 

information of users;electricity meter reading;remote meter reading for electricity, gas and 

water;office functions;computerized database management;systemization of information into 

computer databases;compilation of information into computer databases;providing business 

assistance to others in the operation of data processing apparatus namely, computers, 

typewriters, telex machines and other similar office machines;advice on operation of information 

processing systems using a computer;publicity material rental;office machines and equipment 

rental;retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatus;commercial 

information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services;providing 

employment information;providing information on newspaper articles;news clipping services., 

(37) Construction;machinery installation;telecommunication wiring;laying of cable;construction 

contractor and its agency services;building renovation contractor services;installation of 

photovoltaic cells and modules;installation of batteries;installation of energy-saving 

apparatus;construction of energy efficient buildings and structures;installation of electrical and 

generating machinery;installation and repair of alarms, security systems and inspection 

systems;freezing equipment installation and repair;installation and repair of air-conditioning 

apparatus;installation, maintenance and repair of heating systems;installation, maintenance and 

repair of computer hardware;installation, maintenance and repair of hardware for data processing 

apparatus;electric appliance installation and repair;construction consultancy;building 

construction supervision;consultancy relating to the construction of agricultural 

waterway;consultancy relating to the installation of computers and computer peripherals;advice 

on installation of batteries;supervision of installation of batteries;operation and maintenance of 

building equipment;repair of bicycles;repair or maintenance of automobiles;repair or 

maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicle;repair or maintenance of electronic machines, 

apparatus and their parts;repair or maintenance of computers;repair or maintenance of 

telecommunication machines and apparatus;repair or maintenance of consumer electrical 

appliances;maintenance of apparatus and installations for generating power;repair or 

maintenance of measuring and testing machines and instruments;repair or maintenance of 

medical machines and apparatus;repair or maintenance of agricultural machines and 

implements;maintenance of energy equipment;repair and maintenance of 3D printers;electrode 
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repair;furniture maintenance;cleaning of buildings [exterior surface];cleaning of buildings 

[interior]. and (41) Arranging, conducting and organization of seminars, lectures, workshops and 

ICT (information and communication technology) related technology exhibitions and providing 

information relating thereto; video tape film production and planning; providing facilities for 

educational training on agriculture; provision of information on digital image processing; digital 

image processing of video and proving information relating thereto; digital image processing of 

image data by mobile phones; digital image processing by computers and providing information 

relating thereto; educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general 

knowledge; educational and instruction services relating to health care, beauty and diet; 

educational and instruction services relating to agricultural products, livestock products, marine 

products and processed products thereof; providing of training in the field of agriculture; 

educational and instruction services relating to information security; educational and instruction 

services relating to disaster prevention; education; training; know-how transfer [training]; 

arranging, conducting and organization of seminars, courses and conferences; arranging, 

conducting and organization of seminars and workshops relating to disaster prevention; providing 

online electronic publications, not downloadable; reference libraries of literature and 

documentary records; book rental; exhibition services for documents relating to agriculture and 

production of agricultural products; publication of books; publication and editing of books, 

newspapers and periodicals; editing of electronic publications; editing of printed matter and texts; 

planning, editing and production of publications; presentation of motion pictures; production and 

presentation of audio and video recordings, and still and moving images; video production; 

presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; presentation of 

musical performances; production of radio or television programs; production of music; 

production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports [not for 

movies or television programs and not for advertising or publicity]; directing of radio and television 

programs; operation of video and audio equipment for production of radio and television 

programs; organization, arranging and conducting of sports competitions; organization of 

entertainment events excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, 

bicycle races, boat races and auto races; organization, arranging and conducting of agricultural 

experience event; providing audio or video studio services; providing sports facilities; providing 

amusement facilities; providing amusement facilities or play facilities for simulated experience in 

virtual reality space using computer graphics technology; provision of virtual reality experience 

game facilities; virtual reality game services provided on-line from a computer network; rental of 

image-recorded magnetic tapes; toy rental; rental of amusement machines and apparatus; rental 

of game machines and apparatus; photography; videography services; language interpreter 

services; translation. 

(540)     
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(310) RW/T/2019/762 (320) 24/12/2019   

(750) RAUCH Fruchtsäfte GmbH 

(731) Langgasse 1, 6830 Rankweil, Austria 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and 

preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and 

other edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, seasonings, spices, preserved 

herbs; vinegar, sauces and other condiments; ice (frozen water); tea drinks; tea based beverages; 

coffee drinks; coffee based beverages. and (32) Beers; non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated 

waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other non-alcoholic preparations for making 

beverages; fruit nectars; fruit nectar beverages. 

(540) RAUCH    

             --------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/765 (320) 24/12/2019   

(750) ACCOR 

(731) 82 rue Henri Farman F-92130 Issy Les Moulineaux, France 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (36) Real estate affairs; Real estate management; Real estate administration; Assistance and 

consultancy services in the field of real estate; Business and project financing services; Rental, 

management and operation of branded residences; Rental, management and operation of 

extended stays; Rental, management and operation of serviced apartments and villas; Financial and 

real estate management of shared ownership real estate and timeshared real estate; Financial and 

real estate management of buildings, condominiums and office space; Financial and real estate 

management of apartments and villas; Financial and real estate management of residential 

properties; Financial and real estate management of accommodation facilities; Financial and real 

estate management of hotels, motels, hotel establishments, hotel complexes, apartments, 

residential hotels, tourist homes, residential buildings for holiday homes and holiday camps; Sale 

and rental of shared ownership real estate and timeshared real estate; Sale and rental of buildings, 

condominiums and office space; Sale and rental of apartments, villas, studios, rooms inside 

buildings; Sale and rental of accommodation facilities; Sale and rental of apartments, villas, studios 

and rooms inside hotels, motels, hotel establishments, hotel complexes, residential hotels, tourist 

homes, residential buildings for holiday homes and holiday camps. and (43) Hotels; motels; hotel 

services, services for providing food and drink; cafeteria, tea room and bar services (with the 

exception of clubs); temporary accommodation; tourist homes; hotel room reservation services for 
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travelers; booking services for temporary accommodation; consulting and advice (unrelated to 

business operation) in connection with hotels and restaurants; rental of exhibition centers, of 

conference and meeting rooms; hotel and restaurant reservation services; on-line information 

services relating to hotel reservations. 

(540) NOVOTEL LIVING (and logo)    

                

              ------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/767 (320) 24/12/2019   

(750) LIYADA INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO Ltd 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) YANG LIYA 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (3) Administration of frequent flyer programs; advertising / publicity; advertising agency services 

/ publicity agency services; advertising by mail order., (4) Motor oil; industrial oil; lubricants., (7) 

brake shoes, other than for vehicles; bearings [parts of machines]; crank shafts; control cables 

for machines, engines or motors; cylinder heads for engines; cylinders for motors and engines; 

motors, other than for land vehicles / engines, other than for land vehicles; pistons for cylinders; 

pistons [parts of machines or engines]; sparking plugs for internal combustion engines;  and (12) 

Bicycle chains, bicycle tyres / bicycle tires, bicycles; cable transport apparatus and installations; 

clutches for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; hubs for vehicle wheels / vehicle 

wheel hubs; motorcycles; brakes for vehicles; motorcycle chains; motorcycle engines; tricycles; 

tubeless tyres for bicycles / tubeless tires for bicycles; turbines for land vehicles; tyres for vehicle 

wheels / tires for vehicle wheels; inner tubes for bicycle tyres / inner tubes for bicycle tires. 

(540) YOUNG-LIYA (and logo)    

 

(310) RW/T/2019/766 (320) 24/12/2019   

(750) Lion Brewery (Ceylon) PLC 

(731) 61, Janadhipathi Mawatha, Colombo 1, Sri Lanka 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (32) Beers 

  (540)         SANDO POWER   

                    --------------------------------------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2019/768 (320) 27/12/2019   

(750) KAREMAX INDUSTRIAL Ltd 

(731) Room 1501A,NO.3 Building, NO.100 Jin Yu Rd, Pudong, District, Shangai, Peoples Republic of 

China 

(740) RR & PARTNER'S (Mr. Raymond NDAMAGE) 

AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE 

(510) (5) Antibiotics 

(540) KARECLOX (and logo)    

                       

                        ------------------------------------------------ 

(310) RW/T/2019/771 (320) 27/12/2019   

(750) KAREMAX INDUSTRIAL Ltd 

(731) Room 1501A,NO.3 Building, NO.100 Jin Yu Rd, Pudong, District, Shangai, Rwanda 

(740) KAREMAX INDUSTRIAL Ltd 

Room 1501A,NO.3 Building, NO.100 Jin Yu Rd, Pudong, District, Shangai 

(510) (5) Antibiotics 

(540) AMPIKARE (and logo)    

                       

 

                    ------------------------------------------------------ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/772 (320) 27/12/2019   

(750) KAREMAX INDUSTRIAL Ltd 

(731) Room 1501A,NO.3 Building, NO.100 Jin Yu Rd, Pudong, District, Shangai, Peoples Republic of 

China 

(740) RR & PARTNER'S (Mr. Raymond NDAMAGE) 

AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE 

(510) (5) Antibiotics 

(540) KAREMYCIN (and logo)    

 

  

--------------------------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/773 (320) 27/12/2019   

(750) KAREMAX INDUSTRIAL Ltd 

(731) Room 1501A,NO.3 Building, NO.100 Jin Yu Rd, Pudong, District, Shangai, Rwanda 

(740) RR & PARTNER'S (Mr. Raymond NDAMAGE) 

AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE 

(510) (5) Antibiotics 

(540) KAREMOX (and logo)    

                      

                    -------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/774 (320) 27/12/2019   

(750) KAREMAX INDUSTRIAL Ltd 

(731) Room 1501A,NO.3 Building, NO.100 Jin Yu Rd, Pudong, District, Shangai, Rwanda 

(740) RR & PARTNER'S (Mr. Raymond NDAMAGE) 

AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE 

(510) (5) Antibiotics 

(540) KAREFOTAX (and logo)    

                      

                      ----------------------------------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2019/776 (320) 27/12/2019   

(750) KAREMAX INDUSTRIAL Ltd 

(731) Room 1501A,NO.3 Building, NO.100 Jin Yu Rd, Pudong, District, Shangai, Peoples Republic of 

China 

(740) RR & PARTNER'S (Mr. Raymond NDAMAGE) 

AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE 

(510) (5) Hormones for medical purposes 

(540) KAREOXY (and logo)   

  

 

 

                           ------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/777 (320) 27/12/2019   

(750) KAREMAX INDUSTRIAL Ltd 

(731) Room 1501A,NO.3 Building, NO.100 Jin Yu Rd, Pudong, District, Shangai, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) RR & PARTNER'S (Mr. Raymond NDAMAGE) 

AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE 

(510) (5) Antibiotics 

(540) KAREXONE (and logo)    

                 

                  ----------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/778 (320) 27/12/2019   

(750) KAYKEN Ltd 

(731) KACYIRU, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Neretse, Roger MANZI 

KACYIRU, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (42) Computer programming; computer software design; computer software 

consultancy; computer security consultancy; research and development of new products 
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for others; software as a service; monitoring of computer systems for detecting 

unauthorized access or data breach. 

(540) IMENYE (and logo)    

                

                         --------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/779 (320) 27/12/2019   

(750) GOLDEN BREWED AND SOFT DRINKS COMPANY 

(731) BUSOGO, MUSANZE, AMAJYARUGURU, Rwanda 

(740) NGABO Obed Patience 

BUSOGO, MUSANZE, AMAJYARUGURU 

(510) (33) Wine. 

(540) IGENO (and logo)    

                 

                  --------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/780 (320) 27/12/2019   

(750) GOLDEN BREWED AND SOFT DRINKS COMPANY 

(731) BUSOGO, MUSANZE, AMAJYARUGURU, Rwanda 

(740) NGABO Obed Patience 

BUSOGO, MUSANZE, AMAJYARUGURU 

(510) (33) Wine 

(540) MBERENGE (and logo)    

 

  

----------------------------------------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2019/781 (320) 30/12/2019   

(750) NYEREKA TECH LTD 

(731) KANOMBE, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) MUNYESHYAKA NKURUNZIZA Shadrach 

KANOMBE, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (35) Administrative processing of purchase orders;advertising / publicity;advertising agency 

services / publicity agency services;business management assistance;business research;providing 

business information via a web site;business project management services for construction 

projects;commercial information agency services;commercial information and advice for 

consumers in the choice of products and services;commercial administration of the licensing of 

the goods and services of others;design of advertising materials;marketing;sales promotion for 

others;telemarketing services., (39) Delivery of goods; delivery of goods by mail order; parcel 

delivery; packaging of goods; storage of goods; storage / warehousingstorage information. , (41) 

oaching [training]; education information; educational examination; educational services provided 

by schools; electronic desktop publishing;practical training [demonstration;  sign language 

interpretation; training services provided via simulators; tutoring; vocational retraining; vocational 

guidance [education or training advice]; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]. and 

(42) computer programming;computer software design;engineering;technical 

research;conducting technical project studies;technical writing;technological consultancy. 

(540) NYEREKA (and logo)    

                  

                      -------------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/782 (320) 30/12/2019   

(750) ENERGY RESOURCE GROUP Ltd 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Serge KAJEGUHAKWA 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (4) Industrial oil; industrial grease; industrial wax; ubricants; dust absorbing compositions; fuel; 

illuminating grease. 

(540) XL (and logo)    

 
  

-------------------------------------------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2019/783 (320) 30/12/2019   

(750) AFRICA GEOPOLITICAL COMPANY Ltd 

(731) KIGALI, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) CHAUPRADE AYMERIC PAUL 

KIGALI, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (41) Arranging and conducting of conferences; education information; organization of 

exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and conducting of congresses. 

(540) WORLD RARE METALS FORUM    

                     --------------------------------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2019/785 (320) 31/12/2019   

(750) Abbott Rapid Diagnostics International Subsidiary Unlimited Company 

(731) 70 Sir John Rogerson's Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (1) Testing reagents for use in forensic analysis; control preparations for in vitro diagnostic testing, 

screening, confirmation and analysis; diagnostic reagents and chemical reagents, for laboratory or 

research use; solutions used in diagnostic test kits, for laboratory or research use; diagnostic test 

kits for laboratory use; diagnostic preparations for laboratory use; diagnostic test kits comprising 

reagents and assays. and (5) Medical diagnostic reagents; testing preparations for medical use; 

diagnostic tests for medical use; devices containing reagents for medical diagnostic test use; test 

strips containing medical diagnostic reagents; test devices containing chemical reagents for in-

vitro diagnostic medical testing; medical diagnostic test kits; chemical reagents used for medical 

diagnosis and analysis. 

(540) DETERMINE   

------------------------------------------------------- 

 
II.  APPROVED TRADE MARK 

(111) 1469/1932 (151) 24/12/2019 

(750) BAYER CONSUMER CARE AG 

(731) Peter Merian-Str84,4052 Basel, Switzerland 

(740) BAYER CONSUMER CARE AG 
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                 ------------------------------------- 

Peter Merian-Str84,4052 Basel 

(511) (5) Des produits Chimiques, Pharmaceutiques, médicaux et médecinaux 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) ASPRO 

(111) 1615/1936 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) Bayer Aktiengesellschaft 

(731) Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 Leverkusen, Germany 

(740) Bayer Aktiengesellschaft 

Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 Leverkusen 

(511) (5) Un produit pharmaceutique 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) CAFIASPIRINE 

(111) 392/1971 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) Fruit of the loom, Inc. 

(731) One Fruit of the Loom drive, Bowling Green, Kentucky 42103, U.S.A. 

(740) Fruit of the loom, Inc. 

One Fruit of the Loom drive, Bowling Green, Kentucky 42103 

(511) (5) all products/services 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) FRUIT of the ROOM (and logo) 

(111) 1157/1975 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL BVBA (ISI)  

(731) Chausée de Wavre 1789, Brussels 1160, Belgium 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
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                                     ----------------------------------- 

                   

                  ------------------------------------- 

(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use;cleaning, 

polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;soaps;perfumery, essential oils, 

cosmetics, hair lotions;dentifrices. 

(510) Int Class 3 

(540) AMERICAN STANDARD (and logo) 

(111) 1159/1975 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL BVBA (ISI)  

(731) Chausée de Wavre 1789, Brussels 1160, Belgium 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, 

polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 

cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices. 

(510) Int Class 3 

(540) IDEAL STANDARD (and logo) 

(111) 1281/1977 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) CERTINA, KURTH FRERES S.A. (Certina, Gebr. Kurth A.G.) ( CERTINA, Kurth Bros. Ltd.) 

(731) , Bahnofstrasse 11 a Grenchen, Switzerland 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (5) Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical 

purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 

materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; 

preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides. 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) CERTINA (and logo) 
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                ------------------------------------------------ 

(111) 1347/1977 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 

(731) 5959 LAS COLIVIA BOULEVARD,IRVING,TEXAS 75039-2298, U.S.A. 

(740) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 

5959 LAS COLIVIA BOULEVARD,IRVING,TEXAS 75039-2298 

(511) (5) all products/services 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) MOBIL 

 ----------------------------------- 

(111) 1348/1977 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION 

(731) 5959 Las Colinas Boulevard Irving,Texas 75039-2298, U.S.A. 

(740) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION 

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard Irving,Texas 75039-2298 

(511) (5) all products/services 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) EXXON (and logo) 

(750) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 

(731) 5959 LAS COLIVIA BOULEVARD,IRVING,TEXAS 75039-2298, U.S.A. 

(740) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 

5959 LAS COLIVIA BOULEVARD,IRVING,TEXAS 75039-2298 
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(511) (4) Huiles et graisses industrielles;lubrifiants;compositions à lier la poussiére;compositions 

combustibles (Y compris les essences pour moteurs) et matière éclairantes;chandelles, bougies, 

veilleuses et mèches;couleurs, vernis, laques;préservatifs contre la rouille et contre la 

détérioration du bois;matières tinctoriales, mordants, résines naturelles;métaux en feuilles et en 

poudre pour peintures et décorateurs;préparations pour mettoyer, polir, dégraisser et 

abraser;désinfectants;préparations pour détruire les mauvaises herbes et les animaux nuisibles, 

insectes et pestes;graisse verte;bougies d'allumage, courroies sans fin pour moteurs, pompes à 

main;combustibles pour moteurs, filtres;outils et instruments à main;piles électrique, cables des 

piles électrique, câbles allumage et fusibles;appareils extincteurs ampoules des lampes électrique, 

ampoules des lumière-eclair;filtres;essui-glaces chaînes de transmission,pare-brises 

signalisateurs de direction, supports des roues de seccours;cornets(Klaxons),pompe à air pour 

pneumatiques, valves de pneumatiques et leurs capuchons, pneumatique et leurs 

tubes;courroises sans fin pour automobiles, et autre accessoires des véhicule;papier et articles en 

papier, carton et articles et carton;imprimés, journaux et périodiques, livres;articles pour 

reliures;photographies;papeterie, matières adhesives (pour lapapeterie);matériel d'instruction 

ou d' enseignment;cartes a jouer;cartes et plans;matières servant à calfeutrer, à étouper et à 

isoler;feuilles, plaques, baguettes et tubes de matières plastiques (produits semi-finis);tuyaux 

flexibles;produits pour la construction des routes;asphalte, poux et bitume;petites ustensiles et 

récipients portatifs pour le ménage et la cuisine;peignes et éponges;brosses, matériel de 

nettoyage;paille de fer;verrerie;porcelaine et faience;vêtements,y compris les bottes, les souliers 

et les pantoufles;produits chimiques destinés a l'industrie, l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la 

sylviculture;compositions extinctrices;matières tannantes;substances adhésives destinée à l' 

industrie;sacs plastiques. 

(510) Int Class 4 

(540) ALMO 

---------------------------------------- 

(111) 1354/1977 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) Exxon Mobil Corporation 

(731) 5959 las colinas Boulevard, lrving, Texas 75039-2298, U.S.A.

(740) Exxon Mobil Corporation 

 5959 las colinas Boulevard, lrving, Texas 75039-2298

(511) (4)  Huiles  et  graisses  industrielles;lubrifiants;compositions  à  lier  la  poussiére;compositions 

 combustibles (Y compris les essences pour moteurs) et matière éclairantes;chandelles, bougies, 

 veilleuses  et  mèches;couleurs,  vernis,  laques;préservatifs  coutre  la  rouille  et  contre  la 

 détérioration du bois;matières tinctoriales, mordants, résines naturelles métaux en feuilles et en 

 poudre  pour  peintures  et  décorateurs;préparations  pour  mettoyer,  polir,  dégraisser  et 

 abraser;désinfectants;préparation pour détruire les mauvaises herbes et les animaux nuisibles, 
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l' insectes et pestes;graisse verte;bougies d'allumage, courroies sans fin pour moteurs,pompes à 

combustibles pour moteurs, filtres;outils et instruments à main;piles électrique ,cables des piles 

électrique cåbles allumage et fusibles;appareils extincteurs;ampoules des lampes électrique, 

ampoules des lumière-eclair;filtres;essui-glaces, chaînes de transmission, pare-

brises;signalisateurs de direction;support des roues de seccours;cornets (klaxons), pompes à air 

pour pneumatiques ,valves de pneumatiques et leurs capuchons, pneumatiques et leurs tubes 

courroises sans fin pour automobiles, et outre accessoires des véhicules;papier et articles en 

papier, carton et articles en carton;imprimés, journaux et périodiques,livres;articles pour 

reliures;photographies;papeterie, matières adhesives (pour la papeterie);matériel d'instruction 

ou d'enseignement;cartes a jouer;cartes et plans;matières servant àcalfeutrer,à étouper et à 

isoler;feuilles, plaques, baguettes et tubes de matières plastiques (produit semi-finis); tuyaux 

flexibles; produits pour construction  des routes; asphalte, poux et bitume; petites ustensiles et 

récipients portatifs pour le ménage et la cuisine; peignes et éponges; brosses; matériaux pour la 

brosserie; instruments et matériel de nettoyage; paille de fer; verrerie,porcelaines et faience; 

vêtements, y compris les bottes, les souliers et les pantoufles,; produits  chimiques destinés a l' 

indistrie, l' agriculture, l' horticulture et la sylviculture; compositions extinctrices; matiéres 

tannantes; substances adhésives destiées à l'industrie; sacs plastiques. 

(510) Int Class 4 

(540) MOBILGEAR 

(111) 1356/1977 (151) 23/12/2019 

 

 

(750) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION

(731) 5959 Las Colinas Boulevard,Irving, Texas 75039-2298, U.S.A.

(740) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION 

 5959 Las Colinas Boulevard,Irving, Texas 75039-2298

(511) (4)  Huiles  et  graisses  industrielles;lubrifiants;compositions  a  lier  la  poussiere;compositions  

 combustibles (y  compris  les  essences  pour  moteurs) et  matieres  eclairantes; chandelles, 
 bougies,veilleuses et meches; couleurs,vernis,lacques;preservatifs  contre  la  rouille  et  contre  la 

 deterioration du bois;matires jtinctoriales,mordants, resines naturelles; metaux en feuilles et en 

 poudre  pour  peintures  et  decorateurs;preparations  pour  nettoyer,polir,degraisser  at 

 abraser;desinfectants;preparations  pour  detruire  les  mauvaises  herbes  et  les  animaux 

 nuisibles,l'insectes  et  pestes;graisse  verte;bougies  d'  allumage, courroies  sans  fin  pour 

 moteurs,pompes  a  combustibles  pour  moteurs,filtres;outils  et  instruments  a  main;piles 

 electrique,cables des piles electrique,cable allumage etfusibles;apprareils extincteurs;ampoules 

 des lampes electrique,ampoules des lumiere-eclair; filtres; essui-glaces, chaines de transmission, 
 pare-brises;signalisateurs de direction;supports des roues de secours; cornets (klaxons), pompes 

 a  air  puor  pneumatique, valves  de  pneumatiques  et  leurs  capuchons,pneumatique et  leurs 

 tubes;courroises sans fin pour automobiles, et d'autre accessoires des vehicules;papier et articles 
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en papier,carton et articles en carton;imprimes, journaux et periodiques, livres;articles pour 

reliures;photographiies;papeterie,matieres adhesives(pour la papeterie);materiel d'instruction 

ou d'enseignement;cartes a jouer;cartes et plans;matieres servant a calfeutrer, a  etouper et a 

isoler;feuilles,plaques,baguettes et tubes de matieres plastique(prouduits semi- finis);tuyaux 

flexibles;produits pour la construction des routes;asphalte,poux et bitumen;petitesustensiles et 

recipients portatifs pour le menage et la cuisine;peignes et eponges;brosses;materiaux pour la 

brasserie;instruments et materiel de nettoyage;paille de fer;verrerie,porcelaine et 

faience;vetementes,y compris les bottes,les souliers et les pantoufles;produits chimiques 

destines a l' industrie,l'agriculture,l'horticulture et lasylviculture;compositions 

extinctrices;matieres tannantes;substances adhesives destinees a l' industrie;sacs plastique 

(510) Int Class 4 

(540) MOBILOIL 

(111) 1358/1977 (151) 31/12/2019 

(750) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION 

(731) 5959 Las Colinas Boulevard, IRVING, Taxas 75039-2298, U.S.A. 

(740) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION 

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard, IRVING, Taxas 75039-2298 

(511) (4) (1,2,6,7,9,16,17,25,39,41) Huiles et graisses industrielles;lubrifiants;compositions a lier la 

poussiere;compositions combustibles(y compris les essences pour moteurs)et matieres 

eclairantes;chandelles,bougies,veilleuses et meches; couleurs, vernis, lacques;preservatifs 

contre la rouille et contre la deterioration du bois;matires jtinctoriales,mordants,resines 

naturelles;metaux en feuilles et en poudre pour peintures et decorateurs;preparations pour 

nettoyer,polir,degraisser at abraser;desinfectants;preparations pour detruire les mauvaises 

herbes et les animaux nuisibles, l'insectes et pestes; graisse verte; bougies d' 

allumage,courroies sans fin pour moteurs,pompes a combustibles pour moteurs,filtres; outils 

et instruments a main;piles electrique, cables des piles electrique,cable allumage 

etfusibles;apprareils extincteurs;ampoules des lampes electrique,ampoules des lumiere-

eclair; filtres; essui-glaces, chaines de transmission,pare-brises;signalisateurs de 

direction;supports des roues de secours;cornets(klaxons),pompes a air puor 

pneumatique,valves de pneumatiques et leurs capuchons,pneumatique et leurs 

tubes;courroises sans fin pour automobiles, et d'autre accessoires des vehicules; papier et 

articles en papier,carton et articles en carton;imprimes, journaux et periodiques, livres;articles 

pour reliures;photographiies;papeterie,matieres adhesives(pour la papeterie);materiel 

d'instruction ou d'enseignement;cartes a jouer;cartes et plans;matieres servant a calfeutrer, a 

etouper et a isoler; feuilles, plaques, baguettes et tubes de matieres plastique (prouduits semi- 

finis); tuyaux flexibles; produits pour la construction des routes; asphalte, poux et 

bitumen;petitesustensiles et recipients portatifs pour le menage et la cuisine;peignes et 
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eponges;brosses;materiaux pour la brasserie;instruments et materiel de nettoyage;paille de 

fer; verrerie,porcelaine et faience;vetementes, y compris les bottes,les souliers et les 

pantoufles;produits chimiques destines a l' industrie,l'agriculture,l'horticulture et 

lasylviculture;compositions extinctrices;matieres tannantes;substances adhesives destinees a 

l' industrie; sacs plastique  

(510) Int Class 4 

(540) VACTRA 

(111) 1359/1977 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 

(731) 5959 Las Colinas Boulevard,Irving,Texas 75039-2298, U.S.A. 

(740) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard,Irving,Texas 75039-2298 

(511) (4) Huiles et graisses industrielles;lubrifiants;compositions à lier la poussiére;compositions 

combustibles (Y compris les essences pour moteurs) et matière éclairantes;chandelles, bougies, 

veilleuses et mèches;couleurs, vernis, laques;préservatifs contre la rouille et contre la 

détérioration du bois;matières tinctoriales, mordants, résines naturelles;métaux en feuilles et 

en poudre pour peintures et décorateurs;préparations pour mettoyer, polir, dégraisser et 

abraser;désinfectants;préparations pour détruire les mauvaises herbes et les animaux nuisibles, 

insectes et pestes;graisse verte;bougies d'allumage, courroies sans fin pour moteurs, pompes à 

main;combustibles pour moteurs, filtres;outils et instruments à main;piles électrique, cables des 

piles électrique, câbles allumage et fusibles;appareils extincteurs ampoules des lampes 

électrique, ampoules des lumière-eclair;filtres;essui-glaces chaînes de transmission,pare-brises 

signalisateurs de direction, supports des roues de seccours;cornets(Klaxons),pompe à air pour 

pneumatiques, valves de pneumatiques et leurs capuchons, pneumatique et leurs 

tubes;courroises sans fin pour automobiles, et autre accessoires des véhicule;papier et articles 

en papier, carton et articles et carton;imprimés, journaux et périodiques, livres;articles pour 

reliures;photographies;papeterie, matières adhesives (pour lapapeterie);matériel d'instruction 

ou d' enseignment;cartes a jouer;cartes et plans;matières servant à calfeutrer, à étouper et à 

isoler;feuilles, plaques, baguettes et tubes de matières plastiques (produits semi-finis);tuyaux 

flexibles;produits pour la construction des routes;asphalte, poux et bitume;petites ustensiles et 

récipients portatifs pour le ménage et la cuisine;peignes et éponges;brosses, matériel de 

nettoyage;paille de fer;verrerie;porcelaine et faience;vêtements,y compris les bottes, les 

souliers et les pantoufles;produits chimiques destinés a l'industrie, l'agriculture, l'horticulture et 

la sylviculture;compositions extinctrices;matières tannantes;substances adhésives destinée à l' 

industrie;sacs plastiques. 

(510) Int Class 4 
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(540) VACUOLINE 

(111) 1360/1977 (151) 31/12/2019 

(750) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 

(731) 5959 Las Colinas Boulevard, Irving,Texas 75039-2298, U.S.A. 

(740) EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard, Irving,Texas 75039-2298 

(511) (4) Huiles et graisses industrielles;lubrifiants;compositions à lier la poussiére;compositions 

combustibles (Y compris les essences pour moteurs) et matière éclairantes;chandelles, bougies, 

veilleuses et mèches;couleurs, vernis, laques;préservatifs contre la rouille et contre la 

détérioration du bois;matières tinctoriales, mordants, résines naturelles;métaux en feuilles et en 

poudre pour peintures et décorateurs;préparations pour mettoyer, polir, dégraisser et 

abraser;désinfectants;préparations pour détruire les mauvaises herbes et les animaux nuisibles, 

insectes et pestes;graisse verte;bougies d'allumage, courroies sans fin pour moteurs, pompes à 

main;combustibles pour moteurs, filtres;outils et instruments à main;piles électrique, cables des 

piles électrique, câbles allumage et fusibles;appareils extincteurs ampoules des lampes 

électrique, ampoules des lumière-eclair;filtres;essui-glaces chaînes de transmission,pare-brises 

signalisateurs de direction, supports des roues de seccours;cornets(Klaxons),pompe à air pour 

pneumatiques, valves de pneumatiques et leurs capuchons, pneumatique et leurs 

tubes;courroises sans fin pour automobiles, et autre accessoires des véhicule;papier et articles 

en papier, carton et articles et carton;imprimés, journaux et périodiques, livres;articles pour 

reliures;photographies;papeterie, matières adhesives (pour lapapeterie); matériel d'instruction 

ou d' enseignment;cartes a jouer;cartes et plans;matières servant à calfeutrer, à étouper et à 

isoler;feuilles, plaques, baguettes et tubes de matières plastiques (produits semi-finis);tuyaux 

flexibles;produits pour la construction des routes;asphalte, poux et bitume;petites ustensiles et 

récipients portatifs pour le ménage et la cuisine;peignes et éponges;brosses, matériel de 

nettoyage;paille de fer;verrerie;porcelaine et faience;vêtements,y compris les bottes, les souliers 

et les pantoufles;produits chimiques destinés a l'industrie, l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la 

sylviculture;compositions extinctrices;matières tannantes;substances adhésives destinée à l' 

industrie;sacs plastiques. 

(510) Int Class 4 

(540) VACUUM 
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(111) 1375/1977 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 

(731) CH-4002 BASLE, Switzerland 

(740) F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 

CH-4002 BASLE 

(511) (5) Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations. 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) ROCALTROL 

(111) 1503/1979 (151) 27/12/2019 

(750) PIONNEER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 

(731) 4-1, Meguro 1-chome, Meguro-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

(740) M.Michael Sevant 

P.O. BOX 281, St. Helier, Jersey 

(511) (9) Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, 

weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and 

teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, 

switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; 

apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; 

magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and 

mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, 

data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus. 

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) 

 

(111) 4139/1997 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) MICROSOFT  CORPORATION  

(731) ONE MICROSOFT  WAY,REDMOND, WASHINGTON 98052-6399, U.S.A. 

(740) MICROSOFT CORPORATION  
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ONE MICROSOFT  WAY,REDMOND, WASHINGTON 98052-6399 

(511) (4) Ordinateur; périhpériques d'ordinateur comprenent des dispositifs de commende de curseur 

sur un écran d'ordinateur, des claviers et des dispositifs de commande per manche à balai de 

touches destinés à être utilisé avec des jeux vidéo; composents d'ordinateurs; logiciel 

informatique; hologrammes. 

(510) Int Class 4 

(540) WINDOWS 

(111) 6022/2008 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) STAFFORD-MILLER (IRELAND) LIMITED 

(731) Clocherane, Youghal Road, Dungarvan, county Waterford, Ireland 

(740) STAFFORD-MILLER (IRELAND) LIMITED 

Clocherane, Youghal Road, Dungarvan, county Waterford 

(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, 

polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 

cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices., (5) Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary 

preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for 

babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; 

preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides., (10) Surgical, medical, dental and 

veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; 

suture materials. and (21) Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; 

brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; 

steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain 

and earthenware not included in other classes. 

(510) Int Class 3, 5, 10 and 21 

(540) SENSODYNE (and logo) 

(111) 764/2012 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) ASTELLAS PHARMA INC 

(731) 5-1, NIHONBASHI-HONCHO 2-CHOME, CHUO-KU,TOKYO 103-8411, Japan 
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                  Disclaim words IKAZE and IWACU separately and apart of the mark as a whole  
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(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (5) Pharmaceutical preparations and substances. 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) FIXIME 

(111) 151/2016 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) Opportunity, Inc. 

(731) 550 West Van Buren, Suite 200, Chicago, Illinois 60607, U.S.A. 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (36) Financial and banking services. 

(510) Int Class 36 

(540) OPPORTUNITY BANK 

(111) 554/2018 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) AGAHEBUZO DRINKING LTD 

(731) NDERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) NYAMPINGA Oliva 

NDERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers). 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) IKAZE IWACU 
 (and logo) 
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   (540)         INVESTEC 

                     ------------------------------------- 

(111) 625/2018 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) INVESTEC BANK LIMITED  

(731) 100 Grayston Drive, Sandown, Sandton, Gauteng, 2196, Republic of South Africa 

(740) ENSAFRICA RWANDA 

KIYOVU ,RUE DES PARCS no 6  P.O BOX 6571, KIGALI 

(511) (36) Financial services; banking services; transactional banking via mobile devices; financial 

sponsorship; brokerage services; stock-broking; asset management; treasury services; 

financial management; investment services; arranging, financing and management of 

investments, mutual funds and loans; trust and fiduciary services; card payment services; 

insurance services; mortgages services; saving services; home banking; arranging for and 

providing financial loans against security; security brokerage; financial lending against 

security; credit services; financial guarantee services; real estate services; financing and 

management of real estate; advisory, information and consultancy services in relation to the 

aforesaid services. 

(510) Int Class 36 

(111) 168/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) MINISTRY OF YOUTH 

(731) KN 3rd Road, Sopetrade, Nyarugenge Pension Plaza, P.O.Box 6369 Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) NGABONZIZA Benoit 

KN 3 Road, Ruganwa1, Gikondo, Kicukiro, Kigali 

(511) (35)  commercial inter mediation services, business management of performing artists, 

business, rganization of fashion shows for promotional purposes, organization of 

exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes, organization of trade fairs, business 

management consultancy., (41) arranging and conducting of concerts, arranging and 

conducting of conferences, coaching [training], organization of exhibitions for cultural or 

educational purposes. and (45) copyright management 

(510) Int Class 35, 41 and 45 

(540) ARTRwanda-Ubuhanzi  (and logo) 
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(111) 246/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) BRASSERIES ET LIMONARIE DU RWANDA(BRALIRWA)LTD 

(731) KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Merid DEMISSE 

NYARUTAMA, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (32) Beers and soft drinks. 

(510) Int Class 32 

(540) BRA2BIZ (and logo) 

(111) 253/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) 

(731) 

(740) 

(511) 

PROGRESSIVE TECH HOLDINGS 

c/o Globefin Management Services Ltd 
Rogers House, 5 President John Kennedy Street 
Port Louis
, Mauritius 
GLF Attorneys & Agents 

4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, kigali

(9)  Data  processing  equipment,  including  calculating  machines  and  computers;  computer 

software;  computer  Chabot  software;  communication  software  for  providing  access  to  the 

Internet;  computer  application  software  for  mobile  phones;  computer  software  for  financial 

management  and  planning,  account  aggregation  and  budgeting;  electrical  and  electronic 

telecommunications  and  communications  apparatus  and  instruments;  data  communication 

apparatus  and  instruments,  including  portable  electronic  devices  to  access  the  Internet 

wirelessly; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; apparatus 

and  instruments  for  the  processing,  transmission,  storage,  logging, reception  and  retrieval  of 

data being in the form of encoded data, text, graphic images or video or a combination of these 

formats;  image  processing  apparatus,  instruments  and  equipment;  telecommunications 

products,  including,  computer  control  hardware  for  use  in  wireless  communications  systems; 
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routers; modems; magnetically encoded cards; smart cards; holograms; media for storing 

information, data, images and sound; blank and pre-recorded magnetic cards; cards containing 

microprocessors; integrated circuit cards; electronic identification cards; telephone cards; 

telephone credit cards; credit cards; debit cards; magnetic, digital and optical data carriers, 

recording and storage media (blank and pre-recorded); recording discs; compact discs; DVDs and 

other digital recording media; machine readable media; digital video, and data (downloadable) 

provided from a computer database or the internet; personal digital assistants; satellite receiving 

and transmission apparatus and instruments; apparatus for downloading audio, video and data 

from the internet; television apparatus and instruments; radio and television broadcasting 

transmitters and receivers; apparatus for access to broadcast or transmitted programmes; 

programmed-data-carrying electronic circuits; electronic and satellite navigational and 

positional apparatus and instruments, including global positioning systems; telephones; mobile 

telephones; cordless telephones; telephone accessories, including, telephone cords and 

batteries; electronic products, including, digital photograph receivers; telecommunication 

couplers; telecommunication modular plugs; transceivers; wireless transceivers; 

teleconferencing telephones; telephone answering machines; internet telephones; wireless 

telephones; earphones and antennae for cordless and wireless telephones; communication 

apparatus and instruments for wireless internet access and online streamlining; hands-free 

devices for car telephones and mobile telephones; in-car telephone handset cradles; mobile 

phone cases; parts and fittings included in class 09 for the aforementioned goods; scientific, 

nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, 

checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 

instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 

electricity; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; fire-extinguishing apparatus., (35) 

Advertising and promotion services; loyalty card services; organisation, operation and 

management of customer loyalty schemes; organisation, operation and supervision of sales and 

promotional incentive schemes; retail, wholesale, franchising and merchandising services; 

offering for sale and the sale of goods in the retail and wholesale trade; the bringing together, 

for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods enabling customers to conveniently view and 

purchase those goods, including such services provided on-line from a computer database, the 

internet or other electronic networks; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for business 

purposes; business management; business administration; business research; business strategy 

and planning services; information and advisory services; economic forecasting, marketing, 

market research, market analysis and survey services; publication of information; compilation of 

statistical information; provision of trade information; provision of directory services., (36) 

Financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking services including home, internet and remote 

banking; financial sponsorship; insurance and finance services including such services provided 

over the internet or any other electronic network, discount services including discount card 

services; issue and redemption of tokens, vouchers and points; issuance of tokens of value as a 

reward for customer loyalty; providing cash and other rebates as part of a customer loyalty 

program; credit card services; charge card services; pre-paid purchase card services, including 

processing electronic payments made through prepaid cards; insurance, financing and guarantee 

services relating to telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; 
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provision of electronic and online financial services, including electronic fund transfer services 

and secure on-line monetary transaction facilities; providing an internet website portal in the 

field of financial transaction and payment processing; processing financial transactions via a 

global computer network; providing multiple payment options by means of customer-operated 

electronic terminals available on-site in retail stores; provision of investment and fund 

management information; administration of funds and investments; stock, shares and bond 

information and brokerage services; provision of information and advisory services relating to 

monetary affairs and the aforementioned services, including the provision of information from 

a computer database, the internet or other electronic network; provision of information and 

advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities and goods, all related to payment terms 

and insurance; real estate affairs., (38) Telecommunication services; mobile,fixed, satellite, 

cellular, mobile and radio telecommunication services; telecommunications services, including, 

mobile telephone services, voicemail, facsimile transmission and data transmission; wireless 

communication services, including, wireless mobile telephone calling, electronic messaging and 

data transmission service plans; messaging services, including, sending, receiving and forwarding 

messages in the form of text, audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; 

online messaging services; unified messaging services; computer aided transmission of messages 

and images; video conferencing services; video telephone services, teleconferencing 

services,voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services; paging services; telephone 

telecommunications services provided via prepaid telephone calling card; providing prepaid 

minutes for use on mobile phones; providing telephone communication and internet telephony 

services; telephone and mobile telephone message collection and transmission, radio-paging, 

call diversion, answerphone and electronic mail services for others; transmission, delivery and 

reception of sound, data and images; personal numbering services; hire, leasing and rental of 

telecommunications, telephonic and communications apparatus and instruments; loan of 

replacement telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of 

internet access services; telecommunications services for location and tracking of persons and 

objects; tracking of mobile telephone via satellite signals; provision of information relating to or 

identifying telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of 

wireless application protocol services, including those utilizing a secure communications 

channel; provision of information relating to or identifying telecommunications and 

communications apparatus and instruments; broadcast or transmission of radio or television 

programmes; providing telecommunications connections to computer databases, the internet 

or other electronic networks; provision of wireless electronic transmission of credit and debit 

card transaction data and wireless electronic savings and payment data via a global computer 

network; providing access to digital audio, video and data websites from a database, the 

internet, or other electronic network; streaming of audio and video material on the internet;  

telecommunication and communication database services, including enabling the consumer to 

download digital content from a network and server to an individual database; providing access 

to telecommunications infrastructures for other operators;providing and leasing access time to 

computer databases, computer bulletin boards, computer networks and interactive computer 

communications networks; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the 

aforementioned., (41) Education; providing of training; entertainment; providing entertainment, 
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sports, music, informational, news, and current events programming by means of 

telecommunications networks, computer networks, the internet, satellite, radio, wireless 

communications networks, television, and cable television; providing videos, music, games, 

movie clips, podcasts, news feeds, ring tones and other electronic media, multimedia, 

information or other content via the internet; providing streaming, subscription, and 

downloadable music platform services; provision of live entertainment and recorded 

entertainment; electronic game services provided from a computer database or by means of the 

internet; gaming services; providing websites and computer applications featuring books, 

periodicals, newspapers, newsletters, manuals, blogs, journals, and other publications; news 

reporting; publication services; publication of printed matter, printed publications, books, 

newspapers, periodicals and magazines; publishing and providing electronic and online 

publications; providing and publishing online journals, bulletin boards and blogs; digital video, 

audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services; news reporting services; providing 

news and information in the nature of current events, the arts, music, entertainment, events, 

theatre, sporting and cultural activities; provision of entertainment services through the media 

of publications and the internet; organization of events, shows, exhibitions and competitions; 

digital imaging services; news reporting; library services including online and electronic library 

services; arranging, directing and managing of musical and singing shows, concerts, festivals and 

performances and other entertainment events; music publishing and recording services; 

production of music recordings and videos; recording studio services; sporting and cultural 

activities., (42) Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto;  

industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and 

software; application service provider (APS), including, providing, hosting, managing, developing, 

and maintaining applications, software, web sites, and databases in the fields of wireless 

communication, mobile information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery 

of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; providing temporary 

use of online non-downloadable software and applications for instant messaging, voice over 

internet protocol (VOIP), video conferencing, and audio conferencing; computer services, 

including, creating an online community for registered users to engage in social networking; 

computer services, including, creating virtual communities for users to participate in discussions, 

get feedback from their peers, and engage in social, business and community networking; 

computer services, including, hosting electronic facilities for others for interactive discussions via 

communication networks; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or 

facilitate the creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, 

tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, 

embedding, transmitting, and sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via 

computer and communication networks; providing an online network service that enables users 

to transfer and share personal identity data among multiple online facilities; providing 

information from searchable indexes and databases of information, including text, electronic 

documents, databases, graphics, electronic media, photographic images and audio visual 

information, on computer and communication networks; providing temporary use of non-

downloadable software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and 

transmission of audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; providing online 
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facilities that gives users the ability to upload, modify and share audio, video, photographic 

images, text, graphics and data; providing non-downloadable e-commerce software to allow 

users to perform electronic business transactions via global computer network; computer 

services, in particular, application service provider featuring application programming interface 

(API) software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer 

network; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for sending electronic message 

alerts, for transmitting orders and sending and receiving electronic messages, and to allow users 

to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network. and (45) Online social 

networking services; security services for the physical protection of tangible property and 

individuals;  personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; 

identification verification services, including, providing authentication of personal identification 

information; social introduction and networking services; user verification services; legal 

services. 

(510) Int Class 9, 35, 36, 38, 41, 42 and 45 

(540) AYOBA    

(111) 257/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) CLEAN WELL RWANDA LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Geoffrey BUCYANA 

KIMIRONKO , GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (3)  Soap. 

(510) Int Class 3 

(540) FURAHA BRIGHT STAR (and logo) 
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(111) 265/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) GLAMS INTERNATIONAL GENERAL TRADING CO. 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Ashwinkumar Dwivedi 

KIGALI CITY 

(511) (9) Loud speakers, kettles, electric fans, radio., (11) Switchboards, switches electric telephone 

wire, wires electric materials for mans, fuse wire. and (16) Pencils, pens, books, paper, pen 

holders. 

(510) Int Class 9, 11 and 16 

(540) EZONE (and logo) 

(111) 278/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) BUGOYIWOOD LTD 

(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) ISHIMWE AGAPPE HAKIZIMANA 

GISOZI, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (25) Tee-shirts, caps and hats, sweaters, footwear and clothing. 

(510) Int Class 25 

(540) BGY (and logo) 

(111) 285/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) BIO-HAP LTD 

(731) KAGARAMA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 
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  (510)       Int Class 30 

  (540)      BIO-HAP (and logo) 

                        

                  No exclusivity right that shall be given the use of the word "bio"  

                   -------------------------------------------- 

 

                

                ------------------------------------------------- 

(740) NDAYISENGA Juvenal 

KAGARAMA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (30) Honey 

(111) 291/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) CENTER GROWTH FAMILY TYAZUBWENGE 

(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) MUKESHIMANA Christine 

MUHIMA,NYARUGENGE ,KIGALI CITY 

(511) (32) Tomato juice beverages, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages, soda water, soft drink. 

and (41) A academic (education), culture education, tutoring, film production other than 

advertising films, cinema presentations/movie theater presentations, providing on-line 

videos,not downloadable. 

(510) Int Class 32 and 41 

(540) CGFT (and logo) 

(111) 292/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) OLA INTERNATIONAL RWANDA LTD 

(731) GISOZI,GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) SHI WEN XIA 
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KIGALI CITY 

(511) (35) Business information., (36) Capital investment., (39) Frieght and (45) Legal service in 

relation to negotiation of contract for others. 

(510) Int Class 35, 36, 39 and 45 

(540) PILIPILI 

(111) 294/2019 (151) 27/12/2019 

(750) China Electronics Shenzhen Company 

(731) No. 2070, 2072 Shennan Zhonglu, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (7) Mixing machines; mills [machines]; butter machines; bread cutting machines; juice extractors, 

electric; dishwashers; beaters, electric; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; blenders, 

electric, for household purposes; kitchen machines, electric; fruit presses, electric, for household 

purposes; washing machines [laundry]; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; disintegrators; 

washing apparatus; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; machines and apparatus for 

carpet shampooing, electric; central vacuum cleaning installations; dust removing installations for 

cleaning purposes; filtering machines., (9) Data processing apparatus; computer peripheral 

devices; projection apparatus; juke boxes, musical; tape recorders; cabinets for loudspeakers; 

loudspeakers; record players; audio- and video-receivers; sound transmitting apparatus; personal 

stereos; television apparatus; videotapes; horns for loudspeakers; video recorders; portable media 

players; DVD players; measuring apparatus; pedometers; batteries, electric. and (11) Lamps; 

electric torches; lighting apparatus and installations; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; 

lights for vehicles; lighting apparatus for vehicles; cooking utensils, electric; cooking apparatus and 

installations; bread toasters; autoclaves, electric, for cooking; hot plates; coffee machines, electric; 

kettles, electric; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; bread baking machine; refrigerators; air-

conditioning installations; steam facial apparatus [saunas]; deodorizing apparatus, not for personal 

use; radiators, electric. 

(510) Int Class 7, 9 and 11 

(540)  
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(111) 301/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) CIRCLEEDGES LTD 

(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Sriram SUNDARAM 

MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (39) Car rental, car transport, bus transport, car sharing services, chauffeur service; lowlier 

service, motor coach rental, taxi transport, traffic info, transport reservation.  

(510) Int Class 39 

(540) WHIZLE (and logo) 

(111) 302/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) CIRCLEEDGES LTD 

(731) 

(740) 

(511) 

MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

Sriram SUNDARAM 

MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY

(42) Cloud computing, computer programming, computer software design, computer software 
consultancy, computer system analysis, computer virus protection services, computer 
technology consultancy, computer security consultancy, data security consultancy, digitization of 
documents, electronic data storage, electronic monitoring of personally identifying information 
to detect identity theft via the internet, electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect 
fraud via the internet, 
hosting computer sites [websites], information technology consultancy, providing information 
on computer technology and programming via a website, installation of computer software, 
internet 

 security consultancy. 

maintenance of computer software 

monitoring of computer systems by remote access 

monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns 

monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorised access or data breach 
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off-site data backup 
 
quality control 
 
research and development of new products for others 
 
server hosting 
 
software as a a service 
 
software development in the framework of software publishing 
 
technical research 
 
updating of computer software 
 
website design consultancy  

(510) Int Class 42 

(540) CIRCLEEDGES (and logo) 

(111) 304/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) BIO-HAP LTD 

(731) KAGARAMA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) NDAYISENGA Juvenal 

KAGARAMA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (33) Hyromel 

(510) Int Class 33 

(111) 347/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 
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(750) RYOHERWA BANANA WINE LTD 

(731) HUYE, MUKURA, AMAJYEPFO, Rwanda 

(740) NGOBONZIZA Eudes 

HUYE, NGOMA 

(511) (32) Beer 

(510) Int Class 32 

(540) M&T-5 (and logo) 

(111) 349/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) BIO-HAP LTD 

(731) KAGARAMA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Juvenal NDAYISENGA 

KAGARAMA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (30) Honey. 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) MONAMI (and logo) 

(111) 354/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) MUKAWI GRAIN MEAL LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Jacqueline MUKAWIZEYE 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (30) Maize flour. 

(510) Int Class 30 
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(540) 

 

---------------------------------------- 

(111) 371/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) T-KAY INVESTMENT LTD 

(731) , NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) KAYITARE Thierry 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (16) Address stamps cards,catalogues, advertisement bounds of paper or cardboard, banners 

of paper,booklets, calendar binding strips,book binding,engraving embroidery, flyers, folders 

ink,pamphlet, posters, sewing, patterns, signboards stamps, printed matter, 

envelops,engraving plates. 

(510) Int Class 16 

(540) T-KAY (and logo) 

(111) 372/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) AYASIX LIMITED 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Shannon Mahoney PORTHAULT 

KIYOVU, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (14) Precious metals and their alloys;jewellery, precious and semi-precious 

stone;horological and chronometric instruments., (18) Leather and imitations of 

leather;animal skins and hides;luggage and carrying bags;umbrellas and parasols;walking 

sticks;whips,harness and saddlery;collars,leashes and clothing for animals., (20) 

Furniture,mirrors, picture frames; containers,not of metal,for storage or transport; un 

worked or semi-worked bone,horn,whale born or mother-of -pearl; shells;meerschaum; 

yellow., (24) Textiles and substitutes for textiles,household linen;curtains of textile or 

plastic., (25) Clothing,footwear, headgear., (26) Lace ,braid and embroidery, and 

embroidery, and haberdashery ribbons and bows;buttons,hooks and eye,pain and 
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needles;artificial flowers; hair decoration. and (27) Carpet,rugs, mats and matting,linoleum 

and other materials for covering floors;wall hangings,not of textile. 

(510) Int Class 14, 18, 20, 24, 25, 26 and 27 

(540) AYASIX (and logo) 

 

(111) 378/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) HAZINA TRADING LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) MOHAMADOU NANA BOUBA 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (30) Tomato sauce, ketchup, wheat flour,sugar, candy spaghetti's, macaroni, rice, 

biscuits/cookies, mustard, mayonnaise,baking powder, bean meal. 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) AMIRA (and logo) 

(111) 379/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) IMBIL CLAUD BOLIVAR 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (3) Laundry bar soap, powder detergent, toilet soap, liquid soap. 

(510) Int Class 3 

(540) BRIGHT (and logo) 
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(111) 380/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) INDUSTRIAL COMPANY OF AFRICA LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) IMBIL CLAUD BOLIVAR 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (3) Laundry bar soap, powder detergent, toilet soap, liquid soap. 

(510) Int Class 3 

(540) CLEAN (and logo) 

(111) 

(750) 

(731) 

(740) 

(511) 

383/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

MTN GROUP MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED 

216 - 14th Avenue Fairland, Roodepoort, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 

ENSAFRICA RWANDA 

KG7th Ave#35- Kacyiru, Blue Star House, 1st floor, wing B, P.O Box 6571 Kigali

(9)  Data  processing  equipment,  including  calculating  machines  and  computers; 

computer software; computer Chabot software; communication software for providing 

access  to  the  Internet;  computer  application  software  for  mobile  phones;  computer 

software for financial management and planning, account aggregation and budgeting; 

electrical  and  electronic  telecommunications  and  communications  apparatus  and 

instruments;  data  communication  apparatus  and  instruments,  including  portable 

electronic  devices  to  access  the Internet  wirelessly;  apparatus  for  recording, 

transmission  or  reproduction  of  sound  or  images;  apparatus  and  instruments  for  the 

processing, transmission, storage, logging, reception and retrieval of data being in the 

form of encoded data, text, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; 

image  processing  apparatus,  instruments  and  equipment;  telecommunications 

products,  including,  computer  control  hardware  for  use  in  wireless  communications 

systems; routers; modems; magnetically encoded cards; smart cards; holograms; media 

for  storing  information,  data,  images  and  sound;  blank  and  pre-recorded  magnetic 

cards;  cards  containing  microprocessors;  integrated  circuit  cards;  electronic 

identification cards; telephone cards; telephone credit cards; credit cards; debit cards; 
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magnetic, digital and optical data carriers, recording and storage media (blank and pre-

recorded); recording discs; compact discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; 

machine readable media; digital video, and data (downloadable) provided from a 

computer database or the internet; personal digital assistants; satellite receiving and 

transmission apparatus and instruments; apparatus for downloading audio, video and 

data from the internet; television apparatus and instruments; radio and television 

broadcasting transmitters and receivers; apparatus for access to broadcast or 

transmitted programmes; programmed-data-carrying electronic circuits; electronic and 

satellite navigational and positional apparatus and instruments, including global 

positioning systems; telephones; mobile telephones; cordless telephones; telephone 

accessories, including, telephone cords and batteries; electronic products, including, 

digital photograph receivers; telecommunication couplers; telecommunication modular 

plugs; transceivers; wireless transceivers; teleconferencing telephones; telephone 

answering machines; internet telephones; wireless telephones; earphones and 

antennae for cordless and wireless telephones; communication apparatus and 

instruments for wireless internet access and online streamlining; hands-free devices for 

car telephones and mobile telephones; in-car telephone handset cradles; mobile phone 

cases; parts and fittings included in class 09 for the aforementioned goods; scientific, 

nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 

signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 

apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 

regulating or controlling electricity; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; fire-

extinguishing apparatus., (36) Financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking services 

including home, internet and remote banking; financial sponsorship; insurance and 

finance services including such services provided over the internet or any other 

electronic network, discount services including discount card services; issue and 

redemption of tokens, vouchers and points; issuance of tokens of value as a reward for 

customer loyalty; providing cash and other rebates as part of a customer loyalty 

program; credit card services; charge card services; pre-paid purchase card services, 

including processing electronic payments made through prepaid cards; insurance, 

financing and guarantee services relating to telecommunications and communications 

apparatus and instruments; provision of electronic and online financial services, 

including electronic fund transfer services and secure on-line monetary transaction 

facilities; providing an internet website portal in the field of financial transaction and 

payment processing; processing financial transactions via a global computer network; 

providing multiple payment options by means of customer-operated electronic 

terminals available on-site in retail stores; provision of investment and fund 

management information; administration of funds and investments; stock, shares and 

bond information and brokerage services; provision of information and advisory services 

relating to monetary affairs and the aforementioned services, including the provision of 

information from a computer database, the internet or other electronic network; 

provision of information and advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities and 

goods, all related to payment terms and insurance; real estate affairs. and (38) 
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Goods/Services: Data processing equipment, including calculating machines and 

computers; computer software; computer Chabot software; communication software 

for providing access to the Internet; computer application software for mobile phones; 

computer software for financial management and planning, account aggregation and 

budgeting; electrical and electronic telecommunications and communications apparatus 

and instruments; data communication apparatus and instruments, including portable 

electronic devices to access the Internet wirelessly; apparatus for recording, 

transmission or reproduction of sound or images; apparatus and instruments for the 

processing, transmission, storage, logging, reception and retrieval of data being in the 

form of encoded data, text, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; 

image processing apparatus, instruments and equipment; telecommunications 

products, including, computer control hardware for use in wireless communications 

systems; routers; modems; magnetically encoded cards; smart cards; holograms; media 

for storing information, data, images and sound; blank and pre-recorded magnetic 

cards; cards containing microprocessors; integrated circuit cards; electronic 

identification cards; telephone cards; telephone credit cards; credit cards; debit cards; 

magnetic, digital and optical data carriers, recording and storage media (blank and pre-

recorded); recording discs; compact discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; 

machine readable media; digital video, and data (downloadable) provided from a 

computer database or the internet; personal digital assistants; satellite receiving and 

transmission apparatus and instruments; apparatus for downloading audio, video and 

data from the internet; television apparatus and instruments; radio and television 

broadcasting transmitters and receivers; apparatus for access to broadcast or 

transmitted programmes; programmed-data-carrying electronic circuits; electronic and 

satellite navigational and positional apparatus and instruments, including global 

positioning systems; telephones; mobile telephones; cordless telephones; telephone 

accessories, including, telephone cords and batteries; electronic products, including, 

digital photograph receivers; telecommunication couplers; telecommunication modular 

plugs; transceivers; wireless transceivers; teleconferencing telephones; telephone 

answering machines; internet telephones; wireless telephones; earphones and 

antennae for cordless and wireless telephones; communication apparatus and 

instruments for wireless internet access and online streamlining; hands-free devices for 

car telephones and mobile telephones; in-car telephone handset cradles; mobile phone 

cases; parts and fittings included in class 09 for the aforementioned goods; scientific, 

nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 

signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 

apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 

regulating or controlling electricity; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; fire-

extinguishing apparatus. Financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking services including 

home, internet and remote banking; financial sponsorship; insurance and finance 

services including such services provided over the internet or any other electronic 

network, discount services including discount card services; issue and redemption of 

tokens, vouchers and points; issuance of tokens of value as a reward for customer 
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loyalty; providing cash and other rebates as part of a customer loyalty program; credit 

card services; charge card services; pre-paid purchase card services, including processing 

electronic payments made through prepaid cards; insurance, financing and guarantee 

services relating to telecommunications and communications apparatus and 

instruments; provision of electronic and online financial services, including electronic 

fund transfer services and secure on-line monetary transaction facilities; providing an 

internet website portal in the field of financial transaction and payment processing; 

processing financial transactions via a global computer network; providing multiple 

payment options by means of customer-operated electronic terminals available on-site 

in retail stores; provision of investment and fund management information; 

administration of funds and investments; stock, shares and bond information and 

brokerage services; provision of information and advisory services relating to monetary 

affairs and the aforementioned services, including the provision of information from a 

computer database, the internet or other electronic network; provision of information 

and advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities and goods, all related to 

payment terms and insurance; real estate affairs. Telecommunication services; mobile, 

fixed, satellite, cellular, mobile and radio telecommunication services; 

telecommunications services, including, mobile telephone services, voicemail, facsimile 

transmission and data transmission; wireless communication services, including, 

wireless mobile telephone calling, electronic messaging and data transmission service 

plans; messaging services, including, sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the 

form of text, audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; online 

messaging services; unified messaging services; computer aided transmission of 

messages and images; video conferencing services; video telephone services, 

teleconferencing services, voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services; paging services; 

telephone telecommunications services provided via prepaid telephone calling card; 

providing prepaid minutes for use on mobile phones; providing telephone 

communication and internet telephony services; telephone and mobile telephone 

message collection and transmission, radio-paging, call diversion, answerphone and 

electronic mail services for others; transmission, delivery and reception of sound, data 

and images; personal numbering services; hire, leasing and rental of 

telecommunications, telephonic and communications apparatus and instruments; loan 

of replacement telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; 

provision of internet access services; telecommunications services for location and 

tracking of persons and objects; tracking of mobile telephone via satellite signals; 

provision of information relating to or identifying telecommunications and 

communications apparatus and instruments; provision of wireless application protocol 

services, including those utilizing a secure communications channel; provision of 

information relating to or identifying telecommunications and communications 

apparatus and instruments; broadcast or transmission of radio or television 

programmes; providing telecommunications connections to computer databases, the 

internet or other electronic networks; provision of wireless electronic transmission of 

credit and debit card transaction data and wireless electronic savings and payment data 
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via a global computer network; providing access to digital audio, video and data websites 

from a database, the internet, or other electronic network; streaming of audio and video 

material on the internet; telecommunication and communication database services, 

including enabling the consumer to download digital content from a network and server 

to an individual database; providing access to telecommunications infrastructures for 

other operators; providing and leasing access time to computer databases, computer 

bulletin boards, computer networks and interactive computer communications 

networks; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the 

aforementioned. 

--------------------------------------------- 

(111) 384/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) URIWACU LTD 

(731) GISHAMVU, HUYE, AMAJYEPFO, Rwanda 

(740) ABAKIRIHO Theresphore 

GISHAMVU, HUYE  

(511) (33) Banana wine,alcoholic beverages,except beer. 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) UB & W (and logo) 

(111) 398/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED 

(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations 

[decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring 

solutions and abrasive preparations; soaps; soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile; 

perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics; hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, 

hair conditioners; hair straightening preparations; dentifrices. 
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(510) Int Class 3 

(540) Swahiba 

 

 (and logo) 

(111) 410/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) RWANDA GOVERNANCE BOARD (RGB) 

(731) KG178 st CSS PLAZA,RUKIRI I, REMERA, GASABO, Rwanda 

(740) Dr. Usta KAITESI 

KG178 st CSS PLAZA,RUKIRI I, REMERA, GASABO 

(511) (35) Advertizing, (41) Education, providing training and cultural activities. and (42) Research 

services. 

(510) Int Class 35, 41 and 42 

(540) GIRINKA (and logo) 

(111) 416/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A.

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

 Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511) (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices;tobacco, raw or 

 manufactured;tobacco  products,  including  cigars,  cigarettes,  cigarillos, tobacco  for  roll  your 

 own  cigarettes,  pipe  tobacco,  chewing  tobacco,  snuff  tobacco,  kretek;snus;tobacco 

 substitutes (not for medical purposes);smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, 

 cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling 

 cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, 

 electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to 

 release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation;liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic 

 cigarettes;electronic smoking devices;electronic cigarettes;electronic cigarettes as substitute 
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for traditional cigarettes;electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing 

aerosol;oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco products and tobacco 

substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes;parts and fittings for the aforesaid 

products included in class 34;devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well as 

heated tobacco sticks;electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(510) Int Class 34 

(540) SIENNA LABEL 

(111) 417/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (9) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating 

tobacco, chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for 

electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car 

chargers for devices that are used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for electronic 

cigarettes., (11) Electronic vaporizers except electronic cigarettes; apparatus for heating liquids; 

apparatus for generating vapour.and (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and 

electronic smoking devices; tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, including cigars, 

cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff 

tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); smokers' articles, 

including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, 

pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters; matches; tobacco sticks, tobacco 

products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of 

heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation; 

liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic smoking devices; electronic 

cigarettes; electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes; electronic devices for 

the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol; oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco 

products and tobacco substitutes; smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes; parts and fittings 

for the aforesaid products included in class 34; devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and 

cigars as well as heated tobacco sticks ; electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(510) Int Class 9, 11 and 34 

(540) HEATCONTROL 
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(111) 418/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices; tobacco, raw or 

manufactured; tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your 

own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes 

(not for medical purposes); smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette 

filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, 

lighters; matches; tobacco sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic 

devices and their parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release 

nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic 

cigarettes; electronic smoking devices; electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes as substitute 

for traditional cigarettes; electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol; 

oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes; smoker's 

articles for electronic cigarettes; parts and fittings for the aforesaid products included in class 

34; devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well as heated tobacco sticks ; 

electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(510) Int Class 34 

(540) AMBER LABEL 

(111) 420/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (9) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating 

tobacco, chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for 

electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car 

chargers for devices that are used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for electronic 
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cigarettes., (11) Electronic vaporizers except electronic cigarettes; apparatus for heating liquids; 

apparatus for generating vapour. and (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and 

electronic smoking devices;tobacco, raw or manufactured;tobacco products, including cigars, 

cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff 

tobacco, kretek;snus;tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes);smokers' articles, including 

cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, 

pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco sticks, tobacco products for 

the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of heating 

cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation;liquid 

nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes;electronic smoking devices;electronic 

cigarettes;electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes;electronic devices for the 

inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol;oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco products 

and tobacco substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes;parts and fittings for the 

aforesaid products included in class 34;devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as 

well as heated tobacco sticks;electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(510) Int Class 9, 11 and 34 

(540)  

(111) 424/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A.

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

 Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511) (9) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating 

 tobacco,  chargers  for  electronic  devices  that  are  used  for  heating  tobacco;  USB  chargers  for 

 electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car 

 chargers for devices that are used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for electronic cigarettes., 

 (11) Electronic vaporizers except electronic cigarettes; apparatus for heating liquids; apparatus 

 for generating vapour. and (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking 

 devices;tobacco, raw or manufactured;tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, 

 tobacco  for  roll  your  own  cigarettes,  pipe  tobacco,  chewing  tobacco,  snuff  tobacco, 

 kretek;snus;tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes);smokers' articles, including cigarette 
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paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket 

apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco sticks, tobacco products for the 

purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes 

or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation;liquid nicotine solutions 

for use in electronic cigarettes;electronic smoking devices;electronic cigarettes;electronic 

cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes;electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine 

containing aerosol;oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco products and tobacco 

substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes;parts and fittings for the aforesaid products 

included in class 34;devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well as heated 

tobacco sticks;electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(510) Int Class 9, 11 and 34 

(540) THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING 

(111) 426/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (9) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating 

tobacco, chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for 

electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car 

chargers for devices that are used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for electronic 

cigarettes., (11) Electronic vaporizers except electronic cigarettes; apparatus for heating 

liquids; apparatus for generating vapour. and (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and 

electronic smoking devices;tobacco, raw or manufactured;tobacco products, including cigars, 

cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff 

tobacco, kretek;snus;tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes);smokers' articles, 

including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, 

pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco sticks, tobacco 

products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of 

heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 

inhalation;liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes;electronic smoking 

devices;electronic cigarettes;electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional 

cigarettes;electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol;oral vaporising 

devices for smokers, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic 

cigarettes;parts and fittings for the aforesaid products included in class 34;devices for 
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extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well as heated tobacco sticks;electronic 

rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(510) Int Class 9, 11 and 34 

(540)  

 (111) 427/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) ACCESS BANK PLC 

(731) Plot 999C Danmole Street, Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (16) Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery 

and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 

drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching 

materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing 

blocks., (35) Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions. 

and (36) Insurance;financial affairs;monetary affairs;real estate affairs. 

(510) Int Class 16, 35 and 36 

(540) Access Africa 

(111) 435/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) FIVE  CULTURE LTD 

(731) KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Jin Qiu Lin 

KIGALI CITY 

(511) (25) clothing, footwear, headgear 

(510) Int Class 25 

(540) WHY5 (and logo) 
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(111) 453/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) MFK GROUP LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) MBUNDU Faustin 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (30) Coffee, (31) Agricultural, Horticultural, (35) Business Managment and (39) 

Transport 

(510) Int Class 30, 31, 35 and 39 

(540) MFK (and logo) 

(111) 460/2019 (151) 12/12/2019 

(750) LIYADA INTERNATIONAL TRADING Ltd

(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda

(740) YANG LIYA 

 Kigali

(511) (4) Motor oil , lubricants,lubricating oil, (7) bearings [parts of machines], brake shoes, brake 

 linings , brake pads, control cables for machine,engine or motors, crank shafts, cylinder for 

 motors  and  engines,  driving  motors, driving  chains,  motors,  other  than  for  land  vehicles  / 

 engines,  other  than  for  land  vehicles,  sparking  plug,  pistons  for  cylinder,  pump(parts  of 

 machine  engine  or  motors),  piston  segments  /  piston  rings,  clutches,  other  than  for  land 

 vehicles., (9) Batteries, batteries chargers, batteries for lighting, (11) Bicycle light, motorcycle 

 lights,  lights  for  vehicles,  light  bulbs,  light  bulbs  for  directional  signals  for  vehicles,  light- 
 emitting  diodes  [LED]  lighting  apparatus.,  (12)  Brake  shoes  for  vehicles,  driving  motors  for 

 land vehicles, clutches for land vehicles,motorcycle chain , motorcycle engine,shock absorbing 
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springs for vehicles, tyres for vehicle wheels / tires for vehicle wheels, tubeless tyres for 

bicycles / tubeless tires for bicycles,inner tubes for bicycle tyres / inner tubes for bicycle tires, 

turbines for land vehicles, engine mounts for land vehicles, engines for land vehicles / motors 

for land vehicles,horns for vehicles,hub caps,  motorcycle kickstands.   and (35) Administration 

of frequent flyer programs, advertising/publicity, production of advertising films,business 

information,  distribution of samples 

(510) Int Class 4, 7, 9, 11, 12 and 35 

(540) YOUNG-LIYA (and logo) 

(111) 476/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) ISONGA SUPER MAIZE FLOUR LTD 

(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Felicien TWAGIRAYEZU 

MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (30) Processing maize flour. 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) ISANGO (and logo) 

(111) 477/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) ISONGA SUPER MAIZE FLOUR LTD 

(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Felicien TWAGIRAYEZU 

MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (30) Processing maize flour. 
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(510) Int Class 30 

(540) ISANO (and logo) 

 

 

-------------------------------------- 

(111) 482/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) Petredec International Pte. Ltd 

(731) 8 Eu Tong Sen Street, #17-93, The Central Office 1, 059818, Singapore 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (4) Petroleum; electric energy in all forms; products derived from petroleum and petroleum-

based preparations; fuels; biofuels; natural gas and petroleum gas of all kinds; lubricants 

and illuminants; industrial oils and greases; fuel gas cartridges; liquid fuels; liquefied 

petroleum gas; liquefied natural gas; gas oil; solidified gas fuel; gas fuels; crude oil; fuels 

derived from oil; industrial oils and greases; base oils; non-chemical additives for use in 

industry; non-chemical additives to motor fuel, lubricants, fuel, oil and other bitumen 

products., (6) Common metals and their alloys; ores, metal building materials; containers 

and metallic containers including for use in storage and transport; caps, containers and 

cylinders of metal including for use in relation to gas; bottles of metal also for the storage 

of fuel, gas and oil products; metallic fuel tanks; pipes; metallic pipelines; conducts and 

tubes also for gas and petroleum products; parts, accessories and components for the 

foregoing., (35) Export and import services; business management and administration; 

retail and wholesale services; advertising; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, 

of a variety of goods, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods 

from a distributor outlet, wholesale outlet or retail outlet. and (39) Transportation; 

collection and delivery services; supply chain logistics; transportation logistics; 

warehousing; storage services; transportation by pipeline; ship brokerage.      

(510) Int Class 4, 6, 35 and 39 

(540) PETREFUEL 
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(111) 483/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) Petredec International Pte. Ltd 

(731) 8 Eu Tong Sen Street, #17-93, The Central Office 1, 059818, Singapore 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (4) Petroleum; electric energy in all forms; products derived from petroleum and petroleum-

based preparations; fuels; biofuels; natural gas and petroleum gas of all kinds; lubricants and 

illuminants; industrial oils and greases; fuel gas cartridges; liquid fuels; liquefied petroleum gas; 

liquefied natural gas; gas oil; solidified gas fuel; gas fuels; crude oil; fuels derived from oil; 

industrial oils and greases; base oils; non-chemical additives for use in industry; non-chemical 

additives to motor fuel, lubricants, fuel, oil and other bitumen products., (6) Common metals and 

their alloys; ores, metal building materials; containers and metallic containers including for use in 

storage and transport; caps, containers and cylinders of metal including for use in relation to gas; 

bottles of metal also for the storage of fuel, gas and oil products; metallic fuel tanks; pipes; 

metallic pipelines; conducts and tubes also for gas and petroleum products; parts, accessories 

and components for the foregoing., (35) Export and import services; business management and 

administration; retail and wholesale services; advertising; the bringing together, for the benefit 

of others, of a variety of goods, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those 

goods from a distributor outlet, wholesale outlet or retail outlet. and (39) Transportation; 

collection and delivery services; supply chain logistics; transportation logistics; warehousing; 

storage services; transportation by pipeline; ship brokerage.   

(510) Int Class 4, 6, 35 and 39 

(540) PETREGAZ 
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(111) 484/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) Petredec International Pte. Ltd 

(731) 8 Eu Tong Sen Street, #17-93, The Central Office 1, 059818, Singapore 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (4) Petroleum;electric energy in all forms;products derived from petroleum and petroleum-based 

preparations;fuels;biofuels;natural gas and petroleum gas of all kinds;lubricants and 

illuminants;industrial oils and greases;fuel gas cartridges;liquid fuels;liquefied petroleum 

gas;liquefied natural gas;gas oil;solidified gas fuel;gas fuels;crude oil;fuels derived from 

oil;industrial oils and greases;base oils;non-chemical additives for use in industry;non-chemical 

additives to motor fuel, lubricants, fuel, oil and other bitumen products., (6) Common metals and 

their alloys; ores, metal building materials; containers and metallic containers including for use in 

storage and transport; caps, containers and cylinders of metal including for use in relation to gas; 

bottles of metal also for the storage of fuel, gas and oil products; metallic fuel tanks; pipes; 

metallic pipelines; conducts and tubes also for gas and petroleum products; parts, accessories 

and components for the foregoing., (35) Export and import services; business management and 

administration; retail and wholesale services; advertising; the bringing together, for the benefit 

of others, of a variety of goods, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those 

goods from a distributor outlet, wholesale outlet or retail outlet. and (39) Transportation; 

collection and delivery services; supply chain logistics; transportation logistics; warehousing; 

storage services; transportation by pipeline; ship brokerage.   

(510) Int Class 4, 6, 35 and 39 

(540) PETREDEC 

         

(111) 496/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) GOODWILL (UGANDA) CERAMIC CO. LTD 

(731) No.1 Liaoshen Industrial Park, Namasanga and Namunkekera, Luweera, Uganda 

(740) TRUST LAW CHAMBERS 

1680, Umuganda Boulevard, kimihurura, 
Po Box 6670, KIGALI 

(511) (19) Materials,not of metal, for building and construction;rigid pipes, not of metal, for 

asphait,pitch, tar and bitumen; transportable, not of metal;monuments, not of metal. 
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(510) Int Class 19 

(540) GOODWILL (and logo) 

(111) 497/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) GOODWILL (UGANDA) CERAMIC CO.LTD 

(731) No.1 Liaoshen Industrial Park, Namasanga and Namunkekera, Luweera , Uganda 

(740) TRUST LAW CHAMBERS 

UMUGANDA,KAMUKINA,KIMIHURURA, PO.BOX 6679, KIGALI 

(511) (19) Materials,not of metal, for building and construction;rigid pipes, not of metal, for 

asphait,pitch, tar and bitumen; transportable, not of metal;monuments, not of metal. 

(510) Int Class 19 

(540) CROWN CRANE (and logo) 

(111) 499/2019 (151) 12/12/2019 

(750) PARUTHA COMPANY LTD 

(731) MOYONGWE, GAKENKE, AMAJYARUGURU, Rwanda 

(740) Pacifique NSHIMIYIMANA 

KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (33) Wine 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) UMUHATE (and logo) 
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(111) 510/2019 (151) 12/12/2019 

(750) PARUTHA COMPANY LTD 

(731) MOYONGWE, GAKENKE, AMAJYARUGURU, Rwanda 

(740) Pacifique NSHIMIYIMANA 

KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (33) Wine 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) UBUHAMYA (and logo) 

(111) 511/2019 (151) 12/12/2019 

(750) KGTEL 

(731) Kigali City, Nyarugenge District, Nyarugenge Sector., Rwanda

(740) TRUST LAW CHAMBERS 

 Plot 1680 Umuganda Boulevard, 
 Kimihurura, P.O.Box:6679 , kigali

(511) (9)  Smartphones;  portable  communications  apparatus,  namely,  telephone  handsets,  walkie- 
 talkies, satellite telephones, mobile phones and personal digital assistants (pda); apparatus for 

 recording,  transmission  or  reproduction  of  sound  or  images;  downloadable  application 

 software  for  smartphones,  namely,  software  for  sharing  data  between  electronic  devices; 

 downloadable application software for mobile phones, namely, software for controlling audio 

 and  video  functions  in  mobile  phones;  displays  for  mobile  phones,  namely,  led  displays  for 

 mobile  phones,  oled  (organic  light  emitting  diode)  displays  for  mobile  phones,  liquid  crystal 

 displays for mobile phones and video displays for mobile phones; cameras for mobile phones; 

 batteries for mobile phones; wireless headsets, namely, wireless headsets for mobile phones, 

 smartphones and portable media players

(510) Int Class 9 
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(540) KGTEL (and logo) 

(111) 548/2019 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) STARSUN FOODS CO UGANDA LTD 

(731) Namanve Industrial Park Block 113,Plot No.1459 Mukono District, Uganda 

(740) Geofrey KAKURU 

KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (29) Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried andcooked fruits and 

vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats. and (30) 

Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee, rice, tapioca and sago, flour and preparations made from 

cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, 

mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice. 

(510) Int Class 29 and 30 

(540) StarSun (and logo) 

(111) 551/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 
(750) 

(731) 

(740) 

(511) 

Filtex Marketing Sdn Bhd 
No. 2, Jalan IM 3/6 

Kawasan Perindustrian Indera Mahkota 3 

Bandar Indera Mahkota 

25200 Kuantan 

Pahang Darul Makmur, Malaysia 
K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS 
PO.BOX:4062,KIYOVU -NYARUGENGE, KIGALI
(1) Chemicals for use in industry, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemical additives for oils; 
chemical  preparations  for  the  dispersal  of  oils,  chemical  products  for  use  as  additives  to  oils. 
chemical products for use in the manufacture of oils; chemical substances for use as additives to 
industrial  lubricating  oils;  chemicals  for  use  in  the  treatment  of  oils:  coating  compositions  for 
application  to  brickwork  (other than  paints,  oils  or building  materials);  coating  compositions  for 
application  to  concrete  (other  than  paints,  oils  or  building  materials);  coating  compositions  for 
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preserving  masonry  (other  than  paints,  oils  or  building  materials);  coating  compositions  having 
waterproofing properties (other than paints, oils or building materials); dispersants; oil dissolving 
preparations; oil separating preparations; oil-purifying chemicals; oil-separating chemicals; oils for 
brakes; preparations for oil disposal; products for sealing brickwork (other than paints and oils); 
chemical products for sealing concrete, products for sealing concrete, chemical sealing compounds 
for stopping leakage from oi1 tanks; adhesive fillers for filling surface blemishes; compositions of 
adhesives  and  fillers  for  repairing  seals;  filler materials  for  adhesives,  filler materials  for coating 
compositions;  fillers  for  absorption  agents;  fillers  for  elastomeric  materials;  fillers  for  providing 
electrical conductivity to raw plastics; mixtures of resin and filler for use as an adhesive; reinforcing 
fillers; synthetic resin fillers; chemical additives for greases; chemical grease removing agents for 
use  in  industrial  manufacturing  processes;  chemical  preparations  for  the  prevention  of  grase  in 
drainage; chemical preparations for the prevention of grease in grease traps; chemical preparations 
for the separation of greases; chemical preparations for use in removing greases; chemical products 
for use as additives to greases; preparations for the separation of greases; preparation for cleaning 
grease from metal surfaces; substances for removing grease; solvent-based cleaning preparations 
for removing grease; adhesives used in industry; chemicals for use in gluing; commercial glues and 
adhesives; compositions for preventing the adhesion of glues on the surfaces of machines; glues 
for  industrial  purposes;  glues  for  use  in  industry;  leather  glues;  liquid  glues;  pastes  for  gluing 
leather; preparations for joining (gluing) for industrial use; preparations for joining (gluing); wood 
glue for industrial use; chemical preparations for sealing; chemical products for use in producing 
sealants;  chemical  products  for  use  in  sealing;  chemical  sealing  preparations;  compositions  of 
adhesives and fillers for repairing seals; sealant preparations for motor vehicle radiators; sealing 
composition for sealing engines; sealing compounds and preparations; chemical cleaning agents for 
use  in  industrial  processes;  chemical  products  for  use  in  industrial  cleaning  processers;  cleaning 
preparations for removing adhesive residue; preparations for cleaning grease from metal surfaces; 
chemical preparations for inhibiting rust; chemical rust inhibitors; all included in Class 1., (2) Paints, 
varnishes,  lacquers;  preservatives  against  rust  and  against  deterioration  of  wood;  colorants; 
mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and 
artists; anti-rust oils; coating preparations having water repellent properties; oils for use against 
corrosion; rust protecting oils; coating preparations for protection against rust; compositions for 
controlling rust; preparations for inhibiting rust; rust preventatives; rust proofing preparations; rust 
protecting  oils;  anti-corrosive  greases;  anti-rust  greases;  sealing  compositions  in  the  nature  of 
paint;  sealing  preparations  (paints);  water  sealant  preparations  (paints);  rust  converting 
preparations;  rust  preventive  resins  of  high  friction  co-efficient;  rust  stabilising  preparations;  all 
included in Class 2. , (3) Foaming snow wash; cleaning preparations in the form of foam; windscreen 
cleaning  liquids  and  cleaning  preparations;  car  cleaning  and  washing  preparations  for  use  on 
vehicles;  car  wax  shampoos;  car  shine  shampoo  preparations;  tyre shining  preparations;  vehicle 
shining and polishing preparations and products; leather cleaner and leather preservatives; leather 
wax; wheel cleaning preparations; all included in Class 3. , (4) Industrial Oil & Greases; Combustible 
Oil;  Cutting  fluids;  Diesel  Oil;  Fuel  oil;  Gasoline;  Grease  for  belts;  Grease  for  boots;  Grease  for 
leather; Grease for shoes; Industrial wax; Preservatives for Leather (oils and greases); Lubricants; 
Lubricating grease; Lubricating oil; Mineral fuel; Motor fuel; Non-Chemical Additive for Motor fuel; 
Motor oil; Oil for the preservation of leather; Oils for releasing form work (building); Fuels (Including 
Motor Spirit); Dust Absorbing, Wetting And Binding Compositions; Fuels (Including Motor Spirit) 
And  Illuminants;  Engine  oil;  Fuel  treatment;  All  Included  In  Class  4.  ,  (16)  Adhesive  tape  for 
stationery or household purposes; adhesive (glues) for stationery or household purposes; gummed 
tape (stationery); gums (adhesives) for stationery or household purposes; pastes for stationery or 
household purposes; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; self-adhesive tapes for stationery 
or household; starch paste (adhesive) for stationery or household purposes; all included in Class 16.  
and  (17)  Acrylic  substances  [semi-finished];  protective  acrylic coatings  in  the  form  of  paints  for 
insulating purposes; protective acrylic spray coatings for insulating purposes; adhesive materials 
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[other than for medical and stationery use]; caulking compounds; caulking compounds for sealing 
cracks and pipe threads; caulking materials; compounds of synthetic resins [semi-processed]; joint 
filling and sealing compounds and preparations; non-metallic sealing compounds for joints; pipe 
jointing compounds for preventing leakage and rusting; fillers for expansion joints, panel joints and 
joint packing; mixtures of plastics with fillers for use as intermediates; gaskets; gaskets for 
automotive and industrial use; gaskets for use as a fluid tight seal; materials (non-metallic-) for the 
manufacture of gaskets; silicone rubber compounds and sealants; thread (screw-) jointing 
compounds; chemical compositions for sealing; chemical compositions for sealingly adhering 
together pipe joints; pipe sealing compositions; filling preparations sealing laminates; fireproof, 
fluid and oil seals; combination seals; piston seals (non-metallic); piston seals of plastic; sealing 
element consisting of a combination of plastic and rubber; coatings of plastics for forming seals; 
gels for forming protective seals against moisture; heat sealant preparations; non-metallic 
materials for repairing [sealing] radiators and sealing joints; mastic compositions for sealing and 
jointing; oil-tight synthetic resin coatings for the surface sealing; rubber sealing materials; rubber 
sealants for joints; sealant materials incorporating polyester resins; sealants for seams in vehicles 
bodywork; sealing compounds for stopping leakage from water tanks and oil tanks [other than 
chemicals]; sealing gaskets (non-metallic-) [other than for ships]; sealing materials made of plastic 
materials; sealing putty; acrylic based sealants; all included in Class 17. 
 
------------------------------------------------------- 

(111) 569/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) CBL Investments Limited, c/o Ceylon Biscuits Limited 

(731) Makumbura, 

Pannipitiya, Sri Lanka 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(511) (30) Chocolates 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540)  

(111) 570/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) NIC GROUP PLC 

(731) Ground Floor, NIC House, Masaba Road, Upper Hill, P.O. Box 44599-00100 Nairobi, Kenya 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 
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14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(511) (35) Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions., (36) 

Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs., (38) Telecommunications and 

(42) Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial 

analysis and industrial research services; design and development of computer hardware and 

software 

(510) Int Class 35, 36, 38 and 42 

(540) NCBA (and logo) 

 

(111) 571/2019   (151) 16/12/2019 

(750)  NIC GROUP PLC 

(731)  Ground Floor, NIC House, Masaba Road, Upper Hill, P.O. Box 44599-00100 

Nairobi, Kenya 

(740)  Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(511)  (35) Advertising; business management; business administration; office 

functions., (36) Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs., 

(38) Telecommunications and (42) Scientific and technological services and 

research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial research 

services; design and development of computer hardware and software 

(510)  Int Class 35, 36, 38 and 42 

(540)   
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(111) 572/2019 (151) 16/12/2019 

(750) NIC GROUP PLC 

(731) Ground Floor, NIC House, Masaba Road, Upper Hill, P.O. Box 44599-00100 Nairobi, 

Kenya 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(511) (35) Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions., (36) 

Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs., (38) 

Telecommunications and (42) Scientific and technological services and research and 

design relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial research services; design and 

development of computer hardware and software 

(510) Int Class 35, 36, 38 and 42 

(540) NCBA (and logo) 

(111) 574/2019 (151) 20/12/2019 

(750) OSAKI GROUP COMPANY LTD 

(731) GISOZI, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) XIONG YUNGE GISOZI, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (11) Lighting and (25) Choose 

(510) Int Class 11 and 25 

(540) OSAKI (and logo) 

(111) 577/2019 (151) 23/12/2019 

(750) MASHIONS LTD 

(731) NIBOYE, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) TURAHIRWA Moise 
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III. MADRID MARKS 

     

(310) MD/M/1/187518 (320) 25/10/2016   

(750) Monsieur Thierry GOBET and Monsieur Arnaud GOBET 

(731) 9 place de l'Eglise, Château de la Celle F-78720 La Celle Les bordes, France and 2 rue 

de Buenos Aires F-75007 PARIS, France 

(740) DESBARRES & STAEFFEN 

KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (25) Clothing, accessories footwear. 

(510) Int Class 25 

(540) MASHIONS (and logo) 

(111) 444/2019 (151) 17/12/2019 

(750) RUMUGAT LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) MUREGO Antoine 

GIKONDO, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (5) Sanitary preparation for medical purpose, sanitary pads, sanitary towels, sanitary 

napkins, sanitary diapers for babies, sanitary diapers for adults. 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) SALAMA (and logo) 
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18 avenue de l'Opéra F-75001 PARIS 

(510) (5) Produits pharmaceutiques. 

(540) TOT'HEMA (and logo)  

                        ----------------------------------------- 

(310) MD/M/1/1374397 (320) 12/07/2017   

(750) 

(731) 

(740) 

(510) 

 

Continental Basketball League Limited 

Vistra Corporate Services Centre,  Second Floor, The Quadrant,  Manglier Street  Victoria Mahé, 

Seychelles 

Keltie LLP 

No.1 London Bridge London  SE1 9BA

(16)  Printed  matter;  printed  publications;  greetings  cards;  wrapping  paper;  labels;  books; 

calendars; albums; magazines; newsletters; programmes; brochures; instructional and teaching 

materials;  stationery;  pens;  diaries;  photographs;  prints;  portraits;  place  mats  and  coasters 

made of paper or cardboard; flags and banners made of paper; artists’ materials; paintbrushes, 

crayons, pencils; colouring books; baggage tags of paper; passport holders; travellers' cheques; 

chequebook  holders;  paper;  cardboard;  works  of  art  and  figurines  of  paper  and  cardboard; 

pencil cases; bookmarks; tickets., (25) Clothing, footwear, headgear; sports clothing, footwear 

and headgear; training  apparel;  belts;  swimwear;  underwear;  outerwear; bibs.,  (28)  Sporting 

articles;  sports  equipment;  balls;  games  and  playthings;  hand  held  computer  games;  playing 

cards;  basketball  nets,  posts  and  backboards;  bags  adapted  to  carry  sports  equipment.,  (35) 

Advertising; marketing services; provision and rental of advertising space; promotion of events; 

business  services  in  relation  to  sporting  events,  organisations  and  facilities;  online  and  store 

based retail services relating to video games, sound and video recordings, recorded CDs, DVDs, 

CD-ROMS  in  relation  to  sports,  downloadable  electronic  publications  relating  to  sports, 

application software and downloadable application software relating to sports, basketball and 

basketball  competitions,  downloadable  software  applications  for  mobile  phones  and  other 

mobile  devices  relating  to  sports,  basketball  and  basketball  competitions;  online  and  store 

based  retail  services  relating  to  sunglasses,  eyeglasses  and  cases  for  such,  mobile  phone 

accessories, computer game programs, mobile phone holders, electronic tablet holders; online 

and  store  based  retail  services  in  relation  to  printed  matter,  printed  publications,  greetings 

cards, wrapping paper, labels, books, calendars, albums, magazines, newsletters, programmes, 

brochures, instructional and teaching materials, stationery, pens, diaries, photographs, prints, 
portraits,  place  mats  and  coasters  made  of  paper  or  cardboard,  flags  and  banners  made  of 

paper, artists’ materials, paintbrushes, paints, crayons, pencils, colouring books, baggage tags 

of paper, passport holders, travellers' cheques, chequebook holders, paper, cardboard, works 

of  art  and  figurines  of  paper  and  cardboard, pencil  cases,  bookmarks  and  tickets;  online  and 

store based retail services relating to bags, travelling bags, sports bags, rucksacks, backpacks, 

holdalls, suitcases, cases made of leather, wallets, purses, luggage tags of leather, umbrellas, 
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(310) MD/M/1/1376136 (320) 02/06/2017   

(750) Rusoh, Inc. 

(731) 3925 North Hastings Way Eau Claire WI 547033703, U.S.A. 

(740) Christopher M. Palmisano, SCHWEGMAN LUNDBERG & WOESSNER, P.A. 

P.O. Box 2938 Minneapolis MN 55402 

parasols, towels, bed linen, bed covers, table cloths, place mats of textile, clothing, footwear, 

headgear, sports clothing, footwear and headgear, training apparel, belts, swimwear, 

underwear and outerwear; online and store based retail services relating to sporting articles, 

sports equipment, balls, games and playthings, hand held computer games, playing cards, 

basketball nets, posts and backboards, bags adapted to carry sports equipment; online and 

store based retail services relating to foodstuffs, non alcoholic drinks, mineral waters, beers, 

wines, spirits and other alcoholic beverages., (38) Broadcasting services; broadcasting of film, 

video, television and radio relating to sports and sporting events; satellite and cable 

broadcasting; musical broadcasting; telephone and telecommunication services; broadcasting 

via the Internet, or by other electronic means, including wireless electronic communication 

device; streaming of video and audio material from the Internet; digital music streaming by 

mobile phones; television screen based information broadcasting and retrieval services; 

computer aided transmission of messages and images; electronic mail; transmission of 

messages; facsimile services; electronic bulletin board services; message sending services; 

consultancy, information and advisory services relating to all of the aforesaid services. and (41) 

Sporting events and activities; production of basketball games and exhibitions; entertainment 

services; information and education relating to sports; sporting academies; sports clubs; sports 

training; basketball training; basketball academies and camps; publication services relating to 

basketball; providing electronic publications relating to sports and basketball; publication of 

magazines and books relating to basketball; production of recorded DVDs, CDs and other 

recorded media carriers in relation to sports, basketball and basketball competitions; provision 

of sporting facilities; provision of facilities for playing basketball; hospitality services, namely, 

providing corporate hospitality entertainment in relation to sporting events; provision of tickets 

for admission to sporting events; fan club services in the nature of entertainment. 

(540) CBL Continental Basketball League (and logo)  
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(510) (1) Fire extinguishing compositions; kits for reloading fire extinguishers comprising fire 

extinguishing preparations, carbon dioxide (CO2) filled cartridges, reloading cartridge filled 

with monoammonium phosphate extinguishing agents and other dry chemical fire 

extinguishing preparations., (9) Fire-extinguishing apparatus; fire extinguishers. and (41) Fire 

safety training services. 

(540) ELIMINATOR  

                         ------------------------------------- 

 

IV. TRADEMARK: CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

 

Mark Name Registration 

Number 

Change of address 

FROM 

Change of address TO 

 
SEVEN UP  5715/1957 () of 

26/10/2009 

Corner House,20 

Parliament Street, 

Hamilton, 

Bermuda 

The Concentrate Manufacturing Company of 

Ireland (also trading as Seven-Up 

International) 

Swan Building, 3rd Floor, 26 Victoria Street, 

Hamilton, HM12, Bermuda 

 
7UP sur 

étiquette 

rectangulaire 

aux coins 

arrondis sur 

laquelle 

figurent 

également des 

bulles 

5716/1957 () of 

26/10/2009 

Corner House,20 

Parliament Street, 

Hamilton, 

Bermuda 

THE CONCENTRATE 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY OF 

IRELAND  

Swan Building, 3rd Floor, 26 Victoria Street, 

Hamilton, HM12, Bermuda 

 
SUMITOMO  443/1967 () of 

26/10/2009 

15,5-chome, 

Kitahama, 

Higashi-ku, 

Osaka,, Japan 

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited 

27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo, 

Japan 

 
NEO-

PYNAMIN  

444/1967 () of 

26/10/2009 

15,5-chome, 

Kitahama, 

Higashi-ku, 

Osaka,, Japan 

 
RHOMBOLD  

(and logo) 

445/1967 () of 

26/10/2009 

15,5 Chome, 

Kitahama, 

Higashi-ku, Osaka, 

Japan 

Sumitomo Chemical Co., LTD 

27-1,  Shinkawa  2-chome,  Chuo-ku  Tokyo, 

Japan 

SUMIITOMO CHEMICAL CO. LTD 

27-1,5  SHINKAWA  2-CHOME  CHUO- 

KU, TOKYO, Japan 
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AMERICAN 

STANDARD 

1156/1975 () of 

14/12/2009 

Chausée de Wavre 

1789, Box 15 

Brussels, Belgium 

IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL 

NV  

Corporate village- Agent Building, Da 

Vincilaan 2, B-1935, Zaventem, Belgium 

AMERICAN 

STANDARD 

(and logo) 

1157/1975 () of 

26/10/2009 

Chausée de Wavre 

1789, Brussels 

1160, Belgium 

IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL 

NV  

Corporate village- Agent Building, Da 

Vincilaan 2, B-1935, Zaventem, Belgium 

 
IDEAL 

STANDARD 

1158/1975 () of 

14/12/2009 

Chausée de Wavre 

1789, Brussels 

1160, Belgium 

IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL 

NV  

Corporate village- Agent Building, Da 

Vincilaan 2, B-1935, Zaventem, Belgium 

 

IDEAL 

STANDARD 

(and logo) 

1159/1975 () of 

26/10/2009 

Chausée de Wavre 

1789, Brussels 

1160, Belgium 

IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL 

NV  

Corporate village- Agent Building, Da 

Vincilaan 2, B-1935, Zaventem, Belgium 

 
 1503/1979 () of 

26/10/2009 

4-1, Meguro 1-

chome, Meguro-

ku, Tokyo, Japan 

PIONNEER ELECTRONIC 

CORPORATION 

28-8, Honkomagone 2-chome, Bunkyo-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan 

 
7UP (1980 

Square) (and 

logo) 

1622/1980 () of 

26/10/2009 

Corner House,20 

Parliament Street, 

Hamilton, 

Bermuda 

The Concentrate Manufacturing Company of 

Ireland (also trading as Seven-Up 

International) 

Swan Building, 3rd Floor, 26 Victoria Street, 

Hamilton, HM12, Bermuda 

 
LARIOS  2062/1985 () of 

26/10/2009 

Calle Arturo Soria 

107 28043 Madrid, 

Spain 

Beam Suntory Spain, S.L. 

C/Mahonia 2- Edificio''Portico'' 1st Floor, 

Madrid, Spain 28043, Spain 

 
COLAS  3048/1986 () of 

26/10/2009 

7, Place, René 

clair, F-92653 

Boulogne-

Billancourt Cedex, 

France 

COLAS S.A  

1,rue du colonel de Pierre Avia 75015 , 

France 

 
DANITOL  3424/1991 () of 

26/10/2009 

27-1, Shinkawa 2-

chome, Chuo-ku 

Tokyo, Japan 

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited 

27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo, 

Japan 

 
LE 

MERIDIEN  

3713/1994 () of 

26/10/2009 

Tour Maine 

Montparnasse, 33, 

avenue du Maine, 

SOCIETES DES HOTELS MERIDIEN 

3 rue de Téhéran 75008 Paris, France 
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14e Etage, 75015 

Paris, France 

 

MERIAL  

(and logo) 

4196/1998 () of 

26/10/2009 

17, rue Bourgelat 

69002 LYNON, 

France 

MERIAL 

29 avenue Tony Garnier, 69007 LYON, 

France 

 
SEGA  (and 

logo) 

4218/1998 () of 

26/10/2009 

2-12 Haneda 1-

chome, Ohta-ku, 

TOKYO, 144-

0043, Japan 

SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD 

Sumitomo Fudosan Osaki Garden Tower, 1-

1-1 Nishi-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan 

 
CITIGROUP  4262/1998 () of 

26/10/2009 

399 Park 

Avenue,New 

York, New York 

10043 , U.S.A. 

CITIGROUP 

388 Greenwich Street, New York, New York 

10013 , U.S.A. 

 
SKYNET 

WORLDWID

E EXPRESS  

4377/1999 () of 

26/10/2009 

6 Goodenough  

Avenue, Epping 2, 

Cape Town, 

Western Cape, 

7460, Republic of 

South Africa 

SKYNET SOUTH AFRICA 

PROPRIETARY LIMITED 

Office Unit G3 and Office Unit H4, Isando 

Business Park, cnr Gewel and Hulley Street, 

Isando, 1609, Republic of South Africa 

 
AGGRASTAT  4535/2000 () of 

26/10/2009 

Navy Yard 

Corporate Center, 

One Crescent 

Drive, Suite 400, 

Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania 

19112, U.S.A. 

Iroko Cardio, LLC  

1350 Edgmont Avenue, Suite 2300, Chester, 

Pennsylvania 19013, U.S.A. 

 
COHIBA 

Etiquette en 

couleur 

4570/2001 () of 

26/10/2009 

Calle 3ra. No 2006 

e/20 Y 22 

Miramar, Ciudad 

de la Habana, Cuba 

CORPORACION HABANOS, S.A. 

a Cuban company 

Carretera Vieja de Guanabacoa y Linea del, 

Ferrocarril Final, Guanabacoa, Habana, 

Cuba 

 

KONICA 

MINOLTA  

(and logo) 

5036/2003 () of 

26/10/2009 

26-2, 

Nishishinjuku 1-

chome, Shinjuku-

ku, Tokyo, Japan 

KONICA MINOLTA INC. 

2-7-2, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku,Tokyo, 

Japan 
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KONICA 

MINOLTA  

5037/2003 () of 

26/10/2009 

26-2, 

Nishishinjuku 1-

chome, Shinjuku-

ku, Tokyo, Japan 

KONICA MINOLTA INC. 

2-7-2, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku,Tokyo, 

Japan 

 
7UP  (and 

logo) 

5064/2003 () of 

26/10/2009 

Corner House,20 

Parliament Street, 

Hamilton, 

Bermuda 

THE CONCENTRATE 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY OF 

IRELAND (a/t SEVEN-UP 

INTERNATIONAL 

Swan Building, 3rd Floor, 26 Victoria Street, 

Hamilton, HM12, Bermuda 

 
RADIO 

MARIA  

5216/2004 () of 

26/10/2009 

Piazza S.Michele, 

3 -Frazione Oreno, 

20059, 

VIMERCATE, 

Italy 

ASSOCIAZIONE RADIO MARIA 

Via Turati 7, 22036 Erba CO, Italy 

 
OLYSET 5233/2004 () of 

26/10/2009 

5-33, Kitahama 4-

chome, Chuo-ku, 

Osaka, Japan 

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited 

27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo, 

Japan 

 
OLYSET 5234/2004 () of 

26/10/2009 

5-33, Kitahama 4-

chome, Chuo-ku, 

Osaka, Japan 

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited 

27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 

1048260, Japan 

 
SUMILARV  5235/2004 () of 

26/10/2009 

5-33, Kitahama 4-

chome, Chuo-ku, 

Osaka, Japan 

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited 

27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 

1048260, Japan 

 

AIG 

Rectangle 

Dessin 

5393/2004 () of 

26/10/2009 

70 Pine Street, 

New York 10270, 

New York, U.S.A. 

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP 

INC. 

175 Water Street, New York, New York 

10038, U.S.A. 

 
DORMEUIL 5415/2004 () of 

26/10/2009 

14 Avenue du 1er 

Mai, 91120 

Palaiseau, France 

DORMEUIL FRERES 

3 Avenue Jeanne Garnerin, Air Park Paris 

Sud, 91320, WISSOUS, France 

 
RIGHT TO 

PLAY  

5818/2006 () of 

26/10/2009 

65 Queen Street, 

West Thomson 

Building, Suite 

1900, P.O. Box 64 

Toronto, Ontario, 

Ontario M5H 2MS 

, Canada 

RIGHT TO PLAY 

18 King ST. East, 14th floor, Toronto, 

Ontario M5C 1C4, Canada 
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LACTASOY  5965/2007 () of 

26/10/2009 

3534 Sukhumvt 

Road, Bangna, 

Bangkok 10260, 

Thailand 

VIRIYAPATTANA COMPANY LIMITED 

3534 Sukhumvt Road, Kwang Bangna Tai, 

Khet Bangna, Bangkok 10260, Thailand 

 
SS device 6003/2007 () of 

26/10/2009 

Shiodome 

Sumitomo 

Building, 1-9-2 

Higashi 

Shimbashi, 

Minato-ku,Tokyo, 

Japan 

SEGA SAMMY HOLDINGS INC. 

Sumitomo Fudosan Osaki Garden Tower, 1-

1-1 Nishi-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-Tokyo, 

Japan 

 
ALCATEL 

LUCENT  

(and logo) 

6020/2007 () of 

26/10/2009 

54, rue La Boétie, 

75008 PARIS, 

France 

ALCATEL LUCENT 

Nokia Paris Saclay, Route de Villejust, 

91620 Nozay, France 

 
KabiPac  6023/2007 () of 

26/10/2009 

Friedrichstrasse 2-

6, 60323 Frankfurt, 

Germany 

Fresenius Kabi AG 

ELSE- KRONER-STR.1, 61352 BAD 

HOMBURG, Germany 

 

VOBAHES  6024/2007 () of 

26/10/2009 

Friedrichstrasse 2-

6,60323, Frankfurt, 

Germany 

FRESENIUS KABI AG 

ELSE-KRONER-STR.A, 61352 BAD 

HOMBURG, Germany 

 

PREZISTA  

(and logo) 

6173/2008 () of 

26/10/2009 

Barnahely, 

Ringaskiddy, 

County Cork, 

Ireland 

Janssen Sciences Ireland UC 

Barnahely, Ringaskiddy, County Cork, 

Ireland 

 

OASIS  6282/2008 () of 

26/10/2009 

2020 Front Street, 

Suite 301, 

Cuyahoga Falls, 

Ohio 44221, 

U.S.A. 

SMITHERS-OASIS COMPANY 

295 South Water Street, Suite 201 Kent, 

Ohio 44240, U.S.A. 

 

FLORALIFE  6324/2008 () of 

26/10/2009 

2020 Front Street, 

Suite 301, 

Cuyahoga Falls, 

Ohio 44221, 

U.S.A. 

SMITHERS-OASIS COMPANY 

295 South Water Street, Suite 201 Kent, 

Ohio 44240, U.S.A. 
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PIRELLI  (and 

logo) 

6355/2008 () of 

26/10/2009 

Via G. Negri 10, 

20123, Milano, 

Italy 

PIRELLI & C. S.p.A. 

Viale piero e Alberto Pirelli, 25-126 Milano, 

Italy 

 

IMPERIAL 6554/2009 () of 

26/10/2009 

P.O Box:244, 

Southville,Bristol 

BS99 7 UJ, United 

Kingdom 

IMPERIAL TOBACCO LIMITED 

121 winterstoke Road, Bristol, BS3 2LL, 

United Kingdom 

 

LUCKY 

STAR 

BLANK  (and 

logo) 

6774/2009 () of 

26/10/2009 

16TH FLOOR, 

METROPOLITA

N CENTRE, 

COEN 

STEYTLER 

AVENUE,CAPE 

TOWN, 

WESTERN CAPE, 

-, Republic of 

South Africa 

OCEANA BRANDS LIMITED 

9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smuts 

Street, Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, 

Western Cape Province , -, Republic of 

South Africa 

 

FIXIME 764/2012 () of 

01/08/2012 

5-1, 

NIHONBASHI-

HONCHO 2-

CHOME, CHUO-

KU,TOKYO 103-

8411, Japan 

Astellas Pharma Inc. 

5-11, Nihonbashi Honcho, 2-chome, Chuo-

ku Tokyo 103-8411, Japan 

REAKTOR 141/2016 () of 

05/04/2016 

33 boulevard 

Malesherbes, 

75008, Paris, 

France 

Monarch Beverages Paris 

39 boulevard Malesherbes, 75008 Paris, 

France 

 

 

V. TRADEMARK: MERGER 

 

Mark Name Registration 

Number 

Change of address 

FROM 

Change of address TO 

 

MARLBORO  

(and logo) 

105/1965 of 

26/10/2009 

PERNOD RICARD 

S.A 

PERNOD RICARD S.A 

Société anonyme 

12, place des Etats-Unis, 75016 Paris, 

France 
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TRIUMPH  

(and logo) 

3029/1986 of 

26/10/2009 

TRIUMPH 

INTERNATIONA

L GmbH 

TRIUMPH INTERNATIONAL GmbH 

MarsStr. 40, 80335 München, Germany 

 

IGNIS  (and 

logo) 

3547/1992 of 

26/10/2009 

Whirlpool EMEA 

S.p.A 

Whirlpool EMEA S.p.A 

Via C. Pisacane 1, 20016 Pero (MI), Italy 

 

AGGRASTAT  4535/2000 of 

26/10/2009 

Correvio 

International Sàrl 

Correvio International Sàrl 

Places des alpes, 1202, Geneva, Switzerland 

 

DACOGEN  6090/2007 of 

26/10/2009 

ASTEX 

PHARMACEUTI

CALS, INC. 

ASTEX PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. 

4420 Rosewood Drive, Suite 200, 

Pleasanton, California 94588, U.S.A. 

 

BULOVA 

ACCU (and 

logo) 

407/2015 of 

11/08/2015 

Citizen Watch 

Company of 

America, Inc.  

d/b/a Bulova 

Citizen Watch Company of America, Inc.  

d/b/a Bulova 

Corporation California 

350 Fifth Avenue, 29th Floor New York NY 

10118, U.S.A. 

 

BULOVA 

ACCUTRON 

416/2015 of 

12/08/2015 

Citizen Watch 

Company of 

America, Inc.  

d/b/a Bulova 

Citizen Watch Company of America, Inc.  

d/b/a Bulova 

Corporation California 

350 Fifth Avenue, 29th Floor New York NY 

10118, U.S.A. 

 

 

VI.  TRADEMARK RENEWAL 

 

Mark Name Registration 

Number 

Change of address 

FROM 

Change of address TO 

 

Hollywood (and 
logo) 

1932/1465 
of 
28/01/2003 

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS), 
INC. 
251 Little falls drive, suite 100, 
wilmington, de 19808-1674, U.S.A. 

30 28/01/2003 
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ASPRO 1932/1469 
of 
14/07/1932 

BAYER CONSUMER CARE AG 
Peter Merian-Str84,4052 Basel, 
Switzerland 

5 14/07/1932 

CAFIASPIRINE 1936/1615 
of 
15/04/1936 

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft 
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 Leverkusen, 
Germany 

5 15/04/1936 

ZEST  1956/5165 
of 
26/10/2009 

Unilever N.V. 
Weena 455, 3013 AL, Rotterdam, 
Netherland Antilles 

3 26/10/2009 

ROCHE  1966/345 
of 
26/10/2009 

F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 
CH-4002 BASLE, Switzerland 

5, 16, 29 
and 31 

26/10/2009 

ROCHE  (and logo) 1967/370 
of 
26/10/2009 

F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 
CH-4002 BASLE, Switzerland 

1, 3 and 
5 

26/10/2009 

RIVOTRIL  1967/384 
of 
26/10/2009 

F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 
CH-4002 BASLE, Switzerland 

1, 3 and 
5 

26/10/2009 

SUMITOMO  1967/443 
of 
26/10/2009 

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited 
27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku 
Tokyo, Japan 

1 and 5 26/10/2009 

NEO-PYNAMIN  1967/444 
of 
26/10/2009 

Sumitomo Chemical Co., LTD 
27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku 
Tokyo, Japan 

1 and 5 26/10/2009 

RHOMBOID  (and 
logo) 

1967/445 
of 
26/10/2009 

SUMIITOMO CHEMICAL CO. LTD 
27-1,5 SHINKAWA 2-CHOME CHUO-KU, 
TOKYO, Japan 

1 and 5 26/10/2009 

ROCHE  1968/530 
of 
26/10/2009 

F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 
CH-4002 BASLE, Switzerland 

10 26/10/2009 
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BOUTEILLE Dressée 
(and logo) 

1969/561 
of 
26/10/2009 

DIAGEO BRANDS B.V., 
Molenwerf 10-12, 1014 BG Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands 

33 26/10/2009 

JOHNNIE WALKER  1969/562 
of 
26/10/2009 

DIAGEO BRANDS B.V., 
Molenwerf 10-12, 1014 BG Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands 

33 26/10/2009 

C (and logo) 1969/688 
of 
26/10/2009 

CATERPILLAR INC. 
100 N.E Adams Street, Peoria, Illinois 
61629, U.S.A. 

1, 2, 3, 
4, 7, 11, 
12, 16, 
28 and 
37 

26/10/2009 

KEDS  1970/737 
of 
26/10/2009 

Keds, LLC 
500 Totten Pond Road, Waltham, 
Massachusetts 02451, U.S.A. 

25 26/10/2009 

UD  (and logo) 1970/754 
of 
26/10/2009 

Volvo Truk Corporation 
40508, Göteborg, Sweden 

7 and 12 26/10/2009 

FRUIT of the ROOM 
(and logo) 

1971/392 
of 
14/12/2009 

Fruit of the loom, Inc. 
One Fruit of the Loom drive, Bowling 
Green, Kentucky 42103, U.S.A. 

5 14/12/2009 

MADOPAR  1971/853 
of 
26/10/2009 

F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 
CH-4002 BASLE, Switzerland 

1, 3 and 
5 

26/10/2009 

AUSTIN REED Of 
Regent Street  (and 
logo) 

1972/943 
of 
26/10/2009 

Border I.P Limited 
Unit A, Queens Drive Kingmoor Parks, 
South Carlisle CA6 4SB, United Kingdom 

25 26/10/2009 

AMERICAN 
STANDARD 

1975/1156 
of 
14/12/2009 

IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL NV  
Corporate village- Agent Building, Da 
Vincilaan 2, B-1935, Zaventem, Belgium 

3 14/12/2009 
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AMERICAN 
STANDARD (and 
logo) 

1975/1157 
of 
26/10/2009 

IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL NV  
Corporate village- Agent Building, Da 
Vincilaan 2, B-1935, Zaventem, Belgium 

3 26/10/2009 

IDEAL STANDARD 1975/1158 
of 
14/12/2009 

IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL NV  
Corporate village- Agent Building, Da 
Vincilaan 2, B-1935, Zaventem, Belgium 

3 14/12/2009 

IDEAL STANDARD 
(and logo) 

1975/1159 
of 
26/10/2009 

IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL NV  
Corporate village- Agent Building, Da 
Vincilaan 2, B-1935, Zaventem, Belgium 

3 26/10/2009 

CERTINA (and logo) 1977/1281 
of 
26/10/2009 

CERTINA AG (CERTINA SA (CERTINA LTD) 
, Chemin de Trorelles 17, 2400 Le Locale, 
Switzerland 

5 26/10/2009 

MOBIL 1977/1347 
of 
28/11/1977 

EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 
5959 LAS COLIVIA 
BOULEVARD,IRVING,TEXAS 75039-2298, 
U.S.A. 

5 28/11/1977 

EXXON (and logo) 1977/1348 
of 
26/11/1977 

EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION 
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard Irving,Texas 
75039-2298, U.S.A. 

5 26/11/1977 

ALMO 1977/1349 
of 
26/10/2009 

EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 
5959 LAS COLIVIA 
BOULEVARD,IRVING,TEXAS 75039-2298, 
U.S.A. 

4 26/10/2009 

 DEVLVAC 1977/1350 
of 
22/09/2015 

Exxon Mobil Corporation  
 5959 las colinas Boulevard, lrving, Texas 
75039-2298, U.S.A. 

5 22/09/2015 

MOBILGEAR 1977/1354 
of 
26/10/2009 

Exxon Mobil Corporation  
 5959 las colinas Boulevard, lrving, Texas 
75039-2298, U.S.A. 

4 26/10/2009 
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MOBILGARD 1977/1355 
of 
14/12/2009 

EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard, Irving , Texas 
75039-2298, U.S.A. 

5 14/12/2009 

MOBILOIL 1977/1356 
of 
26/10/2009 

EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION 
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard,Irving, Texas 
75039-2298, U.S.A. 

4 26/10/2009 

VACTRA 1977/1358 
of 
26/10/2009 

EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION 
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard, IRVING, 
Taxas 75039-2298, U.S.A. 

4 26/10/200
9 

VACUOLINE 1977/1359 
of 
26/10/2009 

EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard,Irving,Texas 
75039-2298, U.S.A. 

4 26/10/2009 

VACUUM 1977/1360 
of 
26/10/2009 

EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard, Irving,Texas 
75039-2298, U.S.A. 

4 26/10/2009 

ROCALTROL 1977/1375 
of 
26/10/2009 

F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 
CH-4002 BASLE, Switzerland 

5 26/10/2009 

 1979/1476 
of 
14/12/2009 

Recklitt $ colman (Overseas) Limited 
Dansom Lane, Huli, Yorkshire, United 
Kingdom 

3 14/12/200
9 

COLMAN'S 1979/1478 
of 
14/12/2009 

RECKITT & COLMAN (OVERSEAS) 
LIMITED 
Danson Lane, Hull Yorkshire, United 
Kingdom 

30 14/12/200
9 

 1979/1503 
of 
26/10/2009 

PIONNEER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
28-8, Honkomagone 2-chome, Bunkyo-
ku, Tokyo, Japan 

9 26/10/200
9 
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7UP (1980 Square) 
(and logo) 

1980/1622 
of 
26/10/2009 

Portifolio Concentrate Solutions 
Unlimited company  
5 Eastgate Road, Eastgate Business Park, 
Little Island, Cork, Ireland 

32 26/10/2009 

KASTLE (and logo) 1981/1670 
of 
26/10/2009 

Guinness United Distillers & Vintners 
Amsterdam B.V., 
Molenwerf 10-12, 1014 BG Amsterdam , 
The Netherlands 

33 26/10/2009 

ANTAEUS  1981/1705 
of 
26/10/2009 

CHANEL 
135, Avenue Charles de Gaulle, NEUILLY 
SUR SEINE, France 

3 26/10/2009 

SIGMA 1982/1798 
of 
26/10/2009 

PPG COATINGS NEDERLAND B.V. 
Amsterdamseweg 14, 1422 AD Uithoorn, 
The Netherlands 

2 26/10/2009 

SIGMA COATINGS  
(and logo) 

1982/1799 
of 
26/10/2009 

PPG COATING NEDERLAND B.V. 
Amsterdamseweg 14, 1422 AD Uithoorn, 
The Netherlands 

2 26/10/2009 

BRUFEN  1985/2059 
of 
26/10/2009 

ABBOTT GmbH & Co. KG 
Max-planck-Ring2, 65205 Wiesbaden, 
U.S.A. 

5 26/10/2009 

LARIOS  1985/2062 
of 
26/10/2009 

Beam Suntory Spain, S.L. 
 
C/Mahonia 2- Edificio''Portico'' 1st Floor, 
Madrid, Spain 28043, Spain 

33 26/10/2009 

TRIUMPH  (and logo) 1986/3029 
of 
26/10/2009 

TRIUMPH INTERADE AG 
Triumphweg 6, CH-5330 Bad Zurzach, 
Switzerland 

25 26/10/2009 

COLAS  1986/3048 
of 
26/10/2009 

COLAS 
1, rue  du  colonel  de  Pierre  Avia  75015  , 
France

19 26/10/2009 
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BINT EL SUDAN  1988/3259 
of 
26/10/2009 

BUSH BOAKE ALLEN LIMITED 
Blackhorse  Lane,  London  EL7  5QP , 
United Kingdom

3 26/10/2009 

SWATCH  1988/3260 
of 
26/10/2009 

SWATCH AG (Swatch SA) (Swatch Ltd)  
Nicolas G. Hayek Strasse 1, 2502/Bienne, 
Switzerland 

14 26/10/2009 

CORDON ROUGE  1989/3329 
of 
26/10/2009 

G.H. MUMM & Cie 
36,avenue Pierre ler de Serbie-75008 
Paris, France 

32 and 
33 

26/10/2009 

DANITOL  1991/3424 
of 
26/10/2009 

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited 
27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku 
Tokyo, Japan 

5 26/10/2009 

ROADSTONE  1991/3457 
of 
26/10/2009 

NEXEN TIRE CORPORATION 
355, Chungryeol-ro, Yangsan-si, 
Gyeongsangnam-do, Yangsan City, 
Rep.of Korea 

12 26/10/2009 

IGNIS  (and logo) 1992/3547 
of 
26/10/2009 

Whirlpool EMEA S.p.A 
Via C. Pisacane 1, 20016 Pero (MI), Italy 

7, 11 
and 37 

26/10/2009 

LE MERIDIEN  1994/3713 
of 
26/10/2009 

SOCIETES DES HOTELS MERIDIEN 
3 rue de Téhéran 75008 Paris, France 

42 26/10/2009 

FRUIT OF THE LOOM 1994/3726 
of 
26/10/2009 

FRUIT OF THE LOOM, INC. 
One Fruit of the Loom drive, Bowling 
Green, Kentucky 42103, U.S.A. 

25 26/10/2009 

CLINICALLY PROVEN 
MILDNESS  (and logo) 

1995/3830 
of 
26/10/2009 

JOHNSON & JOHNSON 
One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New 
Brunswick, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

3, 5, 16 
and 25 

26/10/2009 

AIRWELL  (and logo) 1995/3852 
of 
26/10/2009 

SYSTEMAIR AC SAS 
Route de Verneuil, 27570 Tillières-sur-
Avre, France 

11 26/10/2009 
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GALLOPER  1995/3855 
of 
26/10/2009 

HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 
231, Yangjae-Dong, Seocho-Gu,Seoul, 
Rep.of Korea 

12 26/10/2009 

JOHNSON'S BABY  
(and logo) 

1995/3861 
of 
26/10/2009 

Johnson & Johnson 
One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New 
Brunswick, New Jersey , India 

3 and 5 26/10/2009 

JOHNSON'S BABY 
(and logo) 

1995/3862 
of 
26/10/2009 

Johnson & Johnson 
One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New 
Brunswick, New Jersey , U.S.A. 

3 26/10/2009 

JOHNSON'S BABY  
(and logo) 

1995/3863 
of 
26/10/2009 

Johnson & Johnson 
One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New 
Brunswick, New Jersey , U.S.A. 

3 and 5 26/10/2009 

7UP vignette en 
couleur 

1996/3902 
of 
26/10/2009 

Portifolio Concentrate Solutions 
Unlimited company  
5 Eastgate Road, Eastgate Business Park, 
Little Island, Cork, Ireland 

32 26/10/2009 

Le Dessin de deux 
larmes (and logo) 

1996/3990 
of 
26/10/2009 

Johnson & Johnson 
One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New 
Brunswick, New Jersey , U.S.A. 

3 and 
5 

26/10/2009 

NATURAL HONEY  1997/4035 
of 
26/10/2009 

Beautyage Beauty, S.L 
WTC Almeda Park, Tirso de Molina 40, 
Cornelia de LIobregat (08940), Spain 

3 26/10/2009 

911  1997/4062 
of 
26/10/2009 

Strength of Nature, LLC 
64 Ross Road, Savannah, Georgia 31405, 
U.S.A. 

3 26/10/2009 

AFRICAN PRIDE  1997/4063 
of 
26/10/2009 

Strength of Nature, LLC 
64 Ross Road, Savannah, Georgia 31405, 
U.S.A. 

3 26/10/2009 
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BRITISH AIRWAYS & 
Ribbon Dessin (and 
logo) 

1997/4128 
of 
26/10/2009 

BRITISH AIRWAYS PLC 
Speedbird House, B.P 10, Heathrow 
Airport, MIDDLESEX TW6 2JA, United 
Kingdom 

16 and 
39 

26/10/2009 

WINDOWS 1997/4139 
of 
14/10/2009 

MICROSOFT CORPORATION  
ONE MICROSOFT  WAY,REDMOND, 
WASHINGTON 98052-6399, U.S.A. 

4 14/10/2009 

MERIAL  (and logo) 1998/4196 
of 
26/10/2009 

MERIAL 
29 avenue Tony Garnier, 69007 LYON, 
France 

5 26/10/2009 

MOTOREX  1998/4212 
of 
26/10/2009 

BUCHER AG LANGENTHAL 
Bern-Zûrich-Stresse 31, CH-4900 
Langenthal, Switzerland 

1, 2, 3, 
4, 8 and 
21 

26/10/2009 

Dessin d'une boite 
(and logo) 

1998/4215 
of 
26/10/2009 

Johnson & Johnson 
One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New 
Brunswick, New Jersey , U.S.A. 

3 and 5 26/10/2009 

SEGA  (and logo) 1998/4218 
of 
26/10/2009 

SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD 
Sumitomo Fudosan Osaki Garden Tower, 
1-1-1 Nishi-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan 

9 and 28 26/10/2009 

CITIGROUP  1998/4262 
of 
26/10/2009 

CITIGROUP 
388 Greenwich Street, New York, New 
York 10013 , U.S.A. 

36 26/10/2009 

CITIGROUP  1998/4262 
of 
26/10/2009 

CITIGROUP 
388 Greenwich Street, New York, New 
York 10013 , U.S.A. 

36 26/10/2009 

BONE STRAIT  1999/4367 
of 
26/10/2009 

Strength of Nature, LLC 
64 Ross Road, Savannah, Georgia 31405, 
U.S.A. 

3 26/10/2009 
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SKYNET 
WORLDWIDE 
EXPRESS  

1999/4377 
of 
26/10/2009 

SKYNET SOUTH AFRICA PROPRIETARY 
LIMITED 
Office Unit G3 and Office Unit H4, Isando 
Business Park, cnr Gewel and Hulley 
Street, Isando, 1609, Republic of South 
Africa 

39 26/10/2009 

ENTERPRISE  2000/4504 
of 
26/10/2009 

ENTERPRISE HOLDINGS, INC. 
600 Corporation Park Drive, St. Louis, 
Missouri, U.S.A. 

39 26/10/2009 

AGGRASTAT  2000/4535 
of 
26/10/2009 

Correvio International Sàrl 
Places des alpes, 1202, Geneva, 
Switzerland 

5 26/10/2009 

COHIBA  2001/4570 
of 
26/10/2009 

CORPORACION HABANOS, S.A. 
Carretera Vieja de Guanabacoa y Linea 
del, Ferrocarril Final, Guanabacoa, 
Habana, Cuba 

34 26/10/2009 

SMIRNOFF  2001/4647 
of 
26/10/2009 

DIAGEO NORTH AMERICA, INC. 
801 Main Avenue, Norwalk, Connecticut 
06851, U.S.A. 

33 26/10/2009 

NOOR (mot) 2002/4782 
of 
26/10/2009 

INTERNATIONAL FOODSTUFFS Co. 
P.O. Box4115, Sharjah, U.Arab Emirates 

30 26/10/2009 

HAYAT  2002/4783 
of 
26/10/2009 

INTERNATIONAL FOODSTUFFS Co. 
P.O.Box 4115, SHARJAH, U.Arab 
Emirates 

30 26/10/2009 

NEXEN  2003/4894 
of 
26/10/2009 

NEXEN TIRE CORPORATION  355, 
Chungryeol-ro,  Yangsan-si, 
Gyeongsangnam-do, Rep.of Korea

12 26/10/2009 

SPIKE Design 2003/4941 
of 
26/10/2009 

DIAGEO NORTH AMERICA INC. 
6 Landmark Square, Stamford, 
CONNECTICUT 06901, U.S.A.

33 26/10/2009 
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KONICA MINOLTA  
(and logo) 

2003/5036 
of 
26/10/2009 

KONICA MINOLTA INC. 
2-7-2, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku,Tokyo, 
Japan 

1, 2, 7, 
9, 10, 16 
and 40 

26/10/2009 

KONICA MINOLTA  2003/5037 
of 
26/10/2009 

KONICA MINOLTA INC. 
26-2, Nishishinjuku 1-chome, Shinjuku-
ku, Tokyo, Japan 

1, 2, 7, 
9, 10, 16 
and 40 

26/10/2009 

BAILEYS  2003/5049 
of 
26/10/2009 

R&A BAILEY & CO 
Nangor House, Western Estate, DUBLIN 
12, Ireland 

33 26/10/2009 

7UP  (and logo) 2003/5064 
of 
26/10/2009 

Portifolio Concentrate Solutions 
Unlimited company  
5 Eastgate Road, Eastgate Business Park, 
Little Island, Cork, Ireland 

32 26/10/2009 

AL JAZEERA  (and 
logo) 

2004/5184 
of 
26/10/2009 

 AL JAZEERA MEDIA NETWORK
 P.O.Box 23123, Doha, Qatar

9, 16, 
35, 38 
and 41 

26/10/2009 

RADIO MARIA  2004/5216 
of 
26/10/2009 

RADIO MARIA APS 
Via Milano 12, 22036 Erba CO, Italy 

38 26/10/2009 

ROCHE  (and logo) 2004/5218 
of 
26/10/2009 

F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE &CO, Ltd 
COMPANY 
CH-4002 BASLE-SUISSE, Switzerland 

1, 3, 5, 
10, 16, 
35, 37, 
38, 41, 
42 and 
44 

26/10/2009 

OLYSET 2004/5233 
of 
26/10/2009 

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited 
27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku 
Tokyo, Japan 

1 and 5 26/10/2009 

OLYSET 2004/5234 
of 
26/10/2009 

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited 
27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku, 
Tokyo, 1048260, Japan 

23 and 
24 

26/10/2009 
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SUMILARV  2004/5235 
of 
26/10/2009 

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited 
27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku, 
Tokyo, 1048260, Japan 

1 and 5 26/10/2009 

SEBAMED Stylisé 2004/5243 
of 
26/10/2009 

SEBAPHARMA GmbH & Co.KG 
Binger Strasse 80, 56154 BOPPARD, 
Germany 

3 and 5 26/10/2009 

DORMEUIL 2004/5415 
of 
26/10/2009 

DORMEUIL FRERES 
3 Avenue Jeanne Garnerin, Air Park Paris 
Sud, 91320, WISSOUS, France 

25 26/10/2009 

SCHICK  2004/5437 
of 
26/10/2009 

EDGEWELL PERSONAL CARE BRANDS, 
LLC. 
6 Research Drive, Shelton, connecticut, 
06484, U.S.A. 

8 26/10/2009 

ACCU-CHECK  2004/5447 
of 
26/10/2009 

Roche Diabetes Care GmbH 
Sandhofer Strasse 116, 68305 
Mannheim, Germany 

5 and 10 26/10/2009 

GAVISCON  2005/5475 
of 
26/10/2009 

Reckitt Benchiser Healthcare  
Reckitt Benchiser Healthcare (UK) 
Limited 
Dansom Lane, Hull, HU8 7DS, United 
Kingdom 

5 26/10/2009 

PICCADELI  (and logo) 2005/5557 
of 
26/10/2009 

INTERNATIONAL FOODSTUFFS CO. 
P.O. Box 4115 Sharjah, U.Arab Emirates 

30 26/10/2009 

PACIFIC Logo  (and 
logo) 

2005/5617 
of 
26/10/2009 

Open Horizon Ltd. 
c/o Dolphin Management Services 
Limited, 5th Floor Orbis Court, 132 St 
Jean Road, Quatre-Bornes, Mauritius 

34 26/10/2009 

SADOLIN  (and logo) 2006/5672 
of 
26/10/2009 

AKZO NOBEL COATING INTERNATIONAL 
B.V 
VELPERWEG 76, 6824 BM ARNHEM, The 
Netherlands 

2 26/10/2009 
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STILL  (and logo) 2006/5742 
of 
26/10/2009 

THE "OLD BUSHMILLS" DISTILLEY CO. 
LIMITED 
Bushmills Co. Antrim, Northern , United 
Kingdom 

33 26/10/2009 

JANUMET 2006/5787 
of 
26/10/2009 

Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. 
One Merck Drive, Whitehouse Station, 
New Jersey 08889, U.S.A. 

5 26/10/2009 

RIGHT TO PLAY  2006/5818 
of 
26/10/2009 

RIGHT TO PLAY 
18 King ST. East, 14th floor, Toronto, 
Ontario M5C 1C4, Canada 

16, 28, 
36 and 
41 

26/10/2009 

HSA  (and logo) 2006/5826 
of 
26/10/2009 

HAYEL SAEED ANAM & CO. 
P.O.Box 5302 Taiz , Yemen 

3, 29, 
30, 32 
and 34 

26/10/2009 

BOEHRINGER 
INGELHEIM (and 
logo) 

2006/5829 
of 
26/10/2009 

BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM PHARMA 
GmbH & CO. KG 
Weierstrass 173,55216 Ingleheim, 
Germany 

5 26/10/2009 

ERICSSON  (and logo) 2006/5930 
of 
26/10/2009 

TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON, 
SARL 
SE-164 83 STOCKHOLM, Sweden 

9, 11, 
16, 35, 
36, 37, 
38, 41 
and 42 

26/10/2009 

LACTASOY  2007/5965 
of 
26/10/2009 

VIRIYAPATTANA COMPANY LIMITED 
3534 Sukhumvt Road, Kwang Bangna Tai, 
Khet Bangna, Bangkok 10260, Thailand 

29 26/10/2009 

SS device 2007/6003 
of 
26/10/2009 

SEGA SAMMY HOLDINGS INC. 
Sumitomo Fudosan Osaki Garden Tower, 
1-1-1 Nishi-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-
Tokyo, Japan 

9 and 
28 

26/10/2009 
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ALCATEL LUCENT  
(and logo) 

2007/6020 
of 
26/10/2009 

ALCATEL LUCENT 
Nokia Paris Saclay, Route de Villejust, 
91620 Nozay, France 

7, 9, 11, 
16, 35, 
37, 38, 
41 and 
42 

26/10/2009 

KabiPac  2007/6023 
of 
26/10/2009 

Fresenius Kabi AG 
ELSE- KRONER-STR.1, 61352 BAD 
HOMBURG, Germany 

10 26/10/2009 

VOBAHES  2007/6024 
of 
26/10/2009 

FRESENIUS KABI AG 
ELSE-KRONER-STR.A, 61352 BAD 
HOMBURG, Germany 

10 and 
16 

26/10/2009 

BAYER  2007/6087 
of 
26/10/2009 

BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
51368 LEVERKUSEN, Germany 

 26/10/2009 

DACOGEN  2007/6090 
of 
26/10/2009 

ASTEX PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. 
4420 Rosewood Drive, Suite 200, 
Pleasanton, California 94588, U.S.A. 

5 26/10/2009 

SENSODYNE (and 
logo) 

2008/6022 
of 
26/10/2009 

STAFFORD-MILLER (IRELAND) LIMITED 
Clocherane, Youghal Road, Dungarvan, 
county Waterford, Ireland 

3, 5, 10 
and 21 

26/10/2009 

PREZISTA  (and logo) 2008/6173 
of 
26/10/2009 

Janssen Sciences Ireland UC 
Barnahely, Ringaskiddy, County Cork, 
Ireland 

5 26/10/2009 

BUSINESS ROYALS 
(and logo) 

2008/6263 
of 
26/10/2009 

THE INDEPENDENT TOBACCO FZE 
Warehouse  n° FZES1BB04,  P.O.  Box 
261031Jebel Ali, Dubai, U.Arab Emirates

34 26/10/2009 

OASIS  2008/6282 
of 
26/10/2009 

SMITHERS-OASIS COMPANY 
295 South Water Street, Suite 201 Kent, 
Ohio 44240, U.S.A. 

1 26/10/2009 
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KALETRA  2008/6316 
of 
26/10/2009 

AbbVie Inc 
1 N.Waukegan Road, North Chicago, 
Illinois 60064, U.S.A. 

5 26/10/2009 

NORVIR  2008/6317 
of 
26/10/2009 

AbbVie Inc 
1 N.Waukegan Road, North Chicago, 
Illinois 60064, U.S.A. 

5 26/10/2009 

FLORALIFE  2008/6324 
of 
26/10/2009 

SMITHERS-OASIS COMPANY 
295 South Water Street, Suite 201 Kent, 
Ohio 44240, U.S.A. 

1 26/10/2009 

OPTIZORB  2008/6346 
of 
26/10/2009 

GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare 
(UK) IP Limited 
980 Great West Road, Brentford, 
Middlesex TW8 9GS , United Kingdom 

5 26/10/2009 

PEGASYS  2008/6412 
of 
26/10/2009 

F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 
CH-4002 BASLE, Switzerland 

5 26/10/2009 

IMPERIAL 2009/6554 
of 
26/10/2009 

IMPERIAL TOBACCO LIMITED 
121 winterstoke Road, Bristol, BS3 2LL, 
United Kingdom 

34 26/10/2009 

LUCKY STAR BLANK  
(and logo) 

2009/6774 
of 
26/10/2009 

LUCKY STAR LIMITED 
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smuts 
Street, Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, 
Western Cape Province , -, Republic of 
South Africa 

29 26/10/2009 

IBB (and logo) 2009/6787 
of 
26/10/2009 

International Baccalaureate 
Organisation(IBO) 
Route des Morillons 15,CH-1218 Le 
grand Saconnex,Genève, Switzerland 

41 26/10/2009 
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VII. NAME CHANGE 

 

Mark Name Registration 

Number 

Change of address 

FROM 

Change of address 

TO 

 

UD  (and logo) 754/1970 of 

26/10/2009 

UD Trucks 

Corporation  

UD Trucks Corporation  

3-1, 4 chome, Yahei-cho, Kawaguchi-shi, 

Saitama-ken, Japan 

 

AMERICAN 

STANDARD 

1156/1975 of 

14/12/2009 

IDEAL 

STANDARDS 

INTERNATIONA

L NV 

IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL 

NV 

Chausée de Wavre 1789, Box 15 Brussels, 

Belgium 

 

AMERICAN 

STANDARD 

(and logo) 

1157/1975 of 

26/10/2009 

IDEAL 

STANDARDS 

INTERNATIONA

L NV  

IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL 

NV Chausée de Wavre 1789, Brussels 1160, 

Belgium 

 

IDEAL 

STANDARD 

1158/1975 of 

14/12/2009 

IDEAL 

STANDARDS 

INTERNATIONA

L NV  

IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL 

NV Chausée de Wavre 1789, Brussels 1160, 

Belgium 

 

IDEAL 

STANDARD 

(and logo) 

1159/1975 of 

26/10/2009 

IDEAL 

STANDARDS 

INTERNATIONA

L NV  

IDEAL STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL 

NV Chausée de Wavre 1789, Brussels 1160, 

Belgium 

SIGMA 1798/1982 of 

26/10/2009 

SIGMAKALON 

DECO 

NEDERLAND 

B.V. 

SIGMAKALON DECO NEDERLAND 

B.V. 

Amsterdamseweg 14, 1422 AD Uithoorn, 

The Netherlands 

 
SIGMA 1798/1982 of 

26/10/2009 

PPG COATINGS 

NEDERLAND 

B.V. 

PPG COATINGS NEDERLAND B.V. 

Amsterdamseweg 14, 1422 AD Uithoorn, 

The Netherlands 

ERICSSON (and logo) 2009/6841 
of 
26/10/2009 

TELEFONAKTIEBO LAGET L.M. ERICSSON  
SE-164 83 Stockholm, Sweden 

9, 11, 
16, 35, 
36, 37, 
38, 41 
and 42 

26/10/2009 
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SIGMA 

COATINGS  

(and logo) 

1799/1982 of 

26/10/2009 

PPG COATING 

NEDERLAND 

B.V. 

PPG COATING NEDERLAND B.V. 

Amsterdamseweg 14, 1422 AD Uithoorn, 

The Netherlands 

 
SIGMA 

COATINGS  

(and logo) 

1799/1982 of 

26/10/2009 

SIGMAKALON 

DECO 

NEDERLAND 

B.V. 

SIGMAKALON DECO NEDERLAND 

B.V. 

Amsterdamseweg 14, 1422 AD Uithoorn, 

The Netherlands 

 
LARIOS  2062/1985 of 

26/10/2009 

Beam Spanain S.L. 

 

Beam Spanain S.L. 

Calle Arturo Soria 107 28043 Madrid, Spain 

COLAS  3048/1986 of 

26/10/2009 

COLAS  COLAS 

1, rue  du  colonel  de  Pierre  Avia  75015  , 

France
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MERIAL  (and 

logo) 

4196/1998 of 

26/10/2009 

MERIAL MERIAL 

17, rue Bourgelat 69002 LYNON, France 

 
ENTERPRISE  4504/2000 of 

26/10/2009 

ENTERPRISE 

HOLDINGS, INC. 

 
AGGRASTAT  4535/2000 of 

26/10/2009 

Correvio LLC  

 

KONICA 

MINOLTA  

(and logo) 

5036/2003 of 

26/10/2009 

KONICA 

MINOLTA INC. 

 
KONICA 

MINOLTA  

5037/2003 of 

26/10/2009 

KONICA 

MINOLTA INC. 

 
AL JAZEERA  

(and logo) 

5184/2004 of 

26/10/2009 

AL JAZEERA 

MEDIA 

NETWORK 

 
AL JAZEERA  

(and logo) 

5184/2004 of 

26/10/2009 

AL JAZEERA 

SATELLITE 

NETWORK 

 
SEBAMED 

Stylisé 

5243/2004 of 

26/10/2009 

SEBAPHARMA 

GmbH & Co.KG 

 
LUCKY STAR 

BLANK  (and 

logo) 

6774/2009 of 

26/10/2009 

LUCKY STAR 

LIMITED 

ENTERPRISE HOLDINGS, INC. 

600  Corporation  Park  Drive,  St.  Louis, 

Missouri, U.S.A. 

Correvio LLC 

1350 Edgmont Avenue, Suite 2300, Chester, 

Pennsylvania 19013, U.S.A. 

KONICA MINOLTA INC. 

26-2,  Nishishinjuku  1-chome,  Shinjuku-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan 

KONICA MINOLTA INC. 

26-2,  Nishishinjuku  1-chome,  Shinjuku-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan 

AL JAZEERA MEDIA NETWORK,

 P.O.Box 23123, Doha, Qatar 

AL JAZEERA SATELLITE NETWORK,

P.O.Box 23123, Doha, Qatar 

SEBAPHARMA GmbH & Co.KG 

Binger  Strasse  80,  56154  BOPPARD, 

Germany 

LUCKY STAR LIMITED 

9th  Floor,  Oceana  House,  25  Jan  Smuts 

Street,  Foreshorse,  Cape  Town  8001, 

Western  Cape  Province  , -  ,  Republic  of 

South Africa
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VIII. TRADEMARK LICENSE  
 
 

Mark Name Registration 
Number 

Change of address 
FROM 

Change of address 
TO 

 
RE: Denim  465/2017 of 

16/08/2017 

WOOLWORTHS 

PROPRIETARY 

LIMITED 

WOOLWORTHS PROPRIETARY limited 

of Woolworths House, 93 Longmarket 

Street, Cape Town, Western Cape, Republic 

of South Africa 

 

IX. TRADEMARK ASSIGNMENT 
 

Mark Name Registration 
Number 

Change of the 
Owner FROM 

Change of the Owner  
TO 

 
TANAKAN RW/T/1996/3964 IPSEN PHARMA 

S.A.S 

IPSEN CONSUMER HEALTHCARE of 

65 quai George Gorse, 92100 Boulogne-

Billancourt, France 

PAXELADINE RW/T/1996/003962 IPSEN PHARMA 

S.A.S 

IPSEN CONSUMER HEALTHCARE of 

65 quai George Gorse, 92100 Boulogne-

Billancourt, France 

SMECTA RW/T/1996/003963 IPSEN PHARMA 

S.A.S 

IPSEN CONSUMER HEALTHCARE of 

65 quai George Gorse, 92100 Boulogne-

Billancourt, France                                                                        

FORLAX RW/T/1996/003957 IPSEN PHARMA 

S.A.S 

IPSEN CONSUMER HEALTHCARE of 

65 quai George Gorse, 92100 Boulogne-

Billancourt, France                                                                        

INTETRIX RW/T/1996/003905 IPSEN PHARMA 

S.A.S 

IPSEN CONSUMER HEALTHCARE of 

65 quai George Gorse, 92100 Boulogne-

Billancourt, France                                                                        

ACTAPULGIT

E 

RW/T/1996/003903 IPSEN PHARMA 

S.A.S 

IPSEN CONSUMER HEALTHCARE of 

65 quai George Gorse, 92100 Boulogne-

Billancourt, France                                                                        

7UP(1980 

Square) 

RW/T/1980/001622 The Concentrate 

Manufacturing 

Company of 

Ireland (also 

trading as Seven-

Up International) 

Portifolio Concentrate Solutions Unlimited 

company of 5 Eastgate Road, Eastgate 

Business Park, Little Island, Cork, Ireland 
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7UP RW/T/2003/005064 The Concentrate 

Manufacturing 

Company of 

Ireland (also 

trading as Seven-

Up International) 

Portifolio Concentrate Solutions Unlimited 

company of 5 Eastgate Road, Eastgate 

Business Park, Little Island, Cork, Ireland 

SEVEN UP RW/T/1957/005715 The Concentrate 

Manufacturing 

Company of 

Ireland (also 

trading as Seven-

Up International) 

Portifolio Concentrate Solutions Unlimited 

company of 5 Eastgate Road, Eastgate 

Business Park, Little Island, Cork, Ireland 

7UP & BUBLE 

DESIGN N01 

RW/T/1957/005716 The Concentrate 

Manufacturing 

Company  

of Ireland (also 

trading as Seven-

Up International) 

Portifolio Concentrate Solutions Unlimited 

company of 5 Eastgate Road, Eastgate 

Business Park, Little Island, Cork, Ireland 

FIXIME RW/T/2012/000764 ASTELLAS 

PHARMA INC 

Otsuka Chemical Co., Ltd. 

of 3-2-27, Ote-Dori, Chuo-Ku, Osaka-Shi, 

Osaka, Japan 

TRIUMPH RW/T/1986/003029 TRIUMPH 

INTERNATION

AL GmbH 

TRIUMPH INTERADE AG  

of Triumphweg 6, CH-5330 Bad Zurzach, 

S 

911 RW/T/1997/4062 A.P PRODUCTS 

LTD 

Strength of Nature, LLC of  

64 Ross Road, Savannah, Georgia 31405, 

USA 

BONE STRAIT RW/T/1999/004367 A.P PRODUCTS 

LTD 

Strength of Nature, LLC of  

64 Ross Road, Savannah, Georgia 31405, 

USA 

AFRICAN 

PRIDE 

RW/T/1997/004063 A.P PRODUCTS 

LTD 

Strength of Nature, LLC of  

64 Ross Road, Savannah, Georgia 31405, 

USA 

DSTV RW/T/2013/000560 MIH 

INTELPROP 

HOLDINGS 

LIMITED 

MULTICHOICE AFRICA HOLDINGS 

B.V. of Taurusavenue 105, 2132 LS, 

Hoofddorp, The Netherlands 

GOCARD RW/T/2014/000189 MIH 

INTELPROP 

HOLDINGS 

LIMITED 

MULTICHOICE AFRICA HOLDINGS 

B.V. of Taurusavenue 105, 2132 LS, 

Hoofddorp, The Netherlands 

GOTV LITE RW/T/2015/000249 MIH 

INTELPROP 

HOLDINGS 

LIMITED 

MULTICHOICE AFRICA HOLDINGS 

B.V. of Taurusavenue 105, 2132 LS, 

Hoofddorp, The Netherlands 
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GOTV RW/T/2015/000230 MIH 

INTELPROP 

HOLDINGS 

LIMITED 

MULTICHOICE AFRICA HOLDINGS 

B.V. of Taurusavenue 105, 2132 LS, 

Hoofddorp, The Netherlands 

DSTV RW/T/2011/007404 MIH 

INTELPROP 

HOLDINGS 

LIMITED 

MULTICHOICE AFRICA HOLDINGS 

B.V. of Taurusavenue 105, 2132 LS, 

Hoofddorp, The Netherlands 

MULTICHOIC

E 

RW/T/1998/004290 MIH 

INTELPROP 

HOLDINGS 

LIMITED 

MULTICHOICE AFRICA HOLDINGS 

B.V. of Taurusavenue 105, 2132 LS, 

Hoofddorp, The Netherlands 

GOTENNA RW/T/2014/000188 MIH 

INTELPROP 

HOLDINGS 

LIMITED 

MULTICHOICE AFRICA HOLDINGS 

B.V. of Taurusavenue 105, 2132 LS, 

Hoofddorp, The Netherlands 

GOSAT RW/T/2014/000264 MIH 

INTELPROP 

HOLDINGS 

LIMITED 

MULTICHOICE AFRICA HOLDINGS 

B.V. of Taurusavenue 105, 2132 LS, 

Hoofddorp, The Netherlands 

AGGRASTAT RW/T/2000/004535 Correvio LLC Correvio International Sàrl of 

Chamerstrasse 176, CH- 6300, Zug, 

Switzerland  
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